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УДК. 811161.2;39                                                         Надія Бабич (Чернівці) 

 

LANGUAGE AS A SPACE OF NATIONAL GENE EXISTANCE 

 

Засоби і способи збереження національної духовної і культурної 

пам’яті задля життєвого ладу на Землі залежить від багатьох чинників, 

зокрема й від ментальності народу. Про українську ментальність за останні 

десятиріччя написано дуже багато, хоча, на наш погляд, нині у чистому 

вияві не існує жодної ментальності. У долі українців багато що залежало 

від історичних, а також геопсихічних, соціопсихічних і культуроморфічних 

чинників. Народознавці наголошують, що саме в мовному коді знаходяться 

„гени” національного, і хто не знає цього коду, той не здатен зарахувати 

себе до певної нації. Сучасні тенденції до маргіналізації мовної практики, 

нехтування частиною членів суспільства сакральністю слова загрожує 

моральною і навіть фізіологічною видозміною, за якою фізичні зусилля не 

будуть спрямовані на духовне самоудосконалення. 

Ключові слова: психологічний тип, еволюційна пам’ять, глобалізація, 

слово, 

національна культура, мовна свідомість, сакралізація. 

Word is a great power and a great mystery. The more we want to learn about 

it, the more we have to delve into the history of mankind and its history. 

Statement of the problem. In a globalized world gradually leveled not only 

mental, linguistic, and religious and features the nation devalued role of historical 

memory and national ignored sacred power of words. Therefore, psychologists, 

linguists, ethnologists seeking at least delay these processes in order to preserve 

life down to the ground. One way to accomplish this mission is to return to the 

word of his sacred functions in all areas of human activity. 

Analysis of recent research and publications, which discuss the problem 

of the return of the Ukrainian language in the way of margin sacralization shows 

that characterology our people more engaged and ethnographers (reissue works 



I.Nechuy- Levitsky, S.Kylymnyka , O.Voropaya) or ethnopsychologist (published 

in Ukraine O.Kulchytskoho individual works, B.Tsymbalistoho, Yevhen Onatsky, 

work V.Hramovoyi etc.), but much less - linguists, among whom, by the way, there 

is no consensus on the assessment of the situation in language practice (cf. looks 

L.Stavytskoyi, I. Dziuba, O. Tkachenko et al.). At this stage, the study of problems 

and implementation of already achieved results is hampered by unconscious (or 

conscious) content diminished notions national language, the language of the state, 

the native language and the language of "practical". 

The ability to speak the sounds that make out the contents and call 

describing has only human. 

"Imagination through the images and pictures of the world involves the will, 

dictating thoughts, urges to work. This means that word, but through word - 

imagination, can awaken all of all cells of the human body. What is consciousness? 

This, in essence, is a huge array of words that contains evolutionary human 

memory. It follows that the words that are in the language of the people, proverbs, 

sayings, phraseological units, even letters of the alphabet carry the evolutionary 

experience of the people. Persistent linguistic communication, or even an outline, 

which is primarily a same letters shall contain valuable human experience to 

preserve and maintain its life down to Earth" [see 3]. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the causes of the current trend in the 

loss of human perception of itself a descendant of ancient history, 

heopsyholohichnyh and spiritual traditions, neglect of duty to pass these traditions 

to new generations, appeals misleading unification of all things on earth. 

Organizing offers ancient and modern proponents of the theory of magical 

properties of words and their scientific evidence is needed, we believe, to minimize 

the destruction of language in its national status code. 

What were on Ukrainian dawn of its history, we can learn not only for 

historical scientific papers, but also from mythology. I.Nechuy - Levitsky in the 

"Worldview Ukrainian people", analyzing the Ukrainian mythology, said that "the 

ancient Ukrainian people praising the light of heavenly forces, Godiva dark forces 



to embrace yourself the favor of heaven to prysyluvaty every effort to serve its 

practical purpose [...]. Young weaker soul could not even think of magical thinking 

and had to call the help themselves to the imagination. The ancient people had to 

think to guess the forms of paintings, not a shower, all peoples religion ahead of 

philosophy and science" [8, 4]. Under this "fantasy" people created (and 

worshiped) "light of the gods": God Boss, Sun Goddess, Dawn, Cloud, Spring, god 

Hromovyk (shepherds, farmers, huntsman, Warrior), and spirits and pivduhy: 

mermaid Mavky, polisuny, polovyky, goblins, devils, witches, Witcher, ghouls, 

ghouls. I. Nechuy-Levytskyy described two mythical images - Fate and poverty, 

and finished his work section of pantheism in Ukrainian mythology: 

metamorphosis (transformation of man into a tree, grass, dew, flower, bird, animal, 

etc.), the establishment of peace and amicable tree, the creation of man. 

Deep analysis (with high scores!) of this work I.Nechuy-Levitsky in 

pislyaslovi "eye Vseobiymayuche Ukraine" gave Olexa Myshanych. In particular, 

it agreed with the writer, "Analyzing the Ukrainian mythology Nechuy-Levitsky 

out of the principles that were the foundation of celestial phenomena and human 

imagination personified them heomorfniy and zoomorphic form, adapting them to 

their daily needs. The people created images of gods according to their taste and 

psychological, moved from earth to heaven shapes his life and the social 

hierarchy" [8, 85]. 

No matter how civilized, westernized and globalized, realistic, materialistic, 

etc. we did not consider ourselves today, but most of us has all the same and is 

aware of the pagan gods, spirits and pivduhiv about metamorphosis and are often 

looking for a horse, dog, cat says, "like a man!" and asks whether - and a joke or 

seriously, "I wonder who you were in a past life? Perhaps a good person...". Not to 

say that this belief - but this memory millennial forms of life of our ancestors. He 

and Nina breaks or read somewhere, sometime, or transferred. 

The most valuable material to study the Ukrainian mythology give the old 

carols and songs that performs valysya in pre-Christian times, as well as national 

poetic creativity. "The most important driver of ancient folk epic poetry is 



wonderful, educated divination, signs and various other superstitions that prevailed 

in the popular imagination, despite all the pious efforts to dispel it, even in the XVI 

- XVII centuries. It met all the wonderful epic spiritual aspirations superstitious 

old" - we read in the preface to the book translated Yuri Buriak George Bulasheva 

"Ukrainian people in their legends, religious views and beliefs" [7, 17]. 

We can not resist the temptation to continue to quote in particular that 

deeply convinced of the truthfulness of the words, not only for our old, but for the 

present, "mythological epic lays the first foundation of the moral beliefs of the 

people, expressing in supernatural creatures, and heroes in bohah not only 

religious, but also moral ideals of good and evil. That's why these ideals epos - 

more than art images: a - number of steps people's consciousness on the way to 

moral perfection" [7, 17]. Do not disregard these texts in the education system 

hidden cause gradual moral decline of many members of modern society: "That 

explains the great importance that the people had in the old days - and partly with 

and still - his poetry: they replaced them and school, and science. Under their 

beneficial effects leaked all human life from the cradle to the grave [7, 18]. 

Unfortunately, this aspect moralnoestetychnyy relationships in today's times 

retreated to the background education. 

And all around, the old man lived and we live today, dominated the Word. It 

called all things of the world, all the feelings and aspirations of all the movements 

and actions of all the changes and intentions ... and that word was from the 

beginning Slavic. A. Pritsak wrote: "Although as Slavs (called Venedi, Venethi) in 

written monuments certified only I - II century. in Christ, and archeology has been 

able to find characteristic for Slavic cultural relics (so-called field of graves) only 

from the end of millennium before Christ (II - I c.), there can be no doubt that the 

ancestors of the Slavs to be found in far earlier times in their historic territories, 

among other things, and between the Indo-European ancestors of the Ukrainian 

day. Thus, all the so-called Indo relics of Ukrainian culture - is at the same time 

"protoslov'yanski relics" [2, 696]. 



Ukrainians, like other Slavs – farmers on farming as their main occupation 

suggest Slavonic word plow, scythe, Rata, Klepac, rake, shovel, sieve, heap, 

harvest, weed, field names: Udall, lyada, virgin, title grain rye, wheat, millet, 

barley; words describe a shepherd herding, fleece, hay, bull, ox, cow, calf, sheep, 

roe horse (old Caumont), mare, stallion, chickens (ca) dove words for naming 

concepts hunting, fishing, beekeeping: mesh, DUCK, network, snare, catch, 

sturgeon, tench, pstruh, bass, bee, board, hive, queen and so on. By Common 

Slavonic vocabulary gradually doluchalysya Ukrainian Balkans, Iran, Altai, 

ancient, Germanic, Byzantine, Western European and other elements of culture, 

indicating, according to A. and D. Pritsak CHYZHEVSKY of [2, 101-105], as 

often difficult and not always voluntary contacts between peoples, which in spite 

of all those elements enriched the language that it was necessary. 

Much of the Ukrainian fate depended not only on the historical, but also on 

race, heopsyhichnyh , sotsiopsyhichnyh and kulturomorfichnyh factors. This 

problem is deeply studied O. Kulchytsky filing key aspects of its findings in the 

already cited article " Your characterology Ukrainian people" from the " 

Encyclopedia of Ukraine " [2, 708-718 ]. We will not tell his analysis of racial 

factors , dwell more on heopsyhichnyh factors that have a considerable influence 

on the formation of the human psyche. 

Pomynuvshy scientific explanation of the three layers of the human psyche (ie 

somatopsychic - feeling and genes tymopsyhichnyy - sense and related efforts and 

poyopsyhichnyy - thinking and conscious will) , pay attention to what we are 

Ukrainian so different in expressing his mental state and directing its appropriate 

action. And, as it turns out, is " guilty " Geography of Ukraine - a rich , varied map 

which needs to be taken into account when describing and people, and the 

individual. 

Heopsyhichnyy impact northern lowlands with its dimensionally smaller in the 

forest zone of sunlight , clouds and more precipitation manifests itself in reducing 

cheerfulness, if not to the level sumovytosti , at least to the spirit of validity . A. 

Kulchytsky believes that "the combination of the thick forest of the quagmire 



concentrated in vchuvanni krayevydnoho person to the tune of" impending 

limitations . " Vchuvannya in the dark green of the forest and its noise causes 

mood if not amount to at least respect. Vchuvannya in static form of the forest, in 

its " rootedness " and the inviolability which restrains the eyes and mysterious 

gloom shroud gaps in their processes creates feelings such as " restrained motor 

form " sense of prudence , caution and suspicion, restrain manoho waiting, 

patience . As a reaction to the impending privacy vchuvannya in the woods can 

sometimes appear a sense of " panic " ( Panbozhok forest) lyaklyvosty . 

Vchuvannya in Gushchin zhyttovyy forest as a process - a vchuvannya in ruthless 

competition for zhyttovyy space of constant fierce struggle for existence with no 

clear end in final victory ... "[2 , 711 ]. 

Heopsyhichnyy influence forest like environment with warmer and drier 

pidsonnyam , " its dimensionally significant force sunflower light somatopsychic 

layer influences the well-being of mind and mood zhyttovyy towards cheerfulness 

and optimism. [ ...] Vchuvannya processes in nature for black soil tiller population 

is vchuvannya in fertility of the earth, in her kindness, generosity and kindness in 

the double meaning of " good land " in the sense of tilling and vydaynosty 

moralnomistychnomu sense " obdarovuyuchoyi love " that it like other forms of 

joint action nature: sun , rain , wind. This state corresponds to both human reaction 

- feeling credulity and religious gratitude [2, 712 ]. 

Steppe stripe motif is krayevydnyy vchuvannya in no way restrained ' motion to 

eternity . " "He - reflects O. Kulchytsky - with the mental side could match the 

feeling of love that seeks its object ," without the subject of melancholy , "which 

(according to Jaspers ) full of enthusiasm to the pursuit of the unattainable . [ ...] 

Vchuvannya in the processes of nature inherent in the steppe environment as they 

often occur strybkovistyu and zlamnym character conversion to volatility and 

declines kontrastovosty sensual life. [ ...] This - the opposite of the two possible 

svitovidchuvan person who , on the one hand, in the steppe environment, nothing 

held back , is not exceeded and the blessing of the land under the aegis of the upper 

reaches of the sense of superiority and purity , and which, on the other hand, under 



the blows curse it reaches the bottom of a sense of powerlessness and vanity "[2, 

712 ]. 

Pryhadalasya recent chance meeting with a doctor during a pandemic in Ukraine . 

He has a firm belief that the state of psychological discomfort often occur in 

people who have changed pidsonnya in which they were born, contrary to some 

noticeable , such as the mountains into the desert . And recommend relax in places 

like your residence, rather than in overseas territories on the opposite side of the 

planet , only to try exotic grounds , but to eat those fruits that give you childhood 

native land. We will consider these recommendations panacea, but think about her 

motivation really worth it. 

And a few words about the mountain and sea views . A. Kulchytsky this terse : " 

The mountain landscape is important only at the periphery of Ukraine (such as the 

Bukovina, Galicia. - NB ), that is why it is more affected psychologically in tribal 

features ... than national . The influence of the sea was also not permanent and will 

not cover the majority of the nation Vav ( ukrayinskoyi. - NB "[2 , 713 ]. 

The use of their environment , adapt to it brings people together, and provides 

zridnyuye unanimity in reaching vital interests. But if you mix people of different 

mass heopsyhichnyh impact protection , by harmonizing cohabitation is very 

difficult to reach . Perhaps this is why Ukrainian so long and hard to come to their 

state and so easy to abandon its most essential features - national native language ? 

Equally important , there are other such historical factors that have shaped and 

continue long day Ukrainian human psyche . How often historical consciousness 

calling to the goal (it is , in fact, never extinguished ), but heroic efforts , 

sometimes very close to achieving a successful , mostly ended in defeat , so that 

Ukrainian national psyche color fatalistic pessimism that still persists in most 

members of the public . 

Worth serious consideration factors sotsiopsyhichni and kulturomorfichni , but 

they have a large scientific literature currently available to everyone. But 

hlybynnopsyhichni factors on the basis of their systems for Ukrainian means a lot . 

Notorious , say, an inferiority complex because of the lack of objective self-



assessment creates a sense of lack of own forces, exaggerating the difficulties in 

performing major life- his or her people and tasks. Mostly accompanied by an 

inferiority complex " set of iniquity " which, however, stimulates the desire to " 

catch up ", " alignment ", which may be accompanied by ethical idyllic dreaming 

or reactive aggression . 

So it was in Ukrainian fate often, but self-esteem, national pride and confidence in 

their unique identity and not become indisputable . E. Onatskyy in the " Ukrainian 

emotion " quoted by V.Lypynsky his " Letters to brativhliborobiv " that explain a 

feature of Ukrainian mentality, over- sensitive news like [9, 37]. 

And biological heritage, and cultural influence , and all the above factors of human 

psychology as formed Ukrainian nation. " The biological factor has its value , 

because the very culture vytvoryuyetsya - says B.Tsymbalistyy - based on natural 

human data . It is the product of man and his natural inclinations. Human nature 

sets limits and defines the forms of culture . Although , on the other hand, culture 

influences and regulates biological processes "[12 , 83 ]. Genes are living in the 

national language code. 

The language code embedded in small folk forms ( riddles , fun Leancă , 

zaklychkah ) that allows - says DA Lavryk - even from an early age the child to 

engage national, mother, mother " [6, 59]. Having attracted the support of his 

tenets of Carl Jung with his work " Man and ego sign icons ", J. Lavryk stresses 

that an important recognition is a cult of the Great Mother , embodying Mother 

Earth and whose symbol is a tree , and focuses on the existence of two principles 

svitostvorennya - male (father , spirit, and the spirit was the father of all things ) 

and female (mother , matter ) [6, 59]. 

There are many other explanations of the content and expression of the Ukrainian 

soul , which, of course, is rooted in the Earth and Spirit. " Where is the Ukrainian 

soul ? " - M. Shlemkevych asks and answers: " We're not heroes nor victims of 

fiery imagination. Our zahublenist and our day-dreaming different. We are not 

dreamers imagination, our dreaming is not imazhynarnym art ( Imagism 

characterized by ideological negation of art and the search for new expressive 



means of poetry , including the creation of capricious and unrelated verbal abuse 

[10, 18], but dreaming of the heart, emotional dreaming . [... ]. vrodylasya with sea 

foam Greek Aphrodite. feelings with sea surf Ukrainian born beauty - song. song 

lyrics - a rough outline of such cordiality "[12 , 104 ]. 

It seems that this scientist is quite right when the high register emotion denies 

Marxist "religion - the opium of the people" that is, " that dulls the mind , 

consciousness , preventing proper perception of reality" [11, 711] , saying that the 

Ukrainian people are not religious , and melodiousness is the " opium " ( opium ) , 

because " here protoplasm of our soul, it pramateriya in which it is born , grows, 

blooms, withers and dies. Our bright days and dark nights , joy and sorrow. From 

the depths of the soul Ukrainian vyhoplyuyetsya apostrophe to the song : blessed 

among women, delight the soul and sunshine happy blessing ! Zrodzhena with 

luxury stained with tears , my torment , my you paradise song! And just from the 

depths of Ukrainian consciousness must confess : that our greatest happiness and 

those of our treasures - are our blessings and our curses at the same time "[13 , 105 

]. 

Why not religion, and other aspects specific to their primary source zakorinenosti 

define psychology Ukrainian ? There are a few explanations , one of which is : 

"We, the Ukrainian nation is very old and its spiritual culture of our ancestors 

began to do away with Christian period in Ukraine . However, Byzantine 

Christianity brought us their culture, but it is their culture , not culture at all. We 

have been to Ukraine national culture, and Vladimir Great Christian culture only 

added to their home , the parent culture - Olexa wrote Voropay . - Meeting with 

Byzantium Ukraine - it was not meeting the poor with the rich , it was the meeting 

if not equal , the ones in power, but the different nature of culture . Even now we 

are in their customs and oral folk creativity meeting features a combination of old 

Ukrainian , pre-Christian and Christian cultures. But we are so used to it that 

sometimes can not understand where it ends in the old Ukrainian folk custom and 

where does the Christian . For old Ukrainian tradition came in the flesh and blood 

of our habits [1, 11-13 ]. 



Gone forever , changed the outlook has changed faith, but did not change the 

credibility of the Word, which was nevertheless first . Zhyvorad Slowinski wrote: 

"Words have the power hidden in their inner essence. They not only sounds are the 

builders of the subjective elements of our universe. And most importantly, we not 

only create our subjective world, but we also baffles him! [... ]. When we put our 

thoughts , emotions and other elements in words , we create our reality. When we 

change the word in a special way , we can change this reality "[4 ]. 

This author expresses at the end of the experimental work sacramental thesis: 

"Obviously, we are on the threshold of new discoveries in the wonderful universe 

of inner self hidden words " [4 ]. 
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УДК 801.81+161.2’38                      Людмила Білоконенко (Дніпропетровськ) 

SEMANTIC DERIVATION OF COMMUNICATION  

CONFLICT LEXIC  

Автор аналізує семантичну деривацію пейоративної лексики української мови, 

якою особи послуговуються в конфліктній комунікації. Описано узуальну, оказіональну і 

«запрограмовану» пейоративну семантику. 

Ключові слова: пейоративна лексика, конфліктна комунікація; узуальне, 

оказіональне, «запрограмоване» значення. 

 

Statement of the problem. Conflict defines all aspects of human life, so 

anything that accompanies this phenomenon has long been a subject of attention of 

researchers. An important feature of the lexical and semantic system of Ukrainian 

language is the possibility of a negative "estimates" individual opponent in the 

conflict using peyoratyvnoyi vocabulary. Especially active was functioning in 

everyday speech, the literature is used to create a color image of a character can be 

fixed in different types of institutional communication. Even given the 

interdependent relationship opponents in interpersonal conflict is not always 

possible to unambiguously characterize the impact peyorative vocabulary for each 

of them, because both parties to the dispute have their own conflicting 

communicative purpose in a particular situation, for what and resort to peyoratsiyi. 

The system may include uzualnyh peyoratyviv colloquial, vernacular, familiar, 

colloquial vocabulary with typical derivative means peyoratsiyi and semantic 

derivation, based on the figurative meaning, and occasional peyorative characters 

who realize their importance in terms of context. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. Lexical features of 

Ukrainian conflict are still unexplored area of linguistics. Various properties of the 

vocabulary of conflict interaction (eg. symbolic load invective in forming speech 

structures invektyvne usage as a display of verbal aggression, especially the 

semantics peyoratyvnoyi vocabulary, slander as a social problem, peyoratyvna 

vocabulary in a variety of styles of speech, etc.) have been the subject of scientific 

study (V. Galagan, A. Hunger, H. Datsyshyn, V. Zhelvis, G.Kuzenko, O. 



Kulchytska, N. Panova, N. Romanova, L. Staviska, W. Eadie, P. Nelson, D. 

Sperber, D. Wilson and others). [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12]. However, questions 

about the functioning peyoratyvnyh characters in interpersonal conflict, as the level 

of these signs semantization language still needs clarification. 

Statement of the problem. The aim of our study is to analyze semantic 

derivation peyoratyvnoyi vocabulary, which opponents serve as conflict in 

interpersonal relations, namely: characteristic. Usual peyoratyvnoyi vocabulary 

that has only peyoratyvnu these things, metaphorical and analogical transfers 

peyoratyvnoyi seven occasional peyoratyviv. Source base stand peyoratyvni 

elements that we observed in interpersonal conflicts described in the prose works 

of Ukrainian authors the end of XX - the beginning of XXI century (C. 

Andrukhovych, S. Zhadan, I. Karpa, M. Kidruk, B. Lys, M. Matios, S. Pyrkalo, S. 

Povalyayeva, G. Tarassyuk, V. Shklyar etc.), in journalistic discourse and informal 

oral speech (about 400 tokens). 

The main material. In this paper we consider peyoratyvnist as the ability to 

implement the semantics of linguistic units criticism, contempt, disapproval, 

discontent, and others to the individuals whose personal characteristics or behavior 

does not correspond to the moral and social norms and rules of society. 

Peyoratyvni unit as part of negative evaluation of the language, not only 

sufficiently represent the number of negative situations sem and differences 

"nekonfliktu" and conflict in interpersonal interactions, but also the value system 

of the language. Depending on the level of conflict communication semantization 

peyoratyvy offer classified as follows: 

1) Usual peyoratyvna vocabulary that has only peyoratyvnu Sam or that Sam 

is one of the few (e.g. 62% of their value reached dictionary). Group comprises 

about 33 % nominae that Ukrainian dictionary [9] are marked as "colloquial": 

stare, vyshkiryatysya, embed, harkaty, girl, durachok, crack, thief, incapable 

person, hairy, tale, grin, tovstulya, chaw-bacon, and imp others. Tokens that are 

marked as "familiarity", about 3 %: verzty, divulya, zadrypanka, old man, hang 

around and so on. Almost 13% set as "dismissive": gigolo, gossip, crazy, 



vagabond, meanie, nonentity, gossip, mug, etc., 4.6 % of the words are spoken, but 

they also may be taken as swear words (netabuyovana swearing): witch, idiot, ham, 

etc. netipaha. This group include 8.4% zharhonizovanoyi slang and colloquial 

language (dictionary "Ukrainian jargon" [10]): Dragonfly, market, huckster, 

bomzhyha, boyfriend, fall in, throw (fool), aiming, prykoknuty, heifers, dude 

shestorka et al.; 

2) Usual peyoratyvna vocabulary for which peyoratyvne value is portable 

(metaphorical and analogical transfer). Number peyoratyviv formed from the 

figurative reinterpretation objects of the world, in the studied materials is quite 

significant, because the imagery - an important feature of the Ukrainian language 

(eg 25.5 %, of which nearly a third are spoken). This group includes peyoratyvy 

opponent for the nomination and behavior konfliktantiv. 

Peyoratyvni include metaphorical name of the person carrying on certain 

associations. Productive model creation is estimated based on the names of persons 

zoonimiv, because the properties, behavior of a person in speakers associated with 

certain habits of animals, birds, reptiles, insects (snake klusha, mole). Another kind 

of active transfer - name based on the names of imaginary creatures Ukrainian 

mythology, because the latter is traditionally among a group of "bad or evil 

creatures". For example, a witch - a woman who, known from the "evil spirit” → a 

slovenly, disheveled, grumpy, evil woman, ghoul - a man who turns into a wolf → 

vidlyudkuvata man, snakes - a fantastic creature with wings and a snake body, 

endowed with extraordinary power → a crafty, cunning man, monster - a fantastic 

terrifying creature scarecrow → fierce, cruel man who lost the best moral 

character; pesyholovets - fantastic humanoid creature with one eye in the forehead, 

eating people, distinguished unspeakable cruelty → a man who has lost their best 

features and human form, ghoul - an ancient personification zlovorozhyh forces 

Werewolf → man who ruthlessly exploits dependent people and so on. 

Metaphorically to describe the transfer of people from associations "man → 

object", "person → person", "person → abstract concept", "man → natural 

phenomenon" - less frequency (shaft - a long pole which was used as a weapon and 



a high → skinny man and the child - a little girl or little boy → a naive, 

inexperienced person, misfortune - an unhappy accident, an event that causes 

someone suffering → a man who is the source of suffering, trouble, hurricane - the 

wind of great destructive force of man → which rapidly detects feelings, actions 

which destroy something). 

Analogical names of people represent a small group peyoratyviv. In 

particular, due to the expansion of the semantic structure of the word is a transition 

of its own name in general: vixen - in Greek mythology, one of the three goddesses 

of revenge → evil shrew, Herod - the king of Judea who ordered the destruction of 

all babies → very cruel, savage, cat, Judas - one of the apostles of Jesus Christ, 

who betrayed him → traitor, traitor. 

A separate group is peyoratyvy with a figurative meaning that characterize 

the behavior of the parties in conflict. In this case, assessment is through 

knowledge addresser of conduct and its impact on the course and conclusion of the 

conflict. Cognition is the mental foundation, so it creates the tonal range of the 

estimated sem so negative evaluation of behavior konfliktantiv are differentiated. 

But in order to realize tonal range last resort to peyoratyviv with a figurative 

meaning (including and spoken) that make it possible to describe (or state) "as the 

manifestation of" behavior: explode - suddenly angry, rapidly detect your wrath 

balk - stubbornly refuse from something to disagree with someone, flood - hit very 

hard, strain - speak slowly and reluctantly vague, snap - to answer questions, 

remarks in a rude manner, pidkolyuvaty - strike your opponent's caustic words, a 

sharp remark or hint, fault - annoy your requirements, questions, find fault, roar - 

create sharp, strong sound, reminiscent of the roaring animals force - against his 

will, by force; 

3) "programmed" peyoratyvna vocabulary, expressive component in the 

semantic structure of language units is optional: language signs have confidence 

that potential fixed in the main dictionary meaning no stylistic markings: rake - he 

(and) that likes to have fun spend time, have fun, be free from work, spend time by 

drinking, drunk, selfish - who is indifferent to people, disregards the public interest 



for the personal, traitor - someone who betrays, careerist - a person who seeks any 

ways to advance in employment; pig - a person who acts boldly, brazenly, in 

violation of moral standards, dishonest - which is not inherent decency, capable of 

low wrongs; smart - agile, agile, agile, agile (of a person) indifferent - which no 

attention to anyone, does not show compassion, insensitive, unresponsive and so 

on. Such a vocabulary of about 9 %; 

4) peyoratyvni occasional signs that reveal their evaluative meaning only in 

a specific context and not in the main dictionary meaning (such verbal conflicts 

found in 3.5%). This neutral unit of language, expressive component in the 

semantic structure of which is missing. For example , a scientist - in the context of 

a man who supposedly educated, martyr - a man who supposedly carries flour, 

prophet - a man who is allegedly a preacher of God's will; Isusyk, holy - the 

supposedly morally clean, spotless in life, human behavior, lamb - a supposedly 

quiet, gentle man, baboon - sort of baboons monkey family sobakoholovyh (in the 

context of a herd of baboons) - the troublemakers in the Verkhovna Rada (INTER 

TV program " huster LAVE», 21.06.13), and others. I think that a lot of Ukrainian 

neutral context tokens can perform occasional peyoratyvamy (in speech was 

recorded sentence, I thought you decent, and you're just a dancer). 

Conclusions. Peyoratyvy is part of a negative - evaluation of language that 

have the ability to sell criticism, contempt, disapproval, discontent, etc. to the 

person whose personal data or behavior condemned. Since conflict communication 

does not carry a positive meaning, comfort, pleasure and focused on our own 

"success" of each party actively speaking posluhovuyutsya this vocabulary. The 

study determined that the system of symbols of language is quite heterogeneous. 

This is usual and occasional movements, even the words with a neutral connotation 

that implement the strategy and tactics of conflict person. Subsequently, we 

consider prospective analysis Ukrainian verbal is invective in conflict are also 

linguistic and behavioral models to express the speaker's negative attitude to the 

opponent.  
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Дмитро Брощак (Збараж) 

NATIVE WORD IN THE CONTEXT OF WORLD’S EXPERIENCE 

У статті здійснено спробу аналізу сучасного стану функціонування української мови як 

державної через призму зіставлення її з умовами побутування мов ірландської та 

шотландської, з мовною політикою франкомовної провінції Канади Квебек. Обґрунтовано 

вирішальну роль мови у формуванні та розвитку національної культури та нації як такої. 

Ключові слова: українська мова, державна мова, національна ідентифікація, 

ірландська мова, шотландська мова.     

 

Statement of the problem. From the very beginning of the emergence in 

human society of such phenomena as language – the native word has always been 

and zalyshayetsya measure of the national identity of each the individuals. In 

fact, the emergence of languages and became a major catalyst in the formation of 

ethnic groups, peoples and nations. And a variety of phenomena, such as 

cosmopolitanism, globalism, etc. encountered and will continue to occur in the 

span of human tsyvylizatsiyi unable negate this eternal constants [4, 3]. 

At various stages of the origin, formation and development of each ethnic 

group it it was a significant factor and argument in addressing certain issues that 

confronted the nation in cultural, national, economic and political aspects. 

Take, for example, periods of Ukrainian statehood and liberation struggle 

of different times. In the age of Cossacks carriers native language adequately 

defended national interests, opposed the expansion and conquest of numerous 

conquerors. But especially the climax role of language in Ukrainian history 

gained in the XIX-XXI. This is the time when Ukraine as a whole and its 

individual parts simultaneously formed part of various empires or states. And that 

native speakers are not subjected to forced assimilation, have kept the spirit of the 

Ukrainian and became the backbone of the struggle for unity of the future State. 

As a result, you experience these Ukrainian government entities as Carpatho-

Ukraine, WUPR UPR and ultimately the modern state - Ukraine. It should be 

emphasized the special role intelegentsii on the issue of educational work to 

preserve the national identity of Ukrainian ethnicity through fidelity native word. 



And not only education but also unity and unification on Ukrainian territory of 

state and military resistance. Cultural Society carried enlightenment ideas and 

Ukrainians all segments of the population, were not allowed to assimilate 

Ukrainian and rallied their national identity. Wherever lived Ukrainian, both in 

Ukraine and abroad, was preserved language and culture despite the hostile 

linguistic environment. The exception was perhaps the Kuban, where 

representatives of Ukrainian ethnos are almost completely assimilated. While 

Ukrainian Kuban, despite her unfavorable government policies and 

rusyfikatsiynyy constant pressure, live in the oral use of the local population still 

[3, 49]. 

The main material. Consider the role of language in the formation, 

existence and development of the national culture of the nation as such. Typically, 

each nation was to his state formation are formed on the basis of cultural heritage 

and national identity among ethnic groups. That language and culture of each 

ethnic group were the basis of the process. Political and economic aspects have 

emerged as a result and superstructure. As the story goes, that it, or its loss 

brought dramatic changes in the life of the ethnic group. 

As already mentioned, the Ukrainian nation had last coherent public 

education. Ukrainians in foreign enslavement were constantly in a state of 

struggle to preserve their language and culture, which is based on it emerged and 

developed, ultimately preserving their national authenticity. 

That selfless patriot movement and allowed to stand for Ukrainian basis of 

their identity. 

Draw an analogy with other ethnic groups, who once faced with the issue 

of preservation of national authenticity. A striking example in this regard is the 

state language such as Irish. In the history of Irish ethnicity is very much in 

common in terms of the Ukrainian language, culture and country. At one time, 

Ireland was a highly developed nation with a strong statehood. Irish culture has 

become highly developed. The people who come here, quickly assimilated, 

adopting the language, customs and culture. Between VI to IX, Called "golden 



age", Ireland was the only European country where the language used in the 

literature, and educational institutions. In other countries, literature and education 

were Latin-speaking. In the VIII century Irish language has plekalasya in 

monasteries as the language of religion, displacing Latin, dominance on the 

continent was intact for centuries [1, 16]. Recall that in his time in Ukraine had 

its "golden age" when it became the cementing factor in the development of the 

nation and the state, because the Constitution does not accidentally Philip Orlik 

was almost the very first and most democratic in Europe. In both cases, the 

decline began with the expansion of other ethnicities on root. And above all, it 

began with a negation of language and cultural identity. Watching the events in 

the history of Irish ethnicity, see the Irish authenticity has lost its footing. The 

process of language decline began with the arrival of the Normans (XII century) 

and took place gradually. The British, who also became a vassal state and had to 

put up over three centuries of official status of French -Norman language, 

managed to defend its sovereignty language, and in 1362 the first session of 

Parliament was opened in English. Geopolitical expansion of London soon 

affected the life of the language of neighboring ethnic groups: the dominance of 

the Normans in Ireland inherited the British. Judging from the attention of the 

highest authorities to the language policy as early as the Middle Ages it was 

recognized an important component of national identity. King Henry VIII issued 

at the beginning of XVI century number of decrees against the Irish language. A 

key role in accelerating linguocide played establishment of British settlements in 

Irish territory that began in the XVI century and has become the largest scale in 

the time of Cromwell. 

Particularly notable was the expansion of English during 1600-1800 pp. At 

the end of the XVIII century have said it more than 50 % of the population of 

Ireland. The structure of this language became the majority and the ruling elite. 

Irlandskomovnymy were mainly from the lower classes, but their language 

lacked social prestige and official recognition. 

At the beginning of XIX century Irish suffered another heavy blow: the 



English took over Catholic clergy, which decided that it would raising the 

prestige of the denomination. Since primary education was mainly in the hands of 

the monks, the system of so-called "national schools", introduced in 1831, has 

become a kind of machine movovbyvstva. Fatal role played famines as the first 

half of XIX century. , Which most affected the social rank and file, that 

irlandskomovnomu population: its proportion decreased rapidly due to extinction 

and extensive emigration. 

The situation began to change after gaining Irish independence. In 1937, 

p., Where the Irish language was proclaimed the state this time the number of 

speakers of the Irish language has been extremely low. The census of 1926 

showed that it owned only 18 % of the population, and those who spoke only 

Irish was too little - 0.6 % of the total population. Despite these figures, the Irish 

language retained its symbolic and psychological impact on the founders of the 

young state. The famous dictum de Valera, one of the ideologists of the Irish 

independence movement and the third president that "the best of Ireland with her 

tongue, but without freedom than free Ireland without language" [4]. 

Consequently, the political will of the leadership, and the very idea of national 

deployment logic dictated a strategic need to support the Irish language, which 

was the visible signs nebrytanskoyi perspectives in the development of the 

nation. 

In independent Irish state language was introduced as a compulsory subject 

in the education system. In primary school education was conducted exclusively 

Irish, though the language did not have the majority of the population. In 1975 

the government established the Commission on the Affairs of the Irish (Gaelic) 

language "Bord na Gaeilge", which relied responsibility for the Irish language 

and its development. The Commission sought to achieve this goal by promoting 

its ideas go to the mother tongue, language courses at various levels, the spread 

of the relevant literature. However, the effects of these activities were quite 

modest. 

Measures to support the Irish language was introduced in the formal sector. 



It has become mandatory for civil servants, law, army, police and others. 

However, compliance with this requirement was largely nominal, and the 

predominance of English in practice relevant structures has not changed. At the 

census of 1971 28.3 % of respondents indicated that they have the Irish language, 

but the level of ownership was actually quite low because the vast majority it is 

only one of the school subjects, not a living element. However, according to the 

census of 2006 Irish owned more than 40 % of the population of Ireland [1, 23]. 

A similar fate destined and Scottish language. British expansion 

completely destroyed Welsh language itself. So, speaking of Scotland as a 

country, we can still say about some hot public education, but can not we talk 

about ethnicity as a distinct nation. After all, the culture of each nation can exist 

and develop only in their native language, and that's when Scotland lost. At 

present in Scotland the percentage of speakers of the native language is only 

1.2%. And the movement for the independence of Scotland from the United 

Kingdom nowadays is no longer a national character, but purely political and 

economic. 

A completely different situation in that region, as the French-speaking 

Quebec is part of Canada, where it occupies a dominant position in English. 

Despite the equal rights of French and English language at the federal level, the 

population of Quebec is actively fighting against the dominance of the English 

language and in an attempt to preserve their culture and authenticity. 

Similar processes occurred and are occurring in Ukraine. Conquerors 

conducted a hostile policy towards the Ukrainian language and culture with the 

aim of complete assimilation. This led to the fact that the Ukrainian population 

has adopted a foreign language and culture, the society has undergone a bundle 

intensified Ukrainian emigration. And ironically, but that Ukrainian immigrants 

were able to protect and nurture their language and culture in foreign language 

environment to the present day, which was a striking contrast to the processes 

that take place in Ukraine today. 

Analyzing linguistic processes today, I want to emphasize certain aspects. 



First of all, it should be noted that despite the status of the state, it is not the 

Ukrainian everywhere are full. The so-called home "bilingualism" with the 

advantage of the Russian dominated in all areas. Including press, radio and 

television broadcasting in Ukrainian significantly inferior to the Russian. Rather 

than form a national mentality based on Ukrainian language and culture, the 

media distort public opinion, defoliate society. Striking TV, where is 

simultaneously broadcast in two languages . And what about the dominance of 

alien textbooks! National identification required to form it from childhood, 

through Ethnic education, family education. 

There is a systematic substitution of national mentality to vagueness in the 

identification of each individual. This is aimed at further expansion of Ukraine up 

to a total loss of independence. Culture is deprived of the progress in the 

development of complete loss of native words. Ukrainian nation, under such 

conditions as may lose authenticity and become full of ethnicity in hlobalistychnu 

formation. Frustrated last Independence Day celebrations in Kiev, where the 

scene independent Ukraine homegrown artists mostly welcomed than Ukrainian 

and Russian. 

However, the undeniable fact is that the national language belongs to the 

most important factor in the consolidation of the population within the country. 

Solidarity as an ethnic and political nation creates first mass awareness of 

belonging to a linguistic and cultural community, so common in the state of a 

language is the key to its political stability [2, 5]. 

Persuasive, reasonable, and supported by international practice and our 

experience argument for the importance of strengthening Ukrainian language as a 

mother to Ukrainian can be given. And, apparently, they all zvodytymutsya to 

only one conclusion: that every individual and every nation should have their 

own language and free opportunities to its fullest use. 
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MEANS OF EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION AS LINGUAL AND 

MENTAL FORMULAS  

(on the example of  L.Kostenko’s, V. Stus’, M. Vinhranovsky’s poetry) 

У статті розглянуто особливості семантики непредметної лексики емотивного 

змісту. Шляхом зіставного аналізу досліджено художнє мовлення Л. Костенко, В. Стуса, 

М. Вінграновського у контексті екзистенційно-почуттєвої сфери. З’ясовано, що 

поетична картина світу митців базується на лінгвоментальних формулах, до яких 

зараховуємо абстрактні лексичні одиниці, що називають емоції та описують їх, а також 

номени вигукового походження, які містять інтенсивно-параметричні та оцінні семи.  

Ключові слова: емотивність, екзистенційно-почуттєва сфера, лінгвоментальні 

формули, непредметна лексика. 

 

Statement of the problem. Nowadays extremely important is the question 

of the relationship of language and culture, language and ethnic psychology, 

language and ethnic mentality. Linguistic searches XXI century is increasingly 

focused on the scope of which is not available for direct observation - the sphere of 

emotions as a representant language world rights. Although the problem 

emotiveness is one of the priorities of modern linguistics, emotions are to have 

sufficiently studied phenomena. Researchers primarily interested in classification 

emotive vocabulary emotyvnist on the syntactic level, emotyvnist artistic text etc.. 

Analysis of recent research. Category emotiveness in linhvoukrayinistytsi 

investigated at all linguistic levels, each of which has its own system of means of 

expression, but a significant percentage of modern linguistic works focus on this 

problem in terms of semantics. It is they who, in particular, the description of 

lexical-semantic and structural features of fields and are dedicated microfields 

emotion intelligence Kulbatskyy M., T. Mihas, M. Ohrimenko et al., Metaphorical 

approach to emotions proposed by lexicographic A. Borisov, Y. Yaskevich, 

content - G. Kuzenko, A. Laser- Pankiv. 



In terms of that issue her poems, Vasyl Stus, Nicholas Vingranovskiy been 

subject to a few scientific studies. Art broadcasting artists in the context of 

existential- sensual sphere partially seen in the writings of Betsenko, L. 

Hlyvinskoyi, S. Ermolenko, A. Malenko, L. Buchanan, A. Rud et al. 

Background research due to the need comparative study units to describe 

human emotions in linhvokulturnomu context. Study units to describe emotions 

and relevant in terms of their anthropocentric orientation. 

The purpose of the article. Outline signs Ukrainian mentality by analyzing 

vocabulary emotive content. 

The main material. The system value orientation specific ethnic group lies in 

the so-called linhvomentalnyh formulas, including important element emotive 

lexicon. Representative and emotionally colored faces existential sensual and 

intellectual - speech areas in linguistic creativity were Kostenko, Vasyl Stus, 

Nicholas Vingranovskiy. 

Since existential- sensual sphere is an expression of man's relationship to 

subjective reality and of itself, is a kind of mental space artists in the first place 

eksplikuyut category to describe abstract concepts belonging to nepredmetnoyi 

vocabulary. These units are in particular fate, thought, soul, love, word, etc. 

Compare: "The Church of St. Irene / cry cries of darkness, / perhaps you are, my 

son, the soul went zashpory" [Art. 152], "I otyamsya back and otyam / this love 

happens once in ever... [Kost., 301], "I vylechu! I rozlechu yourself / but I will take 

your thoughts into destiny "[Vinhr., 107]. 

A significant segment of the personal dictionary Vasyl Stus up 

nepredmetnym tokens with values: compassion, faith, loneliness, solitude, doubt, 

rozradonka (consolation), vanity of vanities, gentleness, unhappiness, sacrilege, 

dream, dreaminess, delusions, mutism, regret, sorrow, despair, pain, suffering, 

daring, madness, "Homeless, though - it vzhalyuysya to regret / (and unfortunately, 

like an abyss, too - Unlimited) [Art., 73]," is the care that can suffocate! / I despair 

my rattles oklyaklyy" [Art. 176],"Tight horizon, pohorbatilyy with bitter rage 

censures. / O piddaysya penance loneliness! "[Art. 180], "You are the only solace 



in solitude..." [Art. 137], "Through hundreds of doubt, I am coming to you..." [Art. 

138], "or human kindness - only until gentleness, / yet exhausted, no courage, no 

rights..." [Art., 86],"Shall the day felt like sacrilege: / wander the woods, go 

landmark Ottawa" [Art. 107]. 

The suffering that creates a sense of peace with fate, often appears in the 

Vasyl Stus as an inner conflict: "What if this is the last / of people / threw an end 

of suffering / and goes to heaven - there, koloverti, / in the kingdom of Satan - yes / 

no life or death / just blissful dreams" [Art. 154]. It should be noted that V. 

Kononenko, considering this concept in the context of linguistics, sees it support 

person, a mandatory attribute of human existence [2, 257]. According to A. 

Bondarenko, in the works of Vasyl Stus "almost fully from other members of his 

day looking for new shades developed word emotional and psychological content" 

[1, 48]. However, according to the researcher, the keywords for the artist are pain 

and sorrow, which are essential attributes of national spirituality [1, 48]. 

Existential- sensual sphere Kostenko has two vital dimensions – personal 

and social. The first is particularly important for diastole poet. Among 

verbalizatoriv semantics at this level – category such as love, happiness, 

peredschastya, madness, bozhemyllya, sadness, bitterness, laughing. 

Stylistically mikroparadyhmu copyright emotions and feelings nominae 

form of semantics intraversiynoho experience: "Love crept quietly as Delilah, and 

mind asleep, trusting Samson" [Kost., 278], "Let there be bitter. Memories of You. 

/ Let there be light, marvelous memories "[ Kost., 279], "had the good fortune of 

their own, exchanged it for trouble" [Kost., 314], "Every day was a passionate flair 

peredschast" [Kost., 314]. Amplification express madness bozhemyllya, 

pilgrimage to the lexical-syntactic level reflects the culmination of feelings lyrical : 

"Madness my bozhemyllya, / pilgrimage my tears" [Kost., 303]. Occasionalism 

peredschastya, bozhemyllya, pilgrimage, along with nominations Usual transmit 

sensory range that kontaminuye moods of joy and sorrow. 

Expressive emotional foundation texts L.Kostenko often make confusion, 

fear ("If my people, my mother ridnist! / Something I'm so sad, scared up" [Kost., 



172]), at least – of joy, laughter ("And with us you - to laughter! / And we with you 

- not sad!" [Kost., 126]). 

Pragmatic, real-world Kostenko as Vasyl Stus, as opposed to spiritual world. 

Dominant in the semantic plane stands poetonim soul is marked by high frequency 

and metaphorical use of combining seven 'sensitivity' ("eyes you told me love. / 

Soul was a hard exam" [Kost., 14], "affectionate soul as lake / and gives a little 

blue" [Art. 190]); 'inner strength' ("soul destroyed, as Troja, / his killers survive "[ 

Kost., 542]), 'conscience' ("Whitens your soul great truth / In the meadow of the 

records, the river of life" [Kost.: B, 71], "to themselves come to confession / and 

shake out all the details of the soul" [Kost., 195]), 'eternity' ("appreciates mind 

cries progress / soul treasures ancient guards" [Kost., 21], "... you pochezayesh in 

disagreement actions / (alien chynin) - as an eternal dissension / zablukloyi at birth 

the soul ..." [Art. 146]), 'height' ("My soul zaprahla heaven / vserozkrylenna keeps 

merry way to the pillar of fire ..."[Art. 138]). 

In a poetic model of Nicholas Vingranovskiy active at ekspresemy 

happiness, love, anxiety, sadness, sorrow, benteha fear. 

Semantic depth nominae sadness, anxiety, restlessness, sadness often 

associated with verbalization traditional motifs - sadness, despair: In the heart of 

my sadness is unexpected, / In memory of wings - a person dear "[Vinhr., 80]," In 

the shower my anxiety - my day everyone / That night the night he could not sleep, 

/ dim foreboding disturbing..." [Vinhr., 59], "and my days flying in polyachlyviy 

carefulness" [Vinhr.: of vol. days., 59], "Stobalnym, stohlobalnym pain / dybytsya 

soul to Heaven" [Vinhr., 165], "And me - his wife and Ukraine, / A hundred 

thousand anxieties and roads! "[Vinhr., 99]. Rooted in the traditions of folk, 

internal "I" lyrical appeal to the full extent of feelings, as evidenced, for example, 

combinations of words "one hundred and anxiety". Individual authors' associations 

are embodied in the definition of art and stobalnyy stohlobalnyy last one passes 

Intensified emotion, in the author implikovanu neoleksemi. 

Characteristic of idiolect M. Vingranovskiy a positive moral and ethical 

content of feelings and states - anxiety, sadness, anxiety, "Thoughts become not 



expressed by the threshold, / Grow my awakened my worry! / I did not know such 

ease and freedom" [Vinhr., 68], "Sadness is my happy and bitter" [Vinhr. 81], 

"Come away, harmony, in my anxiety..." [Vinhr., 107]; 

Sam 'sadness' often contain tokens – verbalizatory original precursors 

intimate feelings: "In bentezi am I. My soul lives / Your imagination clear name 

..." [Vinhr., 120], "The fear of the night and finished in the fear of the day began. / 

From fear to fear this lyubota" [Vinhr., 174]. 

Verbal and non-verbally expressed emotional and sensual sphere embedded 

in contexts that are saturated with positive exponents bullet tokens, intimate world 

of man, "Ivan mountain ravine on the back hump / Bears downhill all my "love" 

[Vinhr., 100]; "laugh you keep quiet you / your name in full throat" [Vinhr., 151], 

"happiness roamed my days / With you to have" [Vinhr., 66]. 

Traditional language and art forms combined with individual poetic. For 

example, the richness of the inner world of lyrical metaphor conveys "the barn of 

doom" yukstapozyt "love - stork" , "barn of doom - in a barn ! / Love hurts ! Love 

hurts!" [Vinhr., 165], "the woman I love, and this love - stork / Do not cover the 

joy and weeping" [Vinhr., 174]. 

The high concentration of thought belongs not only to those units that, 

according to V. Shakhovskoi, name and describe their emotions, but the fact that 

they express [4], that belong to the connotative layer vocabulary. These expressive 

and emotional elements counted stylistically colored words including nominae 

vyhukovoho origin containing intense and parametric evaluation of seven. The 

most significant are represented in the work of Lina Kostenko: "A king has the 

soul skypetrom - pyhyts!" [Kost.: BS, 39], "I have a horse - ihyhy!" [Kost.: BS, 

41], "A himself smack in the chest ..." [Kost.: BS, 45] (Sam amplification), "I'm 

not me. I have ulelekaly" [Kost. B.5] (Sam attenuation). 

Constant national language awareness verbalizuyetsya also intense 

parametric semah relevant to copyright usage Vingranovskiy M.: "And its shadow, 

and the shadow buckets hoydlyva / go with it - Goyda -ro - hyt ..." [Vinhr., 209]; 



"For love - he has no edge / Hey -yo , hey yo- goy - goy , oh - yo- ouch ... [Vinhr., 

373]. 

Panorama creative research artists sometimes finds its expression in a 

similar way transmission occasional morphemes. Compare: "It was a woman, hand 

made, old long- great-great-great-about ..." [Vinhr., 359] and "look: my great-

grandfather, and great-great, great-great - go all the time, as the plow" [Kost., 4]. 

The results of the analysis of language and style that serve as material for 

lexicographic study illustrates mikrokorpus nepredmetnoyi vocabulary to describe 

proponents of expressive-emotional state, systematized in Table 1. 

Conclusions. Thus, in certain experimental vector sensory modes are 

conceived not only as emotional and psychological state of individuals as well as 

linhvomentalni phenomena. The individual style of each writer is an expression not 

only of his mental traits, but also features that are caused by social consciousness - 

national, religious, political, ethical. 
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Людмила Гапонова (м. Дніпропетровськ) 

SYNONYMS IN UKRAINIAN CRIMINAL TERMINOLOGY 

У статті досліджуються системні лексико-семантичні відношення в 

термінології криміналістики, з’ясовується роль синонімів у криміналістичній 

термінології. 

Ключові слова: термін, термінологія, синонім, синонімія, криміналістична 

термінологія, лексико-семантичний процес. 

 

Statement of the problem. Question lexical-semantic organization of 

industry terminology in the context of solving the urgent problem of organizing 

and remains relevant. Term as representative of the lexical system of language, on 

the one hand, is characterized by unambiguous correlation: one concept - one term, 

and the other - as a sign of the common vocabulary affected lexical-semantic 

processes specific to language in general. 

Ukrainian forensic terminology (hereinafter - PN) is part 

zahalnoliteraturnoyi vocabulary and largely created on its basis, her inherent 

lexical- semantic phenomena that characterize the general vocabulary - polysemy, 

homonymy, synonymy, antonymy, etc. paronimiya. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. Modern Ukrainian linguistic 

terminology is a powerful database that can satisfy the needs of society. "The main 

task of the modern terminology is the practical aspect - systematization, 

standardization and streamlining of existing scientific terminology" [8, p. 5]. This 

is facilitated facilitate detection of lexical-semantic relations in line terminological. 

Particular scientific exploration T. Panko, L. Symonenko, L. Malevich, T. calamus 

and others. This research is a theoretical foundation for further study of semantic 

processes in different terminopidsystemah, including at UCT. 

Problem. The aim of the paper is to study semantic relations system, 

including synonymous in terms of criminology. 

The semantic development of the word occurs in two ways. The first - due to 

changes denotation when on the forefront of metaphor. This process in terms of 

metaphor differs from general vocabulary. The second predetermined deepening 



syhnifikata content that is due to the interaction of the meanings of words and 

scientific concepts. Enhancing content syhnifikata generates polysemy [9, p. 26]. 

Within the semantic field of criminology semantic unity of terminology 

based only on synonymous, but in polisemichnyh, hiponimichnyh and antonymic 

correlation. Having an extensive synonymy in terms of criminology caused by 

certain factors. It is a consequence of the development of forensic science and its 

practical implementation - forensic examination. 

According to L.A. Symonenko synonymy in terminological systems 

observed at any stage of development. Therefore, from the very onset of 

terminology is needed in the choice of a number of synonymic term that most 

accurately described to a particular concept, because it is, except the nominative, 

also performs the definitive function [10, p. 97]. A.P. Smith said: "interchangeably 

- common words - different subtle shades of meaning and expressive and constitute 

one of the most important stylistic means of language. Synonyms-terms define the 

same concept, differing only characteristic feature underlying the naming of 

concepts, and make quite a specific category of words for their stylistic features 

"[4, p. 158 ]. At the core category usually is a certain sign (because the whole 

content of the concept in terms of expression can not represent), which determines 

the internal form of the word. From the available synonyms shown that having a 

most informative internal form [9, p. 53]. 

Among the causes of synonymy in terminology can identify key: Each 

school science often tries to give some notion of specific terms, without taking into 

account the fact that the concept can already be labeled given different scientific 

school whose th inventor, imperfect construction of the primary term - descriptive 

design gives way borrowed terminal odnoslovu, sometimes the original term 

reflects not yet fully formed concept, the development of the concept and the final 

discovery of his signs are often changed and the initial time [6, p. 21]. 

In relation synonymous terms come - odnoslovy, based on classifications, 

and terms, phrases, which include its own name: the  roh Lee Sheva - White 

smokeless powder, Li   panies Boca riusa - white lines on the palms, shall   



ment Todd Boo - a method of identification for preserved skull if there is a photo 

taken in her life [5, p. 159] shall   Hera Todd Sims - a method of manufacturing 

a sculptural portrait to search for the missing [5, p. 159] and so on. 

Some synonyms of parallel lines resulted from the use of borrowed and 

indigenous terms: antropofa  ogy, Cannibal  amended - lyudozhe  rstvo, Ludo 

 dstvo [11, p. 96], suyitsy  d - very  BSTV; anastamo  with - city  k et al. 

Due to the deepening of the word. For example, the term fat  SC found in special 

literature of the late XIX century. With the development of forensic science, a 

series of names as their own Ukrainian (Omi  ing , labor   pnyy ve sk) and 

borrowed (saponifika  tion), which leads to the expansion of synonymic series. 

Having lots of features in a particular concept also raises synonymy. An example is 

the number of synonymous terms: tsia   nystyy ka fat - Cyanogen   e ka 

potassium, KCN (chemical formula), ca   Liev si eh sons flax acid  , flax 

acid sons  . The occurrence of each of these names in their own reasoned 

necessities of life as they are used in various fields of professional activity. 

Aliases in the forensic terminology - a term belonging to the same referents, 

thus may have identical or similar values, different structure (simple words, 

composites, abbreviations, phrases), origin (autochthonous foreign language 

tokens) and use features. 

The notion of synonymy in terms radically different from the concept of 

zahalnoliteraturniy language. A significant feature differences zahalnoliteraturnyh 

synonyms of terminology is that in terms interchangeably always correlate with 

only one and the same concept and object (this  nsorni - pertsepty  vni - 

vidchutlyvo  lni - intellectual , motor  - Moto  rni (for  vychky ));  ment 

spacecraft - A  lka (a type of fake currency notes), transplantation  tion - Perez 

 tion. Formation of synonyms in parallel UCT makes use of borrowed and 

indigenous terms: Latin and Ukrainian (identification  tion - ototo  zhnennya, 

insynua  tion - stickers  n), Greek and Ukrainian (anastomo  with - city  k, 

asfi  ksiya - oud  shennya, antropofa  Gia - lyudozhe  rstvo - ludo  dstvo - 

Cannibal  MR charts  f - Dete  ktoroy lies ), English and Ukrainian (suyitsy 



 d - very  BSTV). Sometimes, along with one other term can be used, which is 

descriptive (Ballista  t - bi   lei on roh, Lee   panies Boca riusa - bi   

Li Li Nii) [5, p. 169], hrupofika  tion - group   belongs zhnist, andin  t - 

bitter   ical hectares of; auto  t - Pistol   t- ball t The terms are 

synonymous, which match all semamy, called doublets. Terminology options 

indicate the same concept, but with certain modifications at the level afiksatsiyi: 

evil  work [1, p. 36] -  ing thief - a thief  ystvo [14, p. 115];  evil actions [7, 

p. 482] - Crimes  nets [12 , p. 132] - zlovmy  snyk [3, p. 6] and others. 

In relation synonyms also enter names of the two options - full and 

abbreviated. Some of them resulting from the reduction of n tokens in Ukrainian 

language are not similar abbreviations formed on the basis of the terms: PPD-34/38 

- Pistol   t- ball ton system   we Dehtyaro islands. There is also the 

abbreviation denoting the nomenclature names criminology formed not on the 

basis of the reduction being denoted concepts and some specific technical 

principles: TOZ 16-01 (single shot hunting carbine), TOZ -34 (double-barreled 

shotgun) and others. Here TOZ - Russian - oruzheynыy Tula factory. LF -57 - Italy 

  Olympic comments trydtsyatyzarya dnyy auto  t , AU, AFM - radya   t 

cinema automated system   No we Konova, AN- 94 - automated   t No 

Konova, sample  1994 Here AFM (from Russia - automatic co smeschennыm 

Impulse, modernyzyrovannыy, had its name from 1991 to 1994, later called the 

AN- 94). 

Generally, synonyms terminology is considered a negative phenomenon and 

usually its existence is related to the formation of the "young" terminological 

"being at an early stage of development, any terminological mostly even needs a 

number of synonyms for many concepts that later evolved and having fulfilled 

certain language -concept connection, leave the best that has obshlifuvalosya to use 

the terminology" [2, p. 27]. But so far has not been called any of the terminology 

used in its lexical structure had synonyms terminological choices doublets . 

In the terminology of criminology synonymous single row can contain 

indigenous terms, phrases and terms, and odnoslovy: bezpora  unity - bezpora  



 n dnyy hundred; oglu  shennya - pryholo  mshennya, synonyms Drawing: 

Farms  nty - we  enzyme, barbiturates  P - barbituroma  Nia (a form of 

substance abuse associated with addiction to frequent use of barbiturates and the 

development of chronic intoxication ) [13, p. 7], and can be used in parallel 

vlasneukrayinski and other languages terminoodynytsi: corpse  rnya - can  WG 

oud  shennya - asfi  ksiya more. The presence of parallel forms of equity and 

borrowed terms indicates interethnic interaction - general and national specific. 

Lexical synonyms are different connotations value and derivative synonyms 

- it spilnokorenevi words with identical or close derivative and lexical meaning, 

namely derivatives, formed by means of word-odnofunktsiynyh common 

motivational basis or riznostrukturnyh spilnokorenevyh motivational bases. If we 

consider the synonymy of criminology at the level of variance, we can distinguish 

terms of variants that differ affixes, though designate one or identical concepts: o 

 See - Review  ing, ro   na ztyn labor - Showdown   na tion labor and so 

on. Synonymy terms of criminology observed at the level of one word creative 

models:  shennya ass - ass  mixing, UTO  prisoners - UTO  spitting, 

summed  shennya - summed  mixing. These options are synonyms are used for 

distinguishing the duration of the process. 

Synonymous terminology forensic act terminological units various structural 

levels, ie, odnoslovy terms, terms - phrases: dyhloreta  n - ethyl chloride   n 

favor and the chemical symbol S2N4Cl2. 

In practice specialists prefer the terms - odnoslovam, due to: 1) the laws of 

language economy, 2) convenience when you make acts of forensic and expert 

opinions. 

Conclusions. Lexical-semantic phenomena, especially phenomena of 

synonymy, antonymy, polysemy, homonymy, paronimiyi observed in modern 

forensic terminology in their main manifestations are not much different from the 

effects in the lexical-semantic system of Ukrainian language. However, in the 

terminology of synonyms is considered undesirable because it complicates the 

process of normal operation terms. 
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GALICIA AND GALICIAN IN MYKOLA SHLEMKEVYCH’S 

CONCEPT 

У пропонованій статті схарактеризовано особливості розвитку Галичини на межі 

ХІХ – ХХ століть на основі аналізу праці «Галичанство» видатного галичанина зі 

світовим ім’ям, філософа, літературознавця, публіциста, історика та громадсько-

політичного діяч ХХ століття – Миколи Шлемкевича. 

Ключові слова: галичанство, Галичина, інтелігенція, «будителі духа», українізація. 

 

Statement of the problem. Galicia of late XIX - early XX century becomes 

the environment in which nationally conscious Ukrainian elite that clearly 

understands and is aware of national, cultural and political needs of the people 

emerges. Headed by Galician intelligentsia national revival has created a special 

climate that positively affected the formation of the nation, had determined the 

Ukrainian further history, influenced the development and status of the Ukrainian 

language. Western Ukraine (its culture, national ideas, language practice) had a 

significant influence on the formation of Ukrainian language norms, Ukrainian 

people customs and traditions, and the ancient Lviv city - always has been and 

remains an important European center in which culture of different people 

develops complementing each other. 

The relevance of our research is seen in the fact that a detailed analysis of 

Shlemkevych’s work "Galician" will allow us to not only to deeper understand the 

spiritual world of Galicia, but also to explore the features of the development of all 

the Ukrainian (culture, education, language) in the Eastern Galicia on the verge of 

XIX - XX centuries. 

The article is directly related to a complex scientific problem of philological 

sciences and methods of teaching them at elementary school department of 

I.Franko DSTTU "Ukrainian language and speech: history, current status, 

problems of development" and the planned theme of the structural and 

mathematical linguistics department of Institute of Ukrainian National Academy of 



Sciences of Ukraine "Sociodynamic impact on the system and the structure of 

language: language trends of change". 

Analysis of recent researches. Among the works that reveal the outlined 

problems we can name the following intelligences: Leon Vasylevsky’s "Modern 

Galicia",  M.Hrushevsky’s "About the Ukrainian language and Ukrainian affairs", 

Mykhaylo Drahomanov’s "Quaint thoughts of Ukrainian national affairs", 

Volodymyr Levytsky’s "How Ukrainians live in Austria", Volodymyr Voznyak’s 

"How awakened Ukrainian national life in Galicia by Austria», Mykhaylo 

Lozynsky’s "Galicia the life of Ukraine", "The formation of Ukrainian crownland 

in Austria", "Ukrainism and Russophilism among Ukrainian-Ruthenian people in 

Galicia", Eugene Chykalenko’s "About Ukrainian literary language" and others. 

 

The wording of the purposes of article (statement of the problem). 

The purpose of the article – based on the analysis of Mykola Shlemkevych’s 

work "Galician", published in 1956 [4], to describe the features of Galician 

development on the verge of XIX-XX cent., to reveal the conditions of the 

formation of a new creative, larger and built up sections of secular intellectuals 

who sought to take the status quo in the community, to influence the development 

of the region and its future, and fought tirelessly for the spiritual revival of 

Galician people. 

The main material. Mykola Shlemkevych (born in January 27, 1894 in the 

village. Piliava in Galicia – died in February 14, 1966 in Passeyn, USA) – 

Ukrainian patriot, patriot of Galicia, who always viewed back to Lviv "as to 

inevitable as to directed. [...] For a big capital-city is the focus of the people, as the 

head and the brain of the body. [...] And wherever reached Lviv rays, was western 

Ukraine" [2, 5]. Shlemkevych's voice, word (as he wrote in the preface to the 

Festschrift "Our Lviv") is "a simple living language that does not require a loud 

shouting of love and the pain of his heart" [2, 6]. That's why his scientific 

researchers interest not only historians, philosophers, cultural studies, but also 

philologists. 



In this work Shlemkevych remarked that "Galician, like all human, is neither 

perfection nor complete nor full unfortunate. To realize its essence, to feel and see 

his signs and disadvantages – we consider glorifying him uncriticaly and blindly is 

needful thing different than the pressure of unconscious mental complexes or just 

blindly without critical to reject "[4, 6]. 

The subject of Nicholas Shlemkevych’s thought was Galicia "as a 

psychological category". The author notes: "We have to scrutinize to Galician as a 

separate soul-race difference among Ukrainian, as a separate type, and try to 

understand its rise, the forms of historical existence and at the end of its current 

tasks in relation to objectives of all Ukrainian" [4, 7-8]. Everything that happened 

in Galicia, contributed to the creation and design of "Western-Ukrainian and 

fortiori Galician type" [4, 8]. 

The feature of Ukraine, as remarked M. Shlemkevych, is that it has always 

had a lot of spiritual and economic centers, but only "two among them were 

especially vivid and specific cells inside the Ukrainian world: Kyiv and Lviv. [...] 

So eastern Ukraine we will call all that stands in the spiritual and political 

intervention in Kyiv. Western Ukraine we will call all that is politically and 

spiritually examined in Lviv". [4, 8-9]. 

In these emotional intelligence scientist reveals differences from the Western 

Ukrainians, especially Galician that has always lived in the light of the city. 

Particular attention is paid researcher in November 1918, when "in Western 

Ukraine see the stubborn efforts of the Ukrainian top layer, so in the first degree 

intellectuals, peasants more educated and conscious workers - to build and 

establish a new nation that emerged from the ruins of the Austrian Empire" [4, 10]. 

And while all this is happening against the backdrop of calm the masses, but 

"creative pathos top layer, so mainly intellectuals, was much stronger than the 

power of folk elements. She had to stir the movement, not pacify" [4, 10], while in 

Eastern Ukraine folk element flowed and bubbled, and leaders would barely have 

time to execute, and the more influence on people's natural movements. In this 



situation we see in the West prefer rational, mental activities, while in the east - the 

irrational, spontaneous movements. 

Contrasting artworks Ukrainian East, including kuban Mukhin (his song 

"Chumak", "Glory", etc.), on the other hand - Ukrainian western master spiritually 

linked with Lviv, Pavlos (including his "Motherhood", "Daniel King"), Nicholas 

Shlemkevych again notes that over time (from the turbulent 1918 and up to 1942) 

state of mind different parts of Ukraine remained the same: to continue east 

prevails" powerful and wonderful spontaneity in the west calm, modest, rational 

limitation" [4, 15]. Events different historical periods have been able to identify 

and bright, witness and show mental differences between East and West of 

Ukrainian. East, desert, has always been uncertain and dangerous measure, timber, 

personified peace, father's house, where in times of bad weather Ukrainian steppe 

folk family found protection [4, 21]. However, over time (especially with the rise 

of Western European capital cities, cities, shopping centers) priorities change and 

those more courage ready to take risks, to lift lighter and more emotional – throw 

western lands and comes to the east, in the desert, where dangerous to live where 

anxiety, but life freely and no Polish serfdom [4, 23]. "The event - said Mykola 

Shlemkevych - left all that for various reasons could not withdraw from the place. 

[...] So, all calmer, more obedient to the law, less risky, so to speak: - realistic - 

then sat on their land, even in foreign captives. They were poorer imagination and 

harder to motion layers, but stubbornly and typical in the sense that intergrown into 

the ground, they did not throw it, even at the cost of full social leveling" [4, 24]. 

These were people who drowned in the nation, but did not renounce their land and 

stood on it until today. 

In the mid-nineteenth century within unanimous, socially and intellectually 

homogeneous masses of Galicia begins to "grow new leaders would" [4, 27], 

mainly on the basis of the priesthood. There are "adherents of the spirit", led by Fr. 

Shashkevych. Since 1848 Galicians lift the authorities not only social, but also 

national requirements emerging idea of political independence. "Ruthenian 

Council" was the bearer of Galician political ideology, the essence of which was as 



follows: "There is one great – they said – fifteen million (Ukrainian) people. Only 

a smaller part of it is within the Austrian monarchy, much larger part belongs to 

the Russian Empire. However, it is one of the people with conscience and sense of 

its national and political unity, which he did not abdicate. [...] The branch of 

Ukrainian people that found within Austria ... would like to ... connect all 

Ukrainian lands, therefore Galicia and Northern Bukovina, ... and Hungarian Rus 

(Carpatho- Ukraine) in one Ukrainian autonomous crown land" [4, 28]. Note that 

this is the first and main national political idea that originated in the early 

nineteenth century. Galicia and what Galician lived until 1918 (the year when 

missing the Austro -Hungarian Empire). Named idea, or rather dream Galicians 

from 1848 and until 1918 was, according to M. Shlemkevych "sleep - dream". 

Another disaster, or rather a threat to the entire Ukrainian Galicia, although 

temporary, was Russophilism, but "Ukrainians" was far more radical and more 

active defender before Polish dominance, and when that Ukrainians have produced 

creative and spiritually strong organizational leadership stratum, then Russophilism 

lost all ideological grounds. It began to send their best young ideological forces – 

between those students was Franko – of Ukrainians" [4, 37]. 

Nineties of the nineteenth century brought profound changes in Galicia 

outlook, and as rightly noted by M. Shlemkevych, the "Deaf Carpathian corners or 

quiet villages Dnistrova ravine before World War Galician world divided into 

"Ukrainian" and "Old Ruthenians". And then you might come across on a shaded 

village cemetery, under a weeping birch, fresh grave and the inscription on the 

cross, painted etymological spelling [...]. It's goodbye to the world and the history 

representative of the far, dim time..." [4, 40]. That's why in the 90 years of the 

nineteenth century a new stage of life and of all Ukrainian Galicia and the western 

territories. Before the new, just formed Ukrainian creative intelligentsia faced a 

difficult task - to overcome the conservative part of the elite and the passivity of 

the people, to raise the level of knowledge and self-esteem to actively influence the 

fate of the region. 



At the end of the nineteenth century, when capitalism came to Galicia, the 

city started to grow it increases Administration, and the priests the sons of rich and 

middle peasant families began to indulge in worldly pursuits, as in Austria beneath 

the stage were available for Ukrainian and so "to send children to school, middle 

and high, it was a good contribution to capital, and the farmer are often hesitant to 

sell part of the field, that - as mentioned then - print a son in the bar" [4, 44]. That's 

what poor blacksmith made and when thankful God has sent his son John to school 

to Drohobych and "his son Lord and the spirit of its people, Ivan Franko" [4, 45]. 

It was born as a new and creative every time up larger segment of the secular 

intelligentsia in Galicia, which sought to take an appropriate position in the 

community, to influence the development of the region and its future. 

Galician intellectuals have strong knowledge acquired not only in the 

university or the city of Chernivtsi and other educational centers in Western 

Europe (particularly in Graz, Vienna, Prague, Krakow, Warsaw, Wroclaw, Poznan, 

Lublin, Lodz, Rzeszow etc.). Inspired philosophical positivism and natural 

monism, the new Ukrainian secular intellectuals, led by Ivan Franko profound 

spiritual revolution began in Galicia. Although the old patriarchal world would not 

give up and kept the defense, and yet the revolution triumphed. Its the result was 

"zosvitschennya is secularization of spirit, its polarization, when faith alongside 

reason and science are equal forces; the result and it was the secularization of 

society and all life" [4, 48]. Step renewal and social change, which once led to the 

Ukrainian priests continued secular intellectuals that started the era of a new era in 

the history of Galician society. Galician received in 90 years of the nineteenth 

century, new design, at the beginning of the twentieth century goes rapid strides 

forward in both spiritual and political direction, and so is the cultural and political 

progress of the entire Ukrainian Galicia. 

In the early twentieth century, it was Ivan Franko and Metropolitan Andriy 

Galicia became the embodiment of a combination of new ideas in the new world, 

where secular and mundane (sacrum et profanum), find common ground, merged 

to become role models. 



Ukrainian secular intellectuals of the late XIX - early XX century was still 

"very young social strata. Each member was still in the village of parents, brothers, 

sisters, or more distant relatives, and every spiritual and life habits felt connected 

with the village. So all the Feria, holly and summer, conducted by native 

intellectuals and the houses in the villages. This meant constant close to people, his 

jury and his needs. And urban intellectuals felt at home in the countryside and in 

the city, then someone else - a Polish- Jewish - it was representative, Ambassador 

Ukrainian world around. She brought in the Ukrainian city of habit, Ukrainian 

lifestyle. It has to adapt to new urban conditions, both adapted to the city itself. She 

began Ukrainize it is not only the language but the spirit and style. Intellectuals in 

the Austrian ordering freer life had no sense less value against the foreign national 

the middle class. It was a healthy stratum that emerged from the Ukrainian village 

to get his city rather than drown in it" [4, 54 - 55]. 

These observations confirm Shlemkevych M. and Anna Franco- putter, who 

in his article "The attitude of my father to the peasants (The Special 

commemorative article for the jury 'Life and School")" wrote: "In Drohobych 

Franko know another world. World of the city that gave him so many interesting 

observations and reflections [...]. Summers spent Franko parents in rural areas, as 

also Christmas and Easter Ferry spent at home. The city did not get him dispose of 

the village [...]. The evenings converge his peers and even older guys or hostess 

and women to listen to Ivas reading books brought from the city "[3, 3]. 

Subsequently, "writer through example with a handful of friends - cut a path to free 

the souls of the people. They have free time to wander in the villages - first in 

Drohobych, and after further and rural youth gathered in the evenings and read 

their works of Ukrainian writers sang songs, gave concerts. It is attracted to them, 

not only young people but also older people who were surprised that young people 

who learn in "the masters" goes to the village, concerned about the farmer and his 

life and times . It was one of the first contacts with the Ukrainian intelligentsia 

village. Since this was a mutual benefit for our conscious peasants and intellectuals 

encouraged others to learn and to love our people" [3, 5]. Throughout his life, John 



Franco called intellectuals who received education and academic degrees to keep it 

separate from native people, their language and customs, but went to the people 

and "fellow farmers paid a long, sincere and hard corn on the popular, running 

field ..." [3, 5]. 

Returning to the city, inspired by his native land, enthusiastic ideas of 

European universities, they brought new ideas and treasure fighting for spiritual 

bucket re Galician people. Domestic priests became cultural centers, discussed 

here, read new Ukrainian poetry, short stories, novellas, "in those societies cared 

old Galician and Bukovina song Verbitsky, obscene, Vorobkevych. [...] New songs 

Ostap stood Nyzhankivskoho and Denis Sichyns'koho. [...] For those companies 

created and member of the "Young Muse", as Basil Pachowsky Peter Karmansky, 

Michael Yatskiv. These cells have tiny chambers Galician Renaissance" [4, 56] in 

Galician poor conditions of those times. Priests open to new thoughts and ideas, 

were firm in the faith, and therefore represented a healthy conservatism, the strong 

foundation that is under pressure from new ideas kept order and the spirit of life 

and not let the spirit of community and lose his own footing. They were patrons 

and spiritual inspiration best Galician youth. 

But everywhere in Galicia (its political life, scientific development, language 

formation, educational activities) felt the presence of genius - Ivan Franko. This is 

how M. Shlemkevych wrote: "And above all these spiritual processes raced great 

creator spirit, the most dosvidchuvanoho destiny and in the tragic sense of chosen 

spirit of Ivan Franko" [4, 58]. In those years, - says scientist - "Western Ukraine 

created a spirit that has earned him recognition by such a lively and far richer in 

this area of Eastern Ukraine. Expression of the fraternal recognition was 

ambassador in Kyiv Lviv, Professor Michael Grushevskii" [4, 57]. Although life in 

Galicia has been friendlier, but continue musty imperial - royal chambers, and even 

everyday life were the "limited life conditions and limited horizons of the spirit. 

We lived close, some Galician, second Bukovynian or Carpatho-Ukrainian 

zhuramy" [4, 57], but still under the influence of the spiritual revolution of the late 

nineteenth century. Galician society was moving forward to new forms of life 



under the guidance of his teacher and "Moses" - Ivan Franko. However, observed 

N. Shlemkevych, with all the spirit of progress in the early twentieth century. 

Galicia poets, artists, scientists were alone among the people, despite the fact that 

these people Galician intelligentsia, preparing the ground for strengthening 

Ukrainiantion state, which on the West Ukrainian ceased to exist as early as the 

fourteenth century. 

In severe 1917 - 1919 рр. Galicians came in Ukrainian world wide and 

breathed the air of distant steppe spaces Ukrainian and Ukrainian history, feel the 

taste of freedom and rooted in the desire to create a single state in which they are - 

it is a natural, albeit peculiar, component. Galician clearly understand that their 

role and objectives help implement rational ideas and initiative in Eastern Ukraine, 

Kyiv. It came from the Dnieper to Galicia new ideas ("zaplidni thinks"), as has 

happened more than once. Let us recall the impact of Taras Shevchenko on the 

revival of Western Ukraine, the impact on I.M. Dragomanova spiritual revolution 

led by Ivan Franko and others. However, the merit of Galicia seen in the fact that it 

is always accepted, supported and embodied in the life and ideas naddnipro people 

spiritually while living in their shadows. "This has been our strength. And while 

we were faithful to our task, we acquired ourselves - let not always love - you still 

respect and recognition throughout Ukraine"[4, 70 - 71]. 

Twenties of the twentieth century is a period of transition, when Ukrainian 

Galicia, located in the "Soviet" and the Polish occupation, but spiritually supported 

emigrants living idea has recently gained independence. In all walks of life 

Galicians seek independence. In "a cultural area of Scientific Society. Shevchenko 

continues to work as an independent scientific investigation institution, still in 

living connection with Kiev, Ukrainian while the Academy. – Ukrainian Secret 

University, whose professorial staff members of the same consisted of NTSh; it’s a 

monument of independence tendencies in the high school field. – "Native School" 

rebuild the grid and lower secondary schools, put solely on donations from people 

and its branches in America. – At the end of "Prosvita" for its reading room, 

theater circles, self-education courses leading to a massive degree of independent 



spirit. Resources for the labor supply part Tyne University and Free University of 

mainly Ukrainian and Ukrainian technical-economic institutions in 

Czechoslovakia, where the number of Ukrainian students came to 2200, and as 

German universities, especially Viennese, who in the early 20's was the highest in 

its history of the number of Ukrainian students: - a few hundred! It's recent officers 

and rowers passed new training in universities and Polytechnic to continue 

fighting. In the changed circumstances, they are building more, reinforce and 

defend the Ukrainian independent life "[4, 73 - 74]. Spokesman Galician parties in 

the Diet in 1928 said that their state is the Ukrainian state, and not the capital of the 

Warsaw and Kyiv. Ukraine All these years living conciliar idea of cultural 

autonomy and independence. Ukrainians still do not know what awaits them the 

Iron Curtain 30 years, but somehow intuitively sensing change not for the better, 

that Galicia is a "birth of another force, as the antithesis of old and as an expression 

of the spirit and policy of the new generation and the new situation on the eve of 

30 years" [4, 79]. The force becomes nationalism as politics in Poland and Russia 

was aimed at denationalization Ukrainians, to transform it into a tribe Lesser or 

Little Russian. 

In the 30 years the policy was carried out at the destruction of spiritual and 

physical foundations of Ukrainians in Galicia, was carried out attack on 

intellectuals and progressive farmers, peasant family life, religion, customs, 

morals, were attempts to destroy the spiritual authority of Galicia: Drahomanova 

Frank Hrushevskyy; road the East was flush, but because Ukrainians were forced 

to go underground, which "became in Galicia then a new kind of Zaporizhzhya 

Sich" [4, 87]. 

Galicia longed for the Eastern Ukraine, wanted to give himself dreamed 

Ukraine. However Dnepr Ukraine and Galicia came in 1941 as "two split and 

broken sisters" [4, 92]. Their subsequent fate and history we know, however, warns 

N. Shlemkevych, we must remember the Ukrainian emigrants' lives far away from 

Ukraine living in their ghettos, like museum exhibits, custom, talk, habits , whose 

edge has not known and do not know" [4, 93]. 



Conclusions 

So, in the end of XIX - early XX century every time there was a process of 

further and deeper "oshidnyachennya" Western Ukraine, therefore Galicia, but also 

begins the process of "ohalychanennya" Eastern Ukraine. Ukrainian spirituality in 

the west and the east, destroyed by various totalitarian regimes survived, to now 

regain strength and be reborn. "There is a mutual approximation, assimilation 

lifestyle and way of the spirit. Unity is not only geographical and public-political 

concept, but also psychological. [...] We believe the moral duty of Ukrainians in 

the free world to expose their ideology and organizational forms of radical revision 

- provirtsi. This is the premise of treating ourselves and our life from the sad 

shadow of those times. [...] Never in recent times we are not unanimous, so close. 

Doors Sobornosty deep mutual understanding and mutual love now open. The only 

"bad regiments" old thinking and forms and are linked to their ambition and guilt - 

deputize way. "Tread down those shelves bad" - and the consciousness and 

conscience of repeated Franko’s words. And then explained with eyes and a 

sincere heart will go into those doors open" [4, 103 - 108]. 

M. Shlemkevych believed in the bright future of their homeland 

disadvantaged, believed that were brought to the verge of XIX - XX centuries 

Ukrainian intelligentsia will find the strength to survive in the difficult struggle for 

the development of the Ukrainian language, culture, state, called - Ukraine. 
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Lesya Luzhetska   (Drohobych) 

SPEECH ETIQUETTE AND ITS ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

SPEECH COMPETENT OF PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHER 

The article highlights the important role of speech culture in the development 

of linguistic and competent teacher, the importance of speech etiquette is well-

grounded as the part of language culture and the necessity to follow ethic norms in 

communication of each speaker, particularly primary school teacher. The essence 

of the concept "speech etiquette" is revealed, attention is paid to the necessity of 

distinguishing between similar but not identical in size and content concepts - 

linguistic etiquette and speech etiquette. It is emphasized on the importance of 

speech etiquette for the development of future competent teacher. Advices of some 

scientists concerning the established formulas of Ukrainian speech etiquette which 

the speaker should use in various situations of polite contact with interlocutors are 

considered. Examples of the most commonly used formulas of the speech etiquette 

for everyday usage are shown. The important role of training exercises in the 

formation of practical skills and habits of future primary school teachers is 

underlined.   

         Keywords: speech etiquette, speech competent person, speech culture, 

speech development. 

Formulation of the research problem and its meaning. 

For most precious heritage of each nation belongs language. Therefore, it is 

called native language. Native as a mother, as the birthplace and everything dearest 

to the heart.Language is the greatest spiritual treasure, in which people find 

themselves as the creators, conveyto the descendants their experience and wisdom, 

victory and glory, culture and traditions, thoughts and aspirations. Word - our full-

blooded life, undying source of progress [3, 5]. 

Word is one of the most powerful communicative tools. In any field of 

activity people should be able to use the word deliberately and skillfully, making a 

positive impact on the listener. Especially high demands are put to the teacher 

speech as the main instrument of his work is a word. Today from the teacher, his 



teaching skills, erudition, common language and culture education 

dependseducationof pupils. How diligent in this important case will be young 

people largely depends on teachers, especially primary school teachers. 

Living life is peculiar also for the word - such speech, which is always in 

development and also constantly evolving, enriched by variants of rules that can be 

mastered only by presence of feelingof thelanguage [1, 7]. 

Analysis of the research problem. 

Speech cultureis relatedto the ability of reading and writing correctly. It 

establishes such norms as lexical, grammatical, stylistic, orthoepic, 

orthographic.Inaddition, speech cultureisalsogenerallyacceptedspeechetiquette: 

typicalformsofgreetings, farewell, wishes, invitations,etc. 

Speechetiquetteisconsideredto be 

thecentralpartofalllinguisticandbehavioralspheresofa man. According to 

thedefinitionmade by academic MiroslavStelmahovych, speechetiquetteisthe 

"NationalCodeofverbaldecency."  

The aim of the articleis to stress on the necessity of mastering the speech 

culture and speech  etiquetteby the future teachers on the basis of processed 

literature and personal observations. 

Presentation of main material and foundation of the received results. 

Speech etiquette - is the national specific rulesof language behavior which are 

realized in the system of stable formulas and expressions recommended to use in 

different situations of polite contact with companion, especially while greeting, 

acquaintance, acknowledgement, farewell. Each situation is served in the 

Ukrainian language with the help of group statements, which often form the 

synonymic series: hello, hey, please, bye, see you, goodbye, etc. [4, 133]. 

The famous Ukrainian linguist Alexander Ponomarivnotes that the forms of 

greeting and farewellare long archaic in the Ukrainian language and should not be 

updated without necessity. Rather often in conversational speech, radio and 

television we can hear greetings and farewells which are wrong from the grammar 

point of view. 



Rather important and necessary for every person is also a form of apology. 

"As guilt can be differentin its magnitude and consequence the speaker has to 

choose from a variety of phrases of the Ukrainian language etiquette such a phrase 

which would be corresponding to the guilt and at the same time would give the 

opportunity to achieve the desired results.  

It is advisable to distinguish between similar but not identical in size and 

content concepts - linguistic etiquette and speech etiquette. Speech etiquette is a 

system of standard verbal formulas used and repeated in everydaysituations. The 

speakerhas no need to create new formulas every time; he uses ready word stamps, 

reproducing them in the process of speech that makes communication easier. 

"Linguistic Etiquette means theusage of speech etiquette in specific acts of 

communication. Speech etiquette is a set of expression, the linguistic etiquette - 

selection and realization of these tools."[8, 34]. 

Though stereotype of etiquettephrases, speech etiquette plays a great role for a 

social life and functioning of language. Here we can see the state of linguistic 

culture, spiritual values, ethical orientation of society and the nature of 

relationships between people. It’s the sphere of language and culture which 

involves members of society belonging to various categories. 

The determinativeethno-psychological features of Ukrainian etiquette first of 

all are kindness, sincerity, simplicity and tenderness. 

However, as the author of the article "Magic Words" MaryaBilous says, "... for a 

few decades there have been some changes in the language consciousness and 

morality of our people. Mindlessly adopting rude language phrases, introduced by 

the alien 'culture', Ukrainiandesecrate our language. It's high time to hoe the weeds 

in our language field and cultivate the grain, which is kept in people's treasures"[2, 

38]. 

Speech etiquette, skillful usage of established formulas of greeting, farewell, 

suggestions, etc. play an important role in the formation of speech competent 

person, especially in the formation of teachers personalitywhich, with the help of 

his behavior in general and linguistic in particular, raises children. 



The part of a teacher culture is his emotion, good knowledge of intonation 

during the conversation. Even the best etiquette phrases such as thank you or 

please, spoken with the indifferent tone, will not bring satisfaction to whom they 

are addressed. If etiquette phrases, which are used by a teacher, are full of positive 

emotions, express understanding and participation, they find an echo in the hearts 

of children. By such possession of linguistic etiquette a teacher can be confident 

that his young pupils achieve pleasure to communicate with him. And this means 

that the work of a teacher is not useless, a word, spoken by him, had a positive 

influence on pupils, helping each of them to realize their importance, originality, 

and thus,achieve success in education as well as in the development of speech and 

mastering the language culture. 

"Communication etiquette lies not only in normative usage of the formulas of 

the standard language etiquette in etiquette situations. It has much wider amount 

which covers communicative behavior in general. Even behind etiquette situations 

verbal (and nonverbal) speech can have signs that indicate politeness, tact, 

kindness of the speaker towards his communicative partner (partners, auditorium) 

but on the contrary can create the impression that the speaker is rude and 

insensitive. On the other hand, formal keeping tothe language etiquette rules not 

always causes faith and respect to the speaker "[8, 6]. 

Speech etiquette is a cultural face of the nation. As to the Ukrainian speech 

etiquette, it, absorbing the ancient customs and traditions, became the universal 

model of our language activity what is shown up in the system of stable 

expressions, original formulas.  

Knowing and mastering of this system shows the nation spiritual and vice 

versa - disregarding rules and regulations of speech etiquette –is a sign of its deep 

corrosion processes, which, unfortunately, can be seen in our society in recent 

years. 

Of course, it is not easy to count all the forms of speech as well as any other 

etiquette in all everyday situations and not so easy to master them. However, using 

them, we’ll be able to behave correctly in the society, become a well-bred person 



in communication with others. And though ourcenturyis coming constantly toward 

simplifying of manner, but still a huge meaning is paid towards mastering the so-

called "code of politeness"as we have nothing to lose because of our courtesybut 

can"win" a Man [6, 5]. 

By using various formulas of speech etiquette, we need to realize that nobody 

needs "tinted politeness and decency in the cell of paper virtues ..." 

(Ye.Malanyuk). Verbal politeness should be in harmony with other human virtues, 

organically complete the behavior of people, their culture in general. Always actual 

are the words told by Gregory Skovoroda: "Onecannot build something with the 

help of a word; if at the same time destroy it by his deeds." 

As it was already noted, the speech etiquette has a huge role for the speech 

and competent formation of the teacher. The formation of speech competence is a 

baseof speech development. 

"Speech development should provide the perfect, full and cultural 

communication between people with the help of language. It must be based on the 

respect towards the interlocutor. Speech etiquette is the final element of the respect 

expression towards the interlocutor; it is also theindicator ofthe speaker cultural 

level. So, training the speech etiquette is an indispensable component of the speech 

development. 

The ability of keeping to ethical standards is always highly valued in the 

society. Knowing of ethic norms, using them in somebody’s behavior and speech 

belongs to good manners. In speech communication it means the possession of 

etiquette, the ability to control the feelings, emotions and so on. Keeping to the 

etiquette rules means thedisplaying such features as courtesy, morality, tact, 

kindness. The development of speech skills –is a long process. The formation of 

speech culture is the part of the process for competent person formation.[9, 143-

114]. 

The author of a manual "Ukrainian communicative etiquette" MaryaStakhiv 

said: "The practice of language learning in higher education institution shows that 

not all teachers are paying enough attention to etiquette formulas and their role in 



speech. Even if such work is carried out, speech etiquette is determined as an 

external form of communication, without taking into consideration the internal 

filling (recipient, sender, place, time, result). To become a true master of his job, a 

graduate student must learn the culture of professional and public communication, 

which allows avoiding various conflict situations."[9, 177]. 

According to the words of Stakhiv M, the decisive role in the formation of 

practical language skills belongs to the system of training exercises. The most 

productive exercises are constructive exercises at the level of connected 

expressions. The character of such tasks might be as follows: 

Substitution of etiquette formulas according to the change of text tonality; 

verbal etiquette expressions by synonymous with neutral value; etiquette phrases 

by relevant antonyms.Among the proposed tasks can be also constructing of the 

text: make a dialog from the following speech etiquette expressions: make a letter-

request, a letter of appreciation or a letter of invitation with given verbal etiquette 

expressions. [9, 181-182]. 

Future teachers need to be provided with the advanced theoretical knowledge 

and good practical training in order to realize into the educational process new 

ideas, interactive technologies, find the ways of democracy and optimization of the 

educational process. The modern school needsa professional teacher who 

possessesthe perfect knowledge of speech culture and knows the best ways to 

transfer this knowledge to pupils. 

These professional skills of the future teachers can be successfully trainedat 

the methodic of Ukrainian language lessons by introducing interactive teaching 

technologies that helps not only to develop professional teaching skills, but also to 

provide the speech competent teacher formation.[9, 183]. 

Conclusions and recommendations for further research. 

Based on research issues of language culture problems in general and speech 

etiquette as a component of cultural relations, on the basis of own observations for 

the process of speech  we conclude that good knowledge of the literary language 



norms, possession of generally-accepted formulas of speech etiquette plays an 

important role in the development of primary school future teacher. 

The problemon which we are focusing our attention in this 

articlerequiresfurther investigation;special attention shouldbe paid tothe language 

cultureimprovingof the future teachersat the Ukrainian language methodic lessons. 
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IMPROVING THE NEW QUALITY OF TEACHING YOUNGER 

STUDENTS THE UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE ACCORDING TO STATE 

STANDARD OF PRIMARY EDUCATION 

 

У статті розкривається удосконалення нової якості навчання 

української мови молодших школярів за Державним стандартом початкової 

загальної освіти. Розглянуто його освітні галузі та проаналізовано змістові 

лінії галузі «Мови і література». Висвітлено зміст  нових навчальних 

програм з української мови для учнів першого класу. Зосереджено увагу на  

мовних і мовленнєвих знаннях, уміннях і навичках першокласників, які вони 

мають опанувати, вивчаючи нову програму з української мови. Розкрито 

переваги та недоліки підручників з навчання грамоти для учнів першого 

класу. Окреслено добір методів і прийомів навчання мови й мовлення,  які 

може використовувати учитель початкових класів.   

 

Ключові слова: якість, нова, навчання, українська мова, молодший 

школяр, державний, стандарт, загальна, початкова, освіта, програма, 
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Statement of the problem. In the current context of the establishment of a 

new system of education of Ukraine the demands on the quality of training primary 

schoolchildren are increased. Because the education quality provides not only to 

improving of the theoretical level, but also improve the practical skills needed for 

children in elementary school , their independence developing, interest in creative 

activities. 

Today scientists solve an issue that says it should be taught not only 

theoretically, but pointed to the competence approach to teaching primary 

schoolchildren. On how their level of mastering language and speech increases 



depends the success of all subjects, including language and speech. This will 

improve the quality of teaching Ukrainian language for children. 

Analysis of the main research and publications. 

Study and analysis of literature on the problem studied showed that 

methodologists and researchers believe that improving the quality of teaching 

Ukrainian language for primary school is dependent on the content of language and 

speech teaching and selection of available methods and techniques of working on it 

[1;5;6;7; 9;10] . While studying the Ukrainian language the practical training of 

junior pupils on the basis of deepening and consolidation of acquired language 

skills, mastering the material and creative application of acquired knowledge in 

solving problems inherent in the new program of the Ukrainian language in 

primary school are carried out [1;5;6]. 

 M. Vashulenko believes that it should be relied on the theoretical 

knowledge gained during training and personal experience in the gradual formation 

of a system of knowledge and skills that ensure high performance of readiness of 

primary school teaching [1;7]. 

A. Zymuldinova , M. Prots disclose the relationship to the study of linguistic 

phenomena and language skills of pupils of primary school age [6,45]. 

A. Chepka examines the process of building knowledge and skills in the 

stage of learning new material, each of the following steps based on the content of 

theoretical and practical training of prior includes as input of the previous 

theoretical knowledge and practical skills of students [10, 4]. 

An integral part of the learning process, the means of shaping abilities and 

skills have a system of teacher’s work with the new programs of studying subjects 

in the 1st form. They are built according to the new State standard of primary 

education [3,1-6]. 

Aim of the article is to uncover the improvement of the new quality of 

teaching Ukrainian language for primary school children according to the new 

State standard of primary education. 



Exposition of the main material. The content of the State Standard 

includes 7 educational sectors, implemented in 12 subjects, at least 8 of them one 

teacher teaches [3,1-6]. It is based on the principles of personality orientated and 

competence based approach that meets the current requirements of society. Urgent 

tasks, defined by the basic instruments of elementary school, are to master the key 

competencies that provide personal and social and intellectual development of 

students; students’ vital competency is formed on the base of interdisciplinary 

connections and is the integrated result of subject and interdisciplinary 

competences [9, 25-28]. 

The basis of material systematization of a new version of the State Standard 

of primary education includes educational sector "Language and Literature" [3, 2-

6]. This branch is realized with the age-appropriate students in the Typical 

curricula through the educational items "Ukrainian language (language and 

reading)," "Russian, another minority language (language and reading)", "Foreign 

Language" [3, 1-3]. In accordance with the goals and objectives of this educational 

sector in the structure of the new State standard such basic content line are 

highlighted: speech, language, social and cultural, activity" [3, 3-4]. 

Speech aspect of language learning includes types of speech activities: 

listening, speaking, reading and writing. In the study of the Ukrainian language in 

primary school linguistic aspect occupies a special place, which provides the 

knowledge of text structure, sentence, its lexical and grammatical features, 

structure; the knowledge of lexical meaning and word structure; recognizing 

lexical and grammatical bits of words, the ability to properly use the variable 

words; to distinguish sounds, letters, to know the Ukrainian alphabet [3, 3-4]. 

Analyzing the State standard of primary education we see that it includes the 

basic idea of the unity of language education and speech development of primary 

schoolchildren [3, 1-3]. 

Social and cultural topical line provides including the thematic groups of 

words: names of objects and reality of material and spiritual culture of Ukrainian 

people. Established expressions, Ukrainian folk proverbs, sayings, riddles, rhymes, 



tongue twisters, jokes, songs, tales, legends, etc., are the reflection of people's 

experiences, Ukrainian character [3, 8]. 

Activity line includes general educational abilities and skills, including 

training and organizational, educational and intellectual and creative, control and 

evaluation [3, 8]. 

An important place in the work with students is attached to the new program 

of the Ukrainian language in the 1st grade, which is realized through the subject 

“Literacy and speech development of first-graders" [3, 8]. Its structure includes 

sections: "Learning reading (pre-ABC, ABC and post-ABC periods)", "Teaching 

writing. Graphic writing skills. Technology of writing. Culture of execution of 

written works" [8,10-12]. At the same time it serves the requirements for first 

graders’ reading mastery and graphic skills, reading and writing technique [8,18-

22]. 

The second section of the program includes "Speech topical line", which 

consists of the following sections: "Listening, hearing and understanding of oral 

speech. Speaking. Readings. Working with children's books. Writing" [8,13-15]. 

The third section of the program is new and called "Language Topical Line" 

which includes such sections as "Text. Sentence. Word. Sounds and letters. 

Composition. Spelling" [8, 15-16]. 

To the novelty of this program belongs the display of the updated topical 

lines of state standard: "Sociocultural" and "activity" [3, 8]. "Sociocultural topical 

line" includes the following themes: Topical groups of words, that call a state, its 

capital, state symbols, the realities of the people. Folk pieces of large and small 

forms. Features of national speech etiquette. Rules of verbal behavior while 

communicating. Social roles [8, 16-17]. 

Activity topical line considers the following sections: "The formation of 

educational and organizational abilities and skills"; "Formation of educational and 

informational abilities and skills"; "The formation of educational and intellectual 

and creative abilities and skills"; "The formation of control and appraisal abilities 

and skills" [8, 17]. 



Important role in the program is given to development of oral and written 

connected speech, which is recommended for 15 - 20 minutes at the class of  

learning literacy every two weeks (17 hours per year) [8, 21-22]. The content of 

the work is the study of dialogical and monological texts in the classroom. 

The program notes that the first grade student can talk about what he saw, 

what he did, what happened to him, describe a picture or series of drawings, can 

speak from listening comprehension text, talk about the life event [8, 28]. 

The training should expand the functions of primary school children speech, 

which promotes the learning of language and speech to a higher level. Monologue 

speech becomes leading in their activity, which is more complex than dialogic. 

When the dialogue is, in fact, a chain of replicas, the monologue is a system of 

thoughts embodied in verbal form. The program provides that during the dialogue 

interlocutor’s facial expressions, gestures, remarks help the child to rightly build a 

phrase, fulfill uncompleted things. While speaking a student masters a variety of 

means - adjusting your own speech stimuli [8, 29]. 

Monologue is unsupported by situations, questions, requires more discipline 

and preparation. 

As you can see, the new curriculum of the Ukrainian language for the first 

grades is expanded and deepened by content compared with the previous program; 

it meets improved state standards of primary education. However, in our opinion, it 

is too complicated for students 6 to 7 years of age. 

 The content of the program  is reflected in the textbooks on teaching 

literacy - primer. At present there are two primers labeled with the Ministry of 

Education and Science , which are first class students in secondary schools . We 

expand the advantages and disadvantages of each of them [2, 4]. 

 ABC-book (auth. M. Vashulenko and A. Vashulenko) meets the new 

program, built according to three periods of teaching literacy. In pre-ABC period a 

thematic approach to language development is reflected: story drawings or 

illustrations serve as text. Topics are varied: games, tales, seasons, village, town, 

transport, domestic and wild animals, farming, fruits and vegetables, customs and 



traditions in Ukraine. The pages introduce students the beginnings of linguistic 

analysis: text – sentence word - syllable - stressed syllable - sounds (vowels, 

consonants, hard and soft consonants [2, 3-11]. 

 ABC period reflects the principle of frequency: the location of the letters on 

the pages of a textbook:  first go vowels “a, o, y”, then - consonants - м, н, the 

remaining letters - mixed - vowels, consonants, parallel introduction of hard and 

soft consonants [2, 12 -142]. 

Sound work is also important: sound models of syllables, words, where 

taught sound stands in different positions. Based on sound and syllable systems 

teacher performs component - sound analysis. The pages of the textbook offer 

various syllable tables: radial, rectangular, which are located horizontally and 

vertically. 

Much material is recommended for reading: columns of syllables, words, 

sentences, titles to images, combined text. In these texts, if there is word with the 

untaught letter, it is replaced by a picture (object, toy), or if the verb is omitted, a 

dash is put in the text (-) [2]. 

For the development of connected speech a lot of subject, story or serial 

pictures are contained that are located on each page. There are the story 

illustrations on different topics: seasons, native land, home and wild animals, 

plants, flowers etc. 

In general, these authors primer is available for 6 to 7 years old children. 

The analysis of the new primer of V. Naumenko, M. Zakhariychuk showed 

that it reflects a modernized approach to the Ukrainian language study in the 1st 

grade, which is based on texts [4,5-37]. 

In pre-ABC period texts of the large amount are offered for reading that 

does not meet the age peculiarities of children at the age of six-seven years [4, 5-

37]. 

In ABC time includes a system of formation of listening skills: perception of 

sound, syllable, word, sentence [4, 38-173]. 



Scene drawings, sentences schemes, sound patterns of words, the work on 

text help to realize the problems of different kinds of speaking activity. 

There are ray tables, developing focus and logical thinking of children. 

Primer has the task for students with the level of formed reading skills; 

illustrations and texts are rich and informative. However, it is complex in content 

and design. It has such weaknesses as: 

- No letters’ sounds marks; no range of learned letters; 

- No simple sentences to read; no handwriting for copying; 

- Many unimportant hard to memorize words: вутінка, голкіпер, 

посутінкувати, Окся etc.; 

- Not enough subject drawings to the studied letters; difficult and confusing 

schemes: (_ _ _ _ Who?). 

- Difficult questions and tasks such as: Is it easy to make a word-answer? 

(p.15). How to solve the Owl’s problem (p.47)? 

There are many icons on the pages of primer (p.7-137), which makes 

process of reading more difficult for children. 

Children hear the word "keeper" for the first and the name of Pele. In our 

opinion, it is inappropriate to appoint an Elk as a master of Forest School [4]. 

As we consider methodological materials for teachers and students in this 

primer should be better distinguished. 

In order to raise the quality of teaching Ukrainian language in elementary 

school, teachers need to use the selection of such methods and techniques of 

teaching that students can master the language knowledge and language skills. 

Among these methods are the monitoring of linguistic material, different types of 

stories, heuristic conversation and more. And for the formation of language skills 

the best are didactic language games and speech situations in which the student is 

revealed, feels comfortable, can speak on any life related topics from his 

experience. 

Conclusions. Thus, students’ knowledge of the language content and speech 

enshrined in the new programs, teachers’ selection of various methods and 



techniques of working with speech and language materials will help to improve the 

quality of teaching younger students. 
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THE WAYS OF DEVELOPING THE METHODS OF TEACHING 

HISTORY IN UKRAINIAN GYMNASIUMS IN GALYCHYNA SINCE THE 

MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY TO 30TH OF THE TWENTIETH 

CENTURY 

 

У статті  розглядаються шляхи становлення  методики навчання 

історії в українських   навчальних закладах Галичини в період від середини 

ХІХ ст.–до 30 років  ХХ ст. Розкривається зміст, методи, форми та засоби 

навчання історії в підготовчих та основних гімназійних класах, 

висвітлюються проблеми засвоєння учнями історичних явищ та фактів у 

гімназіях   Галичини в обстежуваний період.  

 

Ключові слова шляхи, розвиток, метод, методика, навчання, зміст, історія, 

методи, форми, засоби, гімназія, українська,  Галичина. 

 

Statement of the problem. 

The word "method" comes from the Greek word «methodike», which means 

"the way of research", "way of knowing" [12, 23]. It includes such categories as 

content, methods, forms, and means of teaching. The content of subject "history" 

are programs and textbooks that have been created since ancient times to the 

present [6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13]. The method scientists understand as the way of 

practical and theoretical understanding of reality, due to the laws of the proposed 

subject [12, 32]. The set of methods aimed at achieving a certain goal, is the 

methodology "[11, 34]. Methodology studies methods of teaching a science, 

subject [13, 45]. The content of method and the meaning of the very term has not 

always been the same; they have changed with the development of the technique, 

with the formation of its scientific basis. 

The initial elements of the methods of teaching history have originated since 

the introduction of the subject teaching in response to practical questions about the 



purpose of teaching, about the selection of historical material, which taught the 

students, and techniques of its disclosure. To understand the nature and content of 

any science one should clearly define its object and purpose of the study. Thus, the 

object of the methods of teaching history as a science is learning process: the 

process of pedagogical interaction between teacher and students, focused on 

identity formation and development of the child by means of history. The subject 

of teaching methods is the specific side, sphere, and the part of the object of study, 

i.e. a certain system of teaching history that includes interrelated components 

(content, organization, learning outcomes, etc.) and natural external and internal 

connections of this system, which determine its operation. The external relations of 

system are factors of social development that are reflected in the socio-cultural 

environment, political and economic situation of the population, the level of 

educational and historical science and more. O.Pometun defines the methods of 

teaching history as a scientific discipline that investigates the learning history 

process as a system of its relationships, contradictions and laws to ensure the 

quality of history education for students [12, 65]. 

The first information on the methodology of teaching history comes to us 

from the mid-nineteenth century. German scientist F. Disterveg in the first part of 

the book "Guide to the education of German teachers” revealed common issues of 

pedagogy , and the second considered professional teaching methods, including 

teaching of national history, which he regarded as the leading subject of 

geography, native language, science, mathematics. Academic assigned a great 

place to the native history and geography, native language and literature in 

education for children [5, 17]. 

The main task of teaching history according to A.Disterveh is the 

development of children’s mental abilities. Formal education is connected with the 

material world. Education promotes comprehensive development of the child and 

his moral education. When teaching children history one should consider the 

features of the children’s perception. To do this it should be moved, according to 

scientists from examples to rules; from objects to words meaning them; from 



simple to complex; from easier to more difficult; from the known to the unknown 

material [5, 78]. 

These and other provisions of techniques have been adopted by the Austrian 

and Russian scientists and methodists, beginning with 50 years of the XIX century 

and 30 years of XX century [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11]. 

 However, it should be noted that today they are important because the 

current program requires adherence to the principles of continuity and perspectives 

in teaching history in secondary schools. To be familiar with the current state of 

development of methods of teaching history, we must be guided in the past, 

especially in the Galician period when there were Ukrainian-language gymnasiums 

and the leading subject besides native language, was to study local history. 

Analysis of the main research and publications. 

Academic Gymnasium in Lviv emerged from the reorganization of the lower 

town school, which was organized as early as the 14th century (about 1382). In the 

first half of the 15th century this school was an academic department of the 

Krakow Academy. School received Masters and rectors from Krakow, but the city 

council had chosen and paid for them. In the first half of this century school was 

called «gimnasium akademicum», while remaining being a high school with 

courses of teaching philosophy and theology [10, 36]. As such, it worked till the 

opening of Lviv University in 1794. Then the courses of philosophy and theology 

were canceled at school [10, 39]. 

In 1850, under the new organization of schools in Austria gymnasium has 

been extended by master of the Ministry since July 22, 1848 to eight classes and 

also it was confirmed the highest patent on March 3, 1855 [2,34]. 

Judgment of May 31, 1873 teaching subjects in Ruthenian language or 

Ukrainian was approved. School year started on September 1, 1882 [3,161]. 

Researchers of this period reveal the politics of Austro-Hungarian 

government in education, the development of different types of schools in 

Galychyna, the struggle of the folk masses for the democratization of education in 

this province. However, a small place of these studies is given to the question of 



developing methods of teaching history as a school subject. It can be found in the 

writings of scholars on the history of Galychyna by various authors [1, 2, 9, 10]. 

The purpose of the article is to highlight the ways of  

incipiencing methods of teaching history in schools of Ukrainian Galychyna during 

the middle XIX century till 30-th of XX century. This should reveal the content, 

selection of methods, techniques, forms and means of teaching history in the 

preparatory and basic gymnasium classes. 

The main material.  

Among the ways of developing methods of Ukrainian gymnasium history in 

the middle of XIX century - early XX century the content of teaching history is 

determined, which is realized through the conscious aims of learning the subject 

"History" by students. 

In the curriculum especially noteworthy are few hours for the study of 

history. It begins with a preparatory class and finishes in the 8th grade [3, 163]. 

The main task of teaching history in high school serves the introduction to 

children the internal political development of the country. Since the general 

objectives that have plagued history teacher in high school, preclude the 

opportunity of systematic way of completing images of different countries, it is 

enough to find out the main types of state and thus to make interconnection 

between them in uncovering events. These are types as Jewish theocracy, 

Phoenician - kareahenican state, caste way of India and Egypt, Assyrian tyranny 

and its improved form of the Persian monarchy, Greek "normal" form of monarchy 

and republic, attempt of  federal structure the Greeks, the Roman "legal" state, 

gentlemen, the German kingdom, the British parliamentary system, the French 

absolutism, the development of a new representative government, and finally the 

"most improved modern expression of individualism in the federal union" [8,128]. 

Thus, the teacher has as a result of the review and evaluation of the historical 

variety of public and social types to introduce the student to the field of modern 

relationships. 



The study of state and social system should be considered from a historical 

point of view. During this period, the study of history can clearly be seen in the 

Ukrainian gymnasium classes along with geography. The historical area should be 

pointed while teaching geography. Teacher of history, in addition to the general 

geographical sketch of each country, the image of which he passes should show the 

influence of nature on the culture of the people under study [7,189]. 

 It should thoroughly familiarize students with the terrain, which is the 

center of important events. It is necessary to compare the map of the studied 

period, with the modern historical period. 

Analysis of methodological literature on the designated problem showed that 

the selection of methods, forms and means of training teachers of high school 

classes focused their efforts on such methods as lecture, discussion and story in 

high school, and story related to the conversation - in the lower classes [11, 12, 

13]. 

In the higher classes the teacher’s coherent story takes a scientific 

presentation of material, as students must learn to distinguish the causes of 

historical events and circumstances that stopped or accelerated success and events. 

Teachers used the additional reading of passages from the sources and 

historical works: poems of Tyrtey, Solon, scenes from Aeschylus, Aristophanes, 

characteristics of Mamlezen, Kurtsis, Ranke, etc. Their use contributes to the 

students’ interest in historical facts and events "[13, 156]. 

An important place was given to the selection of visual handbooks: 

drawings, photographs, models, etc. However, the main was the feasibility of using 

these tools in teaching history.  

As there were not so many handbooks in history, teacher can illustrate 

nothing, can give students nothing to read very important courses (parts, chapters). 

For example, there are no books to read, pictures, atlases to all sections of 

medieval history [11, 342]. 

Methods of teaching history at that time was suggested by the teacher’s story 

in the lower grades, it should be repeated with the students learned during the 



lesson (lesson lasts an hour). Next lesson begins with a new repetition of the 

material studied [8, 243]. 

In high school, the repetition during the same class is not required. However, 

written work can be used. Methods of their use include the following provisions: 

the relationship between studied topics among themselves, taking into account the 

principle of access to learning materials, taking into account the continuity and 

perspectives in shaping the historical concepts and more. 

For example, after introducing the 8 grade students to the Republican period 

of Roman history one can offer children performing the image of agrarian 

legislation and its significance for Greeks inclusively. Or the development of rights 

of plebeians as it was manifested in gaining access to positions and change of the 

status, position and the importance of various public meetings. 

One can offer using the writing as under the teacher’s guidance so 

independently. 

Conclusions. 

Consequently, we have identified the following ways developing methods of 

teaching history in the Ukrainian Galychyna schools: learning content, selection of 

methods, forms and means of education. 
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THE WORD AS A MEANS OF EVALUATING EDUCATIONAL 

ATTAINMENT OF PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN IN THE PROCESS 

OF LEARNING THE UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE 

  

Statement of the problem. Modern education involves not only the 

formation of a new pedagogical thinking, but also the review and re-evaluation of 

all components of the educational process in the light of their human formational 

function. In this context, an important place is the assessment of student 

achievements. After teaching evaluation is essential for creating a positive attitude 

to learning in creating a positive learning environment in the classroom. Today 

assessment in primary school is often expressed in evaluative judgments and 

conclusions teacher who is her verbal performance. Thus, the art of communication 

is an important part of assessment of students that is, on the one hand, the channel 

feedback between teacher and students, on the other hand, the act of interaction 

between them. 

Analysis of recent research and publications.  

The analysis of scientific sources showed that the problem of evaluating 

attaintment of primary school pupils was much investigated. Fundamentals of 

educational assessment have been studied in several ways. Some scientists 

(S.Amonashvili, G. Vashenko, A. Savchenko, L. Friedman etc.) characterize this 

phenomenon in relation to the specific professional teacher’s activity. Others 

(B.Ananyev, N. Zubaliy, V. Onischuk, V. Semychenko etc.) consider the 

evaluation as a tool for pedagogical teacher’s impact on the student. The third area 

is represented by studies that examined the evaluation as a psychological 

mechanism of self-development and self-identity (T.Vershinin, G.Karpov, G. 

Lypkina) and component of teacher’s professional thinking (J. Kulyutkin, A. 

Tsokur). 

In psychological and pedagogical literature different evaluation functions are 

distinguished. The well-known educator S. Amonashvili discloses educational 



(aimed at the development of personal responsibility, hard work, dedication, 

diligence and other personality traits) and training (aimed at improving the 

performance of learning activities, the formation of learning motivation) evaluation 

function [1]. Psychologist B.Ananyev distinguishes two functions of the 

assessment impact on a child's personality: a) orientating, that lessen the 

understanding of the activity process; b) stimulating, which affects the affective 

and willing sphere as a result of experiencing success or failure [2, 129]. 

The effect of teacher evaluation on student's emotional state is indicated in 

V.Sukhomlynsky’s studies. Educator believes that it can cause a range of acute and 

deep student’s feelings: the joy of success, satisfaction, shame for the failure, 

increased anxiety, etc. [7, 466]. 

Most teachers believe that positive evaluation is a powerful incentive for 

learning and negative on the contrary, affects the overall of younger pupils, 

reduces its efficiency. So when the teacher encourages a student, approves his 

answer, work, it has a positive effect on him. However, according to N. Zubaliy, 

negative assessment can be stimulating (provided that it is objective, friendly and 

student is aware of it) [5, 27]. 

In theoretical terms, the problem of verbal evaluation is also highlighted by 

scientists, psychologists, teachers, methodologists. These include T. Amonashvili, 

A.Bogush, S.Honcharenko, N.Zubaliy, O.Savchenko, V.Sukhomlynsky, M.Fitsula, 

M.Yarmachenko. 

The purpose of the paper is the comprehensive study of the efficiency of 

the use of verbal attainment of primary school students at the lessons of Ukrainian 

language. 

The main material.  

Among the many psychological factors that are used by primary school 

teachers in the development of students' positive attitudes to learning, the word as 

pedagogical evaluation takes an important place. Through evaluation of the 

learners’ work, the teacher expresses his own opinion about this activity that has 

the opposite effect on learners and thus motivates further activity and also affects 



the interaction between students (through the impact on their adversarial activity). 

From this point of view the word as assessment is essential. You cannot ignore or 

not use this significant leverage on students. Such neglect can have negative 

effects, manifested in the reduction of interest in the subject and learning in 

general, the sense of students’ dissatisfaction of own activity and interaction 

between the teacher and may even cause conflicts in the learning process. 

At his time V.Sukhomlynsky noted that the attainment only then becomes 

incentive that encourages active mental work, when the relationship between 

teacher and pupil are built on mutual trust and goodwill [7, 465]. 

Primary school pupil is emotionally experiencing evaluation of his activities. 

Indeed, in the preschool years he formed a positive image of himself. Under the 

influence of various factors of school life, these ideas are severely tested. 

Therefore, adequacy, fairness, timeliness and transparency of evaluation are factors 

of optimization, pedagogical communication and educational activities in general.  

Educational assessment is the constant teacher’s detection of accuracy of 

progress of student’s activities compared with the intended purpose, which is used 

to provide the operational assistance to students and the setting up of the successful 

achievement of the intended results [6,148]. 

S. Honcharenko said that the evaluation of the students’ success is expressed 

in grades, as well as in the form of teacher’s evaluating judgment [4, 245]. 

Value judgment (positive or negative), which defines how an elementary 

school student cope with his task is "players reinforcement" that directs the efforts 

of the child in the right direction, showing the importance of the done task and 

stimulates to greater activity. 

Verbal (word) evaluation involves the development of psycho-pedagogical 

conditions of encouraging students to study academic subjects: 

- organization of students’ work, encouraging them to the use of different ways 

without fear of mistake, give the wrong answer in the Ukrainian lessons and 

reading; 

- variational evaluation of students’ activity; 



- application of new criteria for evaluating of educational achievement considering 

not only that knowledge which the student has mastered the material, but also how 

it is organized as learning activities (what grounds he uses as processing new 

material). 

There are the following types of verbal evaluation: 

- positive evaluation (reassurance, approval, acceptance, encouragement); 

- negative assessment (observation, denial, condemnation). 

Agreement represents a kind of evaluation that is what the teacher expresses 

his agreement with the students’ actions. It directs the student to correction of their 

own acts, securing success in this way; it promotes his work in the same direction. 

Approval is the first step to acceptance. Here are some examples. "Yes, you did 

everything right". "I agree with how you did it. You did it very well". "Yes, you 

correctly completed all sentences. Students and I would do this exercise in the 

same way". "This exercise can also be done this way. You do well". "All class and 

I are proud of you. You did all right". 

Encouragement is seen through the teacher's evaluative judgments which 

determine the correct answer and student’s success in the process of reading and 

writing is emotionally supported. The stimulating function of evaluation in this 

case is much higher than orientating. In cases when the teacher has to deal with 

insecure, fearful students, he should use this value judgment. It gives the student 

self-confidence, supports him. For example: "You do well. Don’t be afraid, try 

again". "Think, you know the word which you should give". "Yes, yes you do that 

right, keep on doing this way". 

The direct form of positive evaluation of the work at the lesson Ukrainian in 

primary schools while questioning is approval. Approval, unlike the agreement, is 

not just a statement of correctly done or said, but is already a form of determining 

the personality. Approval emphasizes the positive side of the personality – ability, 

diligence, activity, interest, knowledge. Approval shows the student his success. 

"Good, you do your best". "I approve your actions. You compare well". "Good. I 

see you do your best, you do cope with the task". 



We propose to use also such value-based judgments: "I welcome your 

interest in making up dialogues". "I know that you know sounds and letters". "It’s 

good you work, you do well". "I 'm positively treat your work". 

The most severe form of positive assessment is encouragement. 

In "Ukrainian Pedagogical Dictionary" S.Honcharenko notes that 

encouraging is a moral stimulation of work. It is an important psychological and 

pedagogical means of encouraging games, cognition, learning activities of 

preschool and school children. Timely and adequate incentives activate the 

personality, giving it a new impulse for activity [4, 132]. 

Encouragement keeps primary school children’s believes in themselves, in 

their power and abilities. This promotion is a positive incentive in learning 

activities. Encouraging pupils should be done only verbally. It must be reasonable 

and fair. 

Pedagogical practice meets various forms of incentives: praise and 

prospective evaluation. 

We believe that to use praise is very useful if the teacher draws attention to 

the subtle moves to better ones (especially of the weak, shy students). 

At the Ukrainian lesson you can use the following verbal encouragement: 

"Today we have more good works in the class than last time, as Ostap and Helen 

did their best and correctly completed the task". "Those who will try will write 

better". "If you write two more rows of these letters, then you will come out pretty 

good". "If you want to do everything correctly and without mistakes, then listen 

carefully, everything that I explain". 

Prospective evaluation is overestimated, which currently departs from 

objective criteria and reflects student’s progress from ignorance to knowledge, 

from inability to ability, from indiligence to diligence. 

Prospective evaluation captures not result, but incomplete process, defines 

the students’ efforts and the real possibility of success. Such an assessment is 

needed when the student has lost faith in himself and he needs help to find it (the 



student undertook desirable thing, but he cannot do anything, or if he is behind the 

level of knowledge and skills for reasons which are not of his dependent). 

We believe that in this case the prospective evaluation, as well as encourage, 

inspire hope, confidence, willingness to act. If the teacher has to deal with students 

who do not and can not make it in a short time alone to eliminate gaps, not 

promising evaluation but help is needed. 

Here are examples of forward-looking assessment: "I put the assessment, 

looking ahead". "I think you will cope with this". "You will learn and use your 

knowledge in the future". "I also want to appreciate you considering postponing". 

"I think that you will do better if you work some more". "I put the mark, I think 

you’ve worked great on the rule, but you must continue trying". "You deserve a 

good mark. You could manage to cope with this task, but there are some 

uncertainties, which should avoid in the future you". 

While verbal evaluating teacher’s skills and language play an important role. 

An important condition of the formation of students' desire to study is the 

objectivity and fairness of value judgment on the teacher’s part. Of course, every 

child worries about his mark, and it makes the appropriate type of attitude to work. 

We must be very careful to express negative judgments. 

During the assessment one should take into account the peculiarity of the 

impact of assessment in accordance with the personal qualities of the child. Shy, 

passive, with morbid selfishness children should better be assessed verbally, self-

confident children – rarely and restrained. It is important to capture the moment 

when younger student corrected his mistake and to put him in the same frame with 

other students. 

It is advisable to teach students to make self-evaluation, inter-evaluation, and 

collective mark. This activates educational work, helps to create students’ interest 

of attitude towards criticism, expressed in his address, strengthens the sense of his 

importance in the team and promotes awareness of taking care of his classmates. 

Assessment, self-assessment develops students' logical thinking, linguistic skills 

such as analysis and synthesis, comparison and generalization, abstraction and 



concretization in the process of checking and evaluation of knowledge and skills 

developed in students’ creative thinking, speech and memory. 

Therefore, evaluating speech activity of primary school pupils at the 

language lessons teacher should consider the following: 

- elementary school student’s awareness of teacher’s requirements to their 

learning activities; 

- occurrence of positive and negative experiences associated with the 

assessment; 

- if the assessment calls student's desire to learn the native language and to 

overcome the difficulties that arise in this case . 

Teacher’s speech is important when evaluating verbally. Teacher’s speech is 

a tool for professional teacher’s activity, by means of which one can solve a variety 

of educational objectives: to make a complicated topic of the lesson an interesting 

one, and the process of its learning – attractive; to create a genuine atmosphere of 

communication in the classroom; to make contact with students; to reach an 

understanding with them; to make them believe in themselves [4, 213]. 

Conclusions.  

The article substantiates the effectiveness of verbal assessment of students’ 

achievements at primary school at the lessons of Ukrainian language. On the basis 

of the analysis of a number of scientific papers, it is determined that the proper 

implementation of each language task, the active participation of each student 

depends on whether the child understands what he must do, is the most important 

in his study; what will assess teacher. 

We believe that the word (positive or negative), which indicates how the 

student cope with its learning objectives is "effective reinforcement", which directs 

the student’s efforts of an elementary school in the right direction, showing the 

importance of the task performed and stimulates to the greater activity. 
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CHILDREN'S PLAY – AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT  

OF UKRAINIAN ETHNIC PEDAGOGY 

У статті показано вплив гри на розвиток дитини, наведено приклади 

класифікації ігор, розкрито її роль в українській етнопедагогіці, а також 

проаналізовано особливу цінність гри у підготовці до різних сфер життя 

дитини.  

Ключові слова: гра, сюжетно-рольова гра, дидактична гра, 

інтелектуальна гра, народна гра.  

Statement of the problem. For a long time in Ukraine any collection of 

children accompanied by gaming activities. Competed in throwing snowballs, 

riding a sled, skiing, skating. Folk wisdom empirically provided educational 

solving important technological problems of formation of the child. In particular, 

the game was taken out of traditional small child with her real everyday daily life, 

prevent assembly stereotypes doubt and distrust of his power. Through play the 

child was given an opportunity to state its surroundings positive potential. It is in 

the game exercises intensified mobility, develop thought processes, caused her 

positive emotions. 

Today, the game is controlled by a system of public education. In the game 

while there is a subjective freedom for the child. Here children have an opportunity 

to own (without the help of adults) allocate roles to control each other, to monitor 

the accuracy of any given task. It serves as a child, which has assumed, given his 

experience. Children's game is now a school of social relations for each child. 

While playing the child acquainted with a large range of human emotions and 

relationships, learning to distinguish between good and evil. Because of her age, a 

baby's ability to identify their own characteristics, to determine how they are 

perceived by others, there is a need to build their behavior based on the possible 

reaction of others. 

Purpose of the paper is to analyze the classification of games to uncover the 

role of popular games. 



The main material. About the game said a lot of good things. It is called a 

source of joy and Queen childhood. Both statements are correct, because the game 

is for the child that life with all its joys, worries, anxieties, sorrows and victories. 

The game is natural for a child activity, the motive lies in its very essence. Free 

from regulation game action allows the child to express the most fantastic desires, 

your dreams, it opens a wide scope for creative expression, activity and 

intelligence. 

Through play children learn the world. Without her children live boring, 

uninteresting. In the game children and adolescents tested their strength and agility, 

they have a desire to dream, discover secrets and aspire to something beautiful. By 

separating skillful game can become an indispensable assistant teacher. 

The game brings joy per minute, satisfying the current urgent needs, and more 

to the future, because when playing children formed and fixed characteristics, 

skills, abilities they need to fulfill the social, professional, and creative functions in 

the future. And wherever there is a game dominated by health and children's joy of 

life. 

The game is an important tool not only recreation, but also the creative 

knowledge of life. Playing position is a powerful means of educational influence 

on children. N. Kudykina said: "Look, do ye not too soon extinguished our 

pedagogical interest in games that faithfully minister and to serve the development 

of intelligence and cognitive curiosity of children at all, without exception, age 

levels. We know that the children of them in the classroom and the words do not 

pull in games running. They can turn the tide of the game so that only a few honors 

handed divorce. Their actions observed deep thought. Thinking bold, large-scale, 

non-standard" [2, 36]. 

During the game the children made a habit of focusing, self- thinking, 

cultivate attention. Inspired by the game, the kids do not notice the learners to 

activity involved even passive students. 

Makarenko wrote: "The game is important in a child's life ... What a baby in 

the game, so it will work and when he grows up. Therefore, the education of the 



future figure occurs primarily in the game..." [3, 145]. So, the game and its 

organization is the key to the organization of education. 

The game features many emerging child. The game is a kind of training 

school to work. The game is made agility, endurance, activity. The game is a 

school child's communication. 

Important is the educational side. The game requires a child 's imagination, 

the ability to quickly find the right solution. 

It starts in the games easy communication with the child's team. During the 

game the children made a habit to focus, be thoughtful, independent, growing 

attention, memory, thirst for knowledge. Satisfying their natural need for vigilant 

activity in the game baby "completes" the imagination is that it is not available in 

reality. She learns new stores, focuses on various situations deepens previously 

acquired experience, compares stock ideas, concepts, develops imagination. 

The game is fully manifested personality, intellectual abilities, inclinations, 

abilities of children. Game is work, play is work. The game belongs to the 

traditional and established methods of training and education of preschool children, 

elementary school children and adolescents. The value of this method lies in the 

fact that in the game of educational, developmental and educational function 

operate in close relationship. Playing as a method of organizing training, 

developing children, expanding their educational opportunities, has a personality. 

Meeting the child's curiosity, engage them in active knowledge of the 

surrounding world, learn ways of knowing relationships between objects and 

events will play. 

L. Vygotsky wrote: "Child's play is not a simple remembrance of what 

happened, but experienced creative re-experience, combining them and build them 

a new reality that meets the needs and interests of the child" [1, 7]. He saw the 

game as a creative activity, which clearly advocates combining the action of the 

imagination. 

Expressions of creativity in the game allows the child to a deeper 

understanding of the world, gives it some life experience is the need to express it in 



their work. The joy of creative play changes a child's life fills his tale and magic. 

The game covers all aspects of the child's personality: it requires active work of 

thought and labor skills, rich in emotions and true feelings. 

Games can be divided into subject and plot. Subjects assigned to the full 

knowledge of the phenomena and laws, except those that contain links and 

relationships between people. Plot of the game is characterized by covering 

patterns of human activity and communication. 

Plot and role-playing games – a game whose motive becomes subject of 

content, the desire not to be a child, and the other in the other, unreal 

circumstances. The purpose of the child in the plot roleplay – act as a conventional 

character, to realize his vision of the other. Role-action role-playing game plot 

conditional: like the neck, as if by fire, as if preparing food. The result of role -

role-playing is fun Child of process transformation, process implementation plan. 

Fantasy games are the games that are implemented using only imagination 

and words. They kids can see animals, fairy giants, birds, and other animals. 

Watching the transformation, children create goals fairy tales. These games 

develop a child's speech and thinking is stronger than any other product. Fantasy 

games take place only through mental images, without the support of its material 

supports. 

Didactic games - a game that is specifically designed for the implementation 

of curriculum learning tasks. This little group exercise to develop optimal 

solutions, application methods and techniques in artificial conditions that reflect 

the real situation. During the game the children made a habit of focusing, self-

thinking, cultivate attention. 

Educational games, the goal of which is aimed at the overall development of 

children, expanding their horizons, and therefore the content of these games 

focused on a zone of proximal development. 

Mind Games are as intelligent emotion is a special microclimate emotional, 

intellectual and stimulating feelings such as interest, surprise, pleasure from mental 

stress and overcome difficulties. The purpose of intellectual games - mental self, 



the formation of "self-image". Many varieties of these games going alone - that a 

child plays alone with him (puzzles, crosswords, charades, anagrams, metahramy, 

puzzles, chaynvordy), it does not need a partner. 

Folk games. The authorship of these games is unknown for many generations 

these games were people laying in the content that is necessary for the full 

development of the child. Traditional games in its procedural component of 

content and functionality is extremely diverse, which is the reason for their 

separation into subspecies - tongue twisters, rhymes, draw, outdoor games of 

choral folk elements callings, sayings, etc. 

Traditional games of great importance for national and cultural education of 

children. In addition, mobile games are popular social significant value. 

Researching people's mobile games shown that in ancient times, adults are not 

supervised children's games and entertainment. Small children were taught the 

older games, playing with them. Children from childhood accustomed themselves 

to play the game, gaining experience in child behavior society, government skills 

as a prerequisite for adaptation to the social environment. So when the teacher 

always directs children during outdoor games, they would appoint to the role of 

lead performer, distributes players on the team or authoritatively determines which 

team starts first positive educational meaning of this game is much lost. In the 

popular gaming experience historically spent some ways establishing relationships 

between children who are appropriate to use in school and playing team. Since 

moving folk games and how their organization is undergoing constant 

transformation in the educational process on an equal basis used by those that are 

known from ancient times and those made in the current development of gaming 

traditions. Only time will determine what will remain for years to come, and that 

will disappear without a trace. 

In the use of Ukrainian folk mobile games in order to develop self-organizing 

team playing an important issue is the appointment of leading and distribution of 

participants playing on the team. Timely teaching children different ways of 



selecting the lead makes it possible to solve fairly relevant to the game interaction 

in the game team, to prevent many conflicts between children. 

Consistent and systematic training of students of different ways of self-

organization during the folk games motor makes good use of the games for active, 

full recreation for children and promotes rice self- class team, gaining experience 

in every social interaction. 

The maximum effect of the Ukrainian movement games as a means of 

harmonious development of the individual in the initial link of secondary school 

depends on the optimum conditions established teaching of their organization, 

among which we can determine the following: 

- Regularity of the Games during the day; 

- Interoperability of learning activities in physical education; 

- The optimal combination of techniques and methods of teaching management 

game in its preparatory, primary and final part; 

- Use of teaching methods appropriate to the value of each stage game guides for 

the harmonious development of the individual student. 

Conclusion. Fun activities - a kind of activity of the child, during which 

there is a mastery of social functions, relationships and mother tongue as a medium 

of communication. This baby modeling of social relations. Proper leadership and 

skillful play activity by adults creates emotional, moral and intellectual spheres 

child develop her imagination, promotes physical perfection, has the will to act and 

the ability to braking - qualities necessary for man to labor and social activities. 

Ukrainian people's mobile games are great educational opportunities that are 

defined by their cultural and historical origins and social functions in the children's 

environment. 
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ZOOMORPHIC METAPHORS IN FRENCH PROVERBS 

 

У статті проаналізовано особливості вживання зооморфних метафор 

у паремійних одиницях французької мов та вживання назв певних тварин у 

французьких прислів’ях та приказка; встановлено залежність зооморфних 

метафор у паремійних одиницях французької мови від асоціацій тварин з 

тими чи іншими предметами та еталонами людської поведінки. 

Ключові слова: зооморфні метафори, паремійні одиниці, прислів’я, 

приказки. 

 

The relevance of the study. The role of animals in human life has always 

been significant, especially in the early stages of human development, where 

people and animals co-exist in nature. Zoo characteristic rights arising from 

imaginative understanding of the animals most clearly reflect the national identity 

question. Value zoo words used in a language very broad, aimed at allegorical 

description of person, often metaphorica, stylistically emphasized endowed with 

expressive semantic and stylistic nuances with elements of imagery. 

By the invaluable heritage of the world include folk sayings - short aptly that 

the art form symbolizes the diverse phenomena of life. They are the memory of the 

people, the findings of the life experience that gives the right to formulate views on 

ethics, morality, history and politics. Proverbs and sayings not only state the 

specific facts, but also to recommend or reject, approve or condemn, warn or train, 

as it stands the authority of generations. 

In the world proverb detects the presence of the characters, creating a space. 

At first glance, any character can become a hero proverb but after looking more 

closely, we see that everything is happening around their limited numbers. 

Characters proverbs are identified and steel characteristics corresponding to those 

ideas that people have about them. This "closed world proverb" find people, 



mostly men and women, animals (in the original sense, as a symbol, and on the 

"beast-man") [3]. 

Clearly, the analysis of each of these thematic groups as lexical components 

of proverbs is an important and very interesting, but in this study is devoted 

attention only animal characters in the French proverb. 

The purpose of the study is to analyze the semantic and functional features 

zoomorphic metaphors in terms French proverbs. 

Degree of investigated problem. Much attention is paid to the phraseology 

of the component, in the works zoo proverb V.A. Archangel [1], V. Vinogradov 

[2], M. Syusko [4]. These authors distinguish different types of components 

phraseology – zoo proverbs, underlining relationship between number of se of 

phraseology and their logical activity, the relationship between meaning in their 

phraseology and idiomatic activity. The most common linguistic metaphors are 

those that carry the quality and characteristics of animals to humans. 

On this basis, the F.A. Litvin distinguish between the existence of two terms: 

zoon (zoosemizm) just as generic and zoomorfizm (zoomorf) as a species. In 

zoonimom name refers to the biological animal, from which develops a 

metaphorical meaning. Zoomorfizm (in ancient religions - the image of the gods in 

the form of animals) acts as a figurative human characteristics [3, 81]. Many, if not 

all, can be used to zoonyms shaped characteristics and social assessment of a 

person for one or other characteristics and properties. This is quite natural, since 

the animals with their own habits, make immediate environment of man. Therefore 

zoosemantic metaphors are used very often, expressing certain social types and 

patterns of human behavior, they can be evaluated as external signs of man and its 

intrinsic properties. 

The main material. In the French language, with its paremiolohichnyh units 

features preserved ancient agricultural lifestyle. Very many comparisons of 

animals find their expression in the French language. These sayings are often the 

result of borrowing from other languages, of science or of certain religious beliefs 



and ideas. Etymology animal characters in proverbs and different in each country 

or another animal is perceived differently. 

However, the names are not all the animals used in the proverbs with equal 

frequency. At a time when le chien 'dog', le cheval 'horse', le cafard 'cockroach', le 

cochon 'pig', le chat 'cat' is permanent characters, the other animals occur less 

often. This is due to the fact that people do not allocate their attention to the whole 

animal kingdom evenly. The inclusion of an animal to a symbolic system can not 

depend only on the physiology of animals. The animal had to have some 

"remarkable feature" that the views and ideas of consciousness regarded 

mifopoeticheskoy matter how insignificant. In other words, traits, characteristics, 

distinguished man from animals, focusing the light mifosvidomosti already selects 

material according to the requirements of the scheme and according to the same 

scheme "semantyzuye" it. 

In the French language and literary tradition paremiynyh find many items 

with the word le cafard 'cockroach', for example: Qui a fait çat a demandé la 

maîtresse. C'est Geoffroy, a répondu Agnan. Espèce de sale cafard! A crié 

Geoffroy, tu vas avoir une baffe tu sais! [9, 39] 

Noun cafarder - rapporter, dénoncer [9, 37] literally means butt or 

sanctimonious. It is a word borrowed from the French language from Arabic 

("Kafir", - Ukr. : 'Invalid', fr.: 'Infidel'). At the end of the nineteenth century 

French lexicographer Emile Littre clarifies its meaning. According to his 

interpretation, is one who has no piety, but comes across as very devout, and 

whoever it is, but overly demonstrates hypocrisy. So cockroach in French paremias 

indicates slanderer. In modern French say «un mouchard», but use «cafarder» or 

«cafter» [9]. 

The most common names among the proverbs of wild, domestic and exotic 

animals are paremias household names. Dominance pets explains their use in 

agriculture. The daily human contact with pets has led to the introduction of their 

names in the vocabulary, then in paremias. Thus, they became symbols of 

everyday life for a certain segment of society. 



There is no shortage French literary tradition and way of social life examples 

where proverbs animal hero used in its original sense, especially when it comes to 

the inherent capabilities of an animal, it needs a way to use a man like. For 

example, le chat 'cat': Achter chat en poche - achter les yeux fermés.Vous êtes - 

vous mis dans la tête que Léonard de Pourceaugnac soit homme à achter chat en 

poche? [8, 27]. 

This ancient expression definitely known and the pen F.B. Moliere. In the 

truest sense it is a buyer who pays for the cat did not even glance in his pocket (i.e. 

bag), in which the cat hidden. Buyer risk of being deceived. A victim of his 

reputation, hell creatures and witches companion cat while in French sayings 

interpreted as attics and cellars thief, and later entered the aristocratic salons, such 

as : Appeler un chat un chat. Appeler les choses par leur nom, parler sans détour. 

Je ne puis rien nommer, si ce n'est pas son nom, j'appelle un chat un chat, et Rolet 

un fripon [8, 40]. 

After his harrowing and intolerable thirst cat behavior easily associated with 

sexual enthusiasm, desire. This interpretation also exists in English and German 

languages: English.: Casthouse 'house of debauchery' and him.: Kätzchen 'cat', 

respectively, in French: catin 'prostitute'. In the above proverb ("Appeler un chat 

un chat") is used noun le chat only masculine. This expression means taking the 

responsibility to talk about things straight, sharply and openly. 

In the French language is paremias Il n'y a pas un chant - il n'y a personne. 

Pas un chant dans les rues du village; tout le monde était à la grand - messe [8, 

41] , which has a completely different interpretation and meaning - belonging to 

himself the whole city, the cat could easily do without the owners, unlike dogs. It 

becomes a cat trash. The famous French scholar P. Boileau, using well-known 

proverb, complaining the noise and hubbub of cats in Paris in the eighteenth 

century: "Quel fâcheux démon durant les nuits entiēres, rasemble ici les chats de 

toutes les gouttiēres?" [8, 53] which literally means if there is a cat, there is no 

living soul. 



Some sayings mysterious cat treat property as a symbol of confidence that 

securely kept for. Avoir d'uatres chats ā fouetter avoir des choses plus urgentes ā 

faire. Il n'y a pas de quoi fouetter un chat ce n'est pas grave. Le commissiare le 

pressa de dire s'il avait envie de recommencer. Cottord, s'animat répondit que non 

et qu'il désirait seulement qu'on lui laissât la paix. Je vous ferai ramarquer, dit le 

commissaire sur un ton irrité, que, pour le moment, c'est vous qui troublez celle 

des autres. Mais, sur un signe de Rieux, on en resta lā. Vous pensez, soupira le 

commissaire en sortant, nous avons d'autres chats ā fouetter, dépuis qu'on parle de 

cette fièvre ... 

Donner sa lanque au chat rénoncer ā trouver la solution d'une énigme. ... Il 

ouvrit un coffret arabe dont la clef éfait perdue et ā propos duquel tous les 

serruriers de Paris avaient donné leur langue au chat [8, 43-44]. Keith adequately 

represented in this paremiynomu back. In French it replaced the dog as ever in the 

old French expression existed jeter sa langue aux chiens, signifying anger , hatred 

, which was used noun le chien ' dog '. 

In the back: C'est du pipi de chat c'est imbuvable / c'est sans valeur. Le pipi 

de chat, - noun le chat ' cat ' is associated with pettiness, trifle, so that a low cost. 

In French cats’ reputation has always been bad. Independent Wild, less 

industrious than the dog, he was always selfish in nature, additional dependent. Cat 

blamed for excessive appetite, laziness. Often in fairy tales depict him as the one 

that does not feel remorse. A lot of the debt component of the proverbs, animals in 

French, such as a cat, moved in other languages [8, 52]. Here are some examples: 

Fr.: Sors le chat du sac / crache le morceau; Engl.: Let the cat out of the bag; fr.: 

S'est juste ā un saut de chat; c'est ā deux pas; ger.: Es ist nur ein Katzensprung, fr.: 

Le chat a mangé ta langue? tu as perdu ta langue?; Engl.: Has the cat got your 

tongue?; App.: El gato te comió; fr.: Presénter le chat par la queue. Tourner 

autour du pot; half.: Odwracac Kota ogonem; fr.: Le chat ne renonce pas ā la 

souris; ger.: Die Katze lässt das Mausen nicht. 

Symbolic image le cheval 'horse' is most commonly seen in the French 

proverbs, sayings, such as: Cheval de bataille sujet de predilection, auquel on est 



particulièrement attaché. Monter sur les grands chevaux. S'emporter, hausser le 

ton. An old French proverb says: "Cheval de foin, cheval de rien; cheval d'avoine, 

cheval de peine; cheval de paille, cheval de bataille" [5, 127]. These paremias 

illustrate the division into distinct groups of horses, as the feudal society in France 

was divided so that even the horses do not mix with each other, as referred to in the 

saying. Horses were divided into poor, poor, hard workers, of animals, donkeys, 

hare, knight, grand, battle and war. 

In the examples: Un fiēvre de cheval - une forte fiēvre. Un remède de 

cheval-un remède, trēs fortement dosé [6, 48], the horse is represented as a symbol 

of power. In ancient French proverb: "Travailler comme un cheval" [6, 49], a 

comparison concerning the appearance of the horse, that his height and strength 

and in parallel there is the contrast between a horse and donkey sludge. This 

statement came from disuse in the French language, but has maintained its 

existence in other languages. 

In the old French horse relapsed compared with, for example: "Cheval de 

retour. Personne qui a fait sons temps mais ne se résout pas ā passer la main. Un 

des diagnostics infaillibles auxquels les directeurs de prison et leurs agents la 

Police et ses aides et même les magistráts instructeurs reconnaissent les "chevaux 

de retour" (...) est leur habitude de la prison; les récidivistes en connaissent 

naturellement les usages" [5, 134]. Later, the saying "c'est un cheval de retour" 

were used to politicians who do not engage their active work. 

In paremias French are also represented as a horse and properties, such as: 

être ā cheval sur ... - être trēs attaché ā: "Vous dormirez bien ici! Je suis trēs ā 

cheval sur la literie! Ach, ā chéfal!? Qui, ā cheval ... sur la literie ..." [7, 347]. 

Paremias Fr.: Dans son assiette [7, 349], which sits confidently in the saddle. 

Many proverbs using the noun horse passed from the French to the other, 

like Fr.: Je pourrais manger un cheval; Engl.: I could eat a horse; fr.: Attacher le 

cheval par le queue: mettre la charrue avant les boeufs, it.: Das Pferd am 

Schwenze aufzäumen; fr.: Avec ses quatre jambles le cheval peut aussi tomber; 



half.: Kon ma czorny nogi i tez sie potknie; fr.: Ça sort de la bouche du cheval de 

source; Engl.: From the horse's mouth. 

Conclusions. The analysis, based on the names of three animals cafard, chat, 

cheval, gives reason to conclude that the main element of the animal image focuses 

on the depiction of human traits - positive and negative: behavior, nature, outdoor 

signs, and also allows you to claim that zoosemantic comparison functionally 

productive, especially in terms of French proverbs. They express certain 

associations of animals with one or other items and standards of human behavior, 

for they can be characterized as external signs of man and its internal quality. 

The prospect of research is in-depth analysis proverb units with zoomorphic 

component in different languages. 
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FOLKLORE AS A MEANS OF IMPLEMENTING CULTURAL 

ASPECTS AT UKRAINIAN LITERATURE LESSONS (5TH FORM) 

У статті визначено методи, прийоми, види роботи та основні шляхи 

формування літературної компетентності під час вивчення фольклорних 

творів у культурологічному контексті на уроках української літератури в 5-

6 класах загальноосвітніх навчальних закладів.  

Ключові слова: фольклор, літературна компетентність, 

комунікативна компетентність, методи, прийоми, українська література. 

 

The State standard basic and secondary education (2011) states that the 

purpose of the educational sector "Language and Literature" is "the development of 

creative personality, the formation of her humanistic outlook, national 

consciousness, high morality, active citizenship, speech and reading culture, 

literary and communicative competence, aesthetic tastes, values" [2].  

Of particular importance in modern conditions is the study of folklore as a 

way of implementing cultural aspects in the study of Ukrainian literature. Folklore 

(from Eng. Folklore - folk wisdom, knowledge) - is an important component of the 

culture of the people. Folklore since ancient times is an integral part of children's 

reading and at the same time a source that enriches children's literature and joins 

pupils of secondary schools to the sources of national culture. The origins of 

Ukrainian folklore as a historical foundations of art culture have a long history and 

reflect eternal spiritual values of the people, keeping the best features of his 

mentality. Advances spirituality is the main task of human life. 

The aim of the paper is to identify effective methods, techniques, types of 

work while studying folklore in cultural context and ways of forming the literary 

competence of students in grades 5 secondary schools in the classroom Ukrainian 

literature. 

Choosing our age group is due to the introduction of the new curriculum 

with Ukrainian literature and the dominance of creative thinking and high 



emotional vulnerability inherent in young adults. School Practice shows that 

younger teens - is one of the most important stages of human life, the most 

favorable time for identity formation. On the one hand - it is the age of 

socialization, entry into the world of human culture and social values, on the other 

- the age of individualization, opening and strengthening their own unique "I". 

Teens learn refleksirovat on their mental actions and operations experience from 

this intellectual sense . They can not only learn the meaning of a literary work , but 

also receive aesthetic pleasure from reading because they formed an aesthetic 

perception of a literary text, fine art , music and more. Systematic, purposeful work 

on the problem of learning Ukrainian literature in the cultural context in the 

classroom Ukrainian literature in the fifth grade is possible if the use of effective 

methods, techniques and forms of work, which include primarily those that 

contribute to the formation of literary competence. 

Literary competence involves understanding the formation of the specific 

literature as an art expression, its place in the other arts, knowledge of literature, 

the basic facts of life and works of famous writers, literary mastery of basic 

concepts, the definition of genre and style features works of art, the formation of 

the reader's experience, creativity to create oral and written works of various 

genres, the ability to navigate the world of literature and culture. 

Leading role in shaping the literary competence play lessons Ukrainian 

literature. In the context of modern innovative technologies cultural aspect of the 

lesson becomes essential. The objectives of the lesson is to cultivate interest and 

the need for independent reading folklore formation information competence 

(ability to obtain initial information - take the main content folklore), the ability to 

process information (the main highlight, draw conclusions) of communicative 

competence (to make short entries in the workbook, have rules of dialogue speech 

in the classroom), the formation of cultural competence (cultural richness lesson on 

cultural input additional information). In turn, teacher of literature teachers of 

secondary schools have to inculcate in students a love of Ukrainian literature, 



learning to feel the beauty of artistic expression, develop creative and 

communication skills of students. 

Due to the abovementioned problem, it was important to analyze the existing 

curriculum and textbooks on Ukrainian literature to grade 5 in terms of their ability 

to achieve their objectives. In general, the fifth graders to learn the lessons of 

Ukrainian literature Slavic mythology, folk stories and legends, and other genres of 

folklore, including the main place is the tale, become acquainted with the historical 

past of their people an introduction to traditional values, norms and customs of 

national culture. Grade 5 students already have some experience of the reader as 

they read and discuss works of folklore in elementary school. Knowledge of 

literature as art words they are formed on the basis of experience gained readership 

and learning new academic material. 

The study of folklore in cultural context allows the lesson of literature talk 

about their national specificity to detect similar or different phenomena, find out 

the art features, value orientations form the fifth graders, folk stories disclose in 

works of art (paintings, movies, music, animation). New curriculum stipulates that 

students must be able to clearly and thoughtfully read myths, legends, tales and tell 

them to talk about their appearance; know the meaning of Ukrainian tales, 

understand the features of their construction, the role of fantasy elements in them, 

characterized fairytale characters, and analyze real fantastic, to be able to explain 

to people's notions of good and evil, beautiful and ugly, funny and scary (based on 

texts of fairy tales) to express their views on the content of the tale, an analogy 

with modern life, called the kinds of riddles and guess them, call types proverbs 

and sayings, to be able to explain and distinguish them from proverbs sayings, etc. 

The main methods, techniques and types of jobs that contribute to the 

formation of literary competence (including information, communication and 

cultural) on the lessons of Ukrainian literature include: mastering the content of 

myths and legends, folk tales and literature, understanding the wit and wisdom of 

puzzles, proverbs and sayings, work on technique and reading its expressiveness, 

collective conversation, scheduling and annotations, writing reviews on myth, 



legend, folk tale, etc.; transfer of myth, legend, fairy tales, some of the episodes, 

the formulation of the questions on the content of the myth, legends, fairy tales and 

to the hero, oral and written responses to questions, work with illustrations and 

discussion of their content, analysis of language folklore, creative exercises (choice 

epithets, metaphors, comparisons), the selection of titles to certain parts of the 

work, drawing up dialogues fairytale characters, using new words and so on. 

Perception of folklore in the classroom Ukrainian literature - is an 

intellectual and emotional process by which an understanding of the fundamentals 

of fifth graders informative text, developing the ability to define its genre 

characteristics, evaluate the text from the argument an opinion, share knowledge in 

new learning situations. Therefore, teachers should carefully think through the 

system of questions and tasks that will boost the training of students, including the 

"lead" of children from an intuitive understanding of folklore to self- discovery and 

conscious of their spiritual truths. 

The current school practice shows that there are effective and methodical 

system, which provides the practical implementation of dialogic activity for 

students. Dialogism - a measure of the quality culture of human existence: "To be 

means to communicate dialogically" [1, 294]. The system works on the 

development of dialogical speech - is, above all, the development of the ability to 

dialogue and implementation of communication skills of students, including the 

formation of communicative competence. The dialogue with the reader's literary 

work occurs during the reading of the work and designed in a wide panorama of 

cultural-historical process as a dialogue of cultures. Learning dialogue speech can 

be performed on the stage of a holistic perception learning text containing dialogue 

and enables you to form an idea of its features, to introduce analytical exercises (to 

determine the theme of dialogue, find out the destination language, interpret 

meaning, etc.) Play read the dialogue in the people. 

A must-cultural aspects of the lesson is vocabulary work, which involves 

clarifying and enriching pupils' vocabulary in the form of explanation and 

understanding of new words and phrases by using synonyms receiving 



replacement. From early childhood through fairy-tale images in the consciousness 

of children included word of his subtle nuances, it is a means of expression of their 

own thoughts and emotions. In the study of myth, folk tales, riddles, proverbs and 

sayings enriched vocabulary fifth graders figurative expression, as folklore give an 

idea of the first Ukrainian traditions and customs of the people. In addition, the 

content of culture fosters communication, encourages express their opinion on the 

reading. Thus, in the course of this work emphasized on the characteristic poetry 

and purely national style of artistic reflection of reality in Ukrainian folk tales that 

use all kinds of lexical means of expression: metaphor, adjective, compare, and so 

on. 

Implementing cultural aspects of the lesson while studying folklore also 

promotes the use of art associated with national motifs and are of particular value 

in nurturing a child. Thus, Ukrainian folk tales are mostly interesting, dynamic, 

exciting stories, understandable and accessible to students. Graphic illustrations for 

fairy tales will enrich the artistic experience of fifth graders and deepen their 

knowledge of national culture and folk customs. In children's literature, is known 

to interact with two kinds of art: art word (text), which expresses the ideological 

content in general, and artwork depicting his visual side, accessible and 

understandable to children. Illustration is a typical description, visual 

representation, visual arts industry (mainly graphics) associated with the figurative 

interpretation of the content of literature, photography [3, 184]. 

Holistic perception of students of folklore contribute content, we believe that 

presentation of illustrations Ukrainian artists, in which emphasis is proposed to the 

formation of general ideas that illustration is closely related to the text of the myth, 

legends or fairy tales, the main characters are bright and clear images usually in the 

foreground or in the center of the picture, the background illustrators depict 

depending on the scene, it mostly highlights the characteristics of the main 

characters (the environments in which they live and operate). 

Summarizing the above, we note that educate the aesthetic perception of 

folklore culture, create the need for regular communication with the artwork means 



to predict the holistic spiritual, moral and intellectual development of students. The 

study of folklore in the classroom Ukrainian literature in cultural context enables 

teachers to work creatively language and literature, widely used various forms and 

methods of work, non-traditional forms of class depending on the content of 

teaching material, knowledge and skills of students, to develop dialogic speech, to 

use in the classroom with artwork their great power of the emotional impact on the 

minds of children, to ensure the implementation of cultural semantic line defined 

by state standards in basic and complete secondary education (2011). 
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          УДК 83 145.13                                               Лариса ВАРЗАЦЬКА (Київ) 

INTEDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION IN THE SYSTEM OF 

COMPETENCE LINGUISTIC EDUCATION 

В статті розкрито мотиваційні, змістові, операційні складники 

методики компетентнісного навчання української мови, що ґрунтуються на 

послідовному використанні системних мовних і мовленнєвих зв’язків, завдяки 

чому створюються оптимальні умови для ефективного використання 

міжпредметної інтеграції як  засобу  опанування  учнями узагальнених 

способів пізнавальної і мовленнєвої діяльності з метою утвердження їхньої 

активної життєвої позиції, осягнення ними ідеалів добра, краси, істини, 

любові до рідної землі, її культури. 

Ключові слова: системні мовні  і мовленнєві зв’язки, опорні уміння, 

комплексні вправи, метод проектів, методи і форми інтерактивного 

навчання, готовність  до суспільно корисної праці, змістоутворювальні 

мотиви, саморозвиток, самопізнання, типи  інтегрованих уроків. 

 

Statement of the problem. The need for the formation of a fully developed, 

highly cultured personality, capable of effective productive activity in a particular 

area, due to the needs of a democratic society in Ukraine. Recently, the problem is 

of particular relevance competence-based approach to learning, development and 

education of youth, which causes the typical modern school situation: students are 

able to master the theoretical knowledge, but experience significant difficulty when 

using this knowledge to solve specific life problems. 

Analysis of recent research. In the latest study Russian didactic (W. 

Krajewski, A. Khutorskoi) reveals the difference between competence and 

competence that exists with the educational point of view, found meta disciplinary 

(post-disciplinary or pre-disciplinary) nature of core competencies that are 

breaking the boundaries of individual items and only specified program and 

training materials as they meta disciplinary items. Ukrainian didactic Savchenko 

competence approach is characterized as effectively and activity education. In the 



works of Russian scientists (N.Svyryna) to denote this type of training uses the 

term system-activity-education. Competence and learner-oriented approaches to 

achieve educational goals are integrated resulting in a learner-oriented learning is 

an effective means of implementing a competency-activity system of education. 

The purpose of the article to justify linguistic didactic principles of 

competency training Ukrainian language as a system-activity such as learning to 

uncover the function of interdisciplinary integration as a means for the general 

ways of life of the individual. 

The main material. Designed joined type competency training programs 

the mastery of language skills and speech way to solve problems. The content of 

research learning it is implemented: 1) a system of integrated exercises for much 

assistance level of creativity, a way of integrating the activities oriented to achieve 

unity of emotional and imaginative and logical and conceptual aspects of 

knowledge and best value, efficient cognitive (emotional-volitional) areas of 

personality as two related forms of mental reflection of the objective world, 2) and 

design as a means of motivation determining inclusion of students in learning and 

verbal creativity, attainment of subjective experience. The main ways of 

developing interactive methods help serve and learning. 

System formation component of organized knowledge on the subject-subject 

relationship is a complex exercise. Designed from the standpoint of the theory is 

linguistic activity; it is inherent in the totality of the following characteristics: 

- They are built on the basis of the texts incorporated specific subject social 

and cultural semantic lines with distinct social and cultural, didactic, educational 

functions (see Table), which studying language skills are typically the most 

important for the expressed opinions and organically  emotionally united - shaped 

(fiction, fiction), research activities; 

- Content encourages children to verbal creativity and at the same time aims 

at solving the lexical, grammatical and spelling problems in their relations system; 

- Are based on the generalized method of subject structures and generalized 

ways of life (aggregated method of teaching units); 



- Their sequence is determined by the essence of basic skills, so that creates 

optimal conditions for the capture of program material by comparison, redesign, 

installation in-concept (compound and simple sentences with homogeneous 

predicates), out-concept (modified form of the word, the word common rooted), 

interdisciplinary connections, interdisciplinary integration to form a generalized 

cognitive skills and language activities. 

Table 

Text, its social and cultural, developmental, teaching and educational 

functions 

As a way of 

familiarizing children to 

spiritual culture, 

broaden their horizons,  

forming personal vision 

of beauty, goodness, 

truth 

As a means of linguistic 

phenomena of visual aids 

to enhance cognitive 

processes as a way of 

consolidation of 

educational information, 

conversation 

intensification heuristic to 

form the generalized 

methods of knowledge 

As an instrument of mastery 

generalized abilities to 

perceive, reproduce, build 

and improve the text; as a 

way of enriching the 

vocabulary and 

grammatical structure of 

student speech, as a form of 

author's intention 

 

 

In the system of competence – language education as effectively-activity 

greatly expanded function method projects increases their social orientation, 

resulting in a full-created the conditions for the inclusion of students in performing 

various roles of a citizen, voter, representative consumer, buyer, client, producer, 

environmentalist, historian, journalist, literary, linguist, publisher, artist, composer, 

writer, a member of her family . 

The most important methodological terms the successful organization of the 

project activity is the election for class topics such socio-cultural semantic line, 

which made it possible to: 1) involve students in the implementation of various 



social roles and 2) at the same time reveal the role studying language skills to 

express ideas, to form generalized ways of life. 

Here are examples of such problems, which are included to the textbook of 

O. Zabolotny, V. Zabolotny "Ukrainian language". – Grade 10. – K. Genesis, 

2010. 

Topic 1. Spelling. Phonetics. Stylistics. 

Become united in the group. Create advertising standards Ukrainian literary 

pronunciation. 

Topic 2. The structure of the word. Word Formation. Stylistics. 

Become united in the group. Spend a roundtable on "Place names of our 

region." Prepare a small message of your original name of the town, area or region 

(cities, villages, neighborhoods, streets, mountains, rivers). Pay attention to the 

names that formed a certain way of word formation, are derived from other titles. 

Prepare photographs, maps, ask the old-timers, museum professionals and 

historians. 

Topic 3. Vocabulary. Phraseology. Stylistics. 

Become united in the group. Prepare the wall paper on 2 "In the world of 

vocabulary and phraseology". 

Topic 4. Morphology. Stylistics. 

Become united in the group. Make a sketch of artistic style, using words 

your favorite team during the observations of a particular object environment. 

Organizing Competence Learning the lessons of Ukrainian language and 

speech, focuses primarily on the systematic use of the characteristic features of the 

method projects as the presence of actual creative or research activities, which are 

necessary for solving the integrated knowledge, putting the student outside of 

school discipline, helping to establish personally meaningful links with other 

educational sectors, thereby greatly increasing efficiency and consistency acquired 

knowledge, skills, ways of life. In this situation, the student himself can choose the 

basic knowledge of different subjects with the utmost focus on their experience 



gained under the influence of prior learning, and the general interaction with the 

environment. 

The structure of the lesson Ukrainian language and speech project method 

provides primarily motivational student involvement in the learning process, so 

that creates optimal conditions for its activity as an active Co-Creator at all stages. 

On the first stage of the student to the study of new material in their spare time 

studying a specific subject Indeed, finding and creating knowledge about it 

constructs a subjective image receives the personal educational product - a 

subjective experience. In the second stage, the student has the opportunity to 

compare their own educational product with educational products of their 

classmates, historical and cultural counterparts of mankind in a certain area. The 

third stage is generic, it allows each student based on comparisons conducted in the 

previous step to create a comprehensive educational product studying. 

When creating a project, the students included in the independent research or 

creative solving problems. Each creates an image studying facilities that meet his 

natural inclinations, interests, tastes, preferences - acquiring subjective experience. 

The lesson in the actualization of the project activity the students share with my 

classmates, a teacher of the knowledge of the environment, sensory experiences, 

methods of research and creative activity, methods of mental activities. It creates 

an atmosphere of intellectual, moral, aesthetic experiences clash of views to find 

the truth. Becomes possible setting and problem solving questions and problems at 

the level inner disciplinary, interdisciplinary connections, interdisciplinary 

integration, during which students solve goal determination included in planning, 

organizing their own learning, reflection - learning all organized and set of skills. 

In practice, the training project method has been successfully used as an 

effective tool of scientific, literary, artistic abilities of the individual. To this end, 

the student team combines over several years to solve actual problems. For 

example, the project "Zhytomyr my gray-haired, and my pride and beauty!" 

Created by Ludmila Kratasyuk (See "Dialogist” № 9, 2012. – P. 15-17). 

Thus, the project method is an effective way: 



- The inclusion of student motivation in cognition and verbal creativity, 

getting his subjective experience; 

- Development of creative abilities of the individual, the ability to transfer 

knowledge acquisition skills, skills, methods of work in the new situation; 

- Formulating and solving problematic issues and challenges at the level 

inter discipline, interdisciplinary connections, interdisciplinary integration in order 

for the general ways of life, organized skills; 

- Implementation of a disciple of different social roles. 

Based on developmental, creative and educational function method projects 

during the pilot study laboratory teaching Ukrainian Institute of Education NAPS 

of Ukraine established the three main types of integrated lessons Ukrainian 

language and speech. 

The first type - learning new language skills presented model lessons 

teachers Tatiana Bykon "pronoun as part of the language" (Grade 6) and Natalia 

Bilokin "share as part of the official languages" (see journal "Dialogist” № 9 , 

2012. – P. 10-15). 

The second type - the disclosure of expressive possibilities studying 

linguistic resources, the development of verbal creativity. Finds the specification of 

methodological development Helena Dryk "My life choices" (see journal 

"Dialogist” № 7, 2012. – P. 10-13). 

The third type - the formation of learner autonomy, the reader, his moral 

values grounded in the experience of the teacher Galina Didukh "Additional 

reading: creativity Kostenko (6-9 classes)" (see journal "Dialogist” № 2, 2013. – P. 

9-17). 

Conclusions and prospects for further research. Integrated lessons 

learned on Ukrainian language and speech generalized ways of working are for 

students and by means of perception, thinking, imagination, emotional and 

volitional skills, mastery of reflexive activity, acquiring competencies - key 

(communication) and subject (language). 
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DANCE LANGUAGE AS A MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION OF 

SEMANTIC VALUES OF CHOREOGRAPHIC CULTURE 

Стаття присвячена вивченню низки проблем, пов’язаних із 

збереженням і збагаченням мови українського народно-сценічного танцю, а 

також його значенні у формуванні духовно-народної особистості. 

Ключові слова: танець, національна мова, традиції, виховання, 

балетмейстер, П.П. Вірський. 

Formulation of the research problem and its significance. The problem 

of Ukrainian dance, his vocabulary emerged as the conservation of not only the 

culture of the nation, but also its humanistic nature and spirituality. The solution to 

this problem - a matter of honor of every choreographer, who understands the 

degree of proficiency of native dance is a measure of spirituality and society, 

therefore, a measure of overall progress. 

The lack of emphasis on the importance of topics and is developed on a 

national basis in the creative work of the choreographer is one of the reasons that 

the theory and practice of staging work choreographic work yet there are 

methodological misconceptions about the impact of language Ukrainian dance on 

spiritual formation of national identity. For a positive solution to this problem is 

not only a practical use, but also the analysis of the factors in the determination of 

practice choreographer, who is also formed and developed. 

Using theoretical and practical experience of predecessors, based on 

personal observation, the author proposes to consider the characteristics and 

importance of the national language Ukrainian folk-stage dance that contributed 

and will contribute creative individuals create immortal art designs in all types and 

genres of art. 

Every art form has its own specific language that evolved in the course of 

historical development: in music - melody, in architecture - linear volume ratio in 

the visual arts - drawing, perspective, literature. No doubt, the highest form of art, 

is the most brilliant folk art, including - the art of dance, it was created by the 



people who saved the people and by the people carried through the ages. Each 

dance cultures characterized by a certain set of movements and manner of their 

execution. 

An analysis of recent studies of the problem. In the scientific literature 

development issues choreography is in the historical and analytical, problem-

theoretical folklore-ethnographic and educational and methodological directions. 

Historical and analytical studies represented A.Humenyuk, K.Hoyzelovsky, 

M.Maksymova, S.Bezklubenko, H.Borymska, M.Zahaykevych, Yu.Stanishevsky 

in which the choreography is seen as creating an artistic image from rhythmic 

changes of expression provisions of systematic human body with updated 

performance development of creativity and perceived level of innovation. The 

study of the theory of culture represented by the works of choreographic 

Yu.Stanishevsky, T.Churpita, R. Malinowsky, T.Ahekyan, K.Konovalenko, 

V.Volodko analyzing the formation and development of Ukrainian stage dance due 

synthesis of classical and folk dance. 

Formulating goals and objectives of the article. Choreographic culture as 

a holistic system of artistic meaning (value) of the logic of cultural-historical 

process that is addressed to human subjectivity requires a theoretical study on the 

basis of practical generalizations of the internal logic of its artistic and aesthetic 

content that is presented as a palette of relationships with other arts, as a culture of 

performance and development of choreographic skills and abilities, as forms of 

improvisation and interpretation of artistic and aesthetic content of music and 

dance works, identifying the specific figurative language arts choreography as the 

assimilation of knowledge (technical terms and concepts) and understanding the 

synthesis of art forms. The purpose of this study is to analyze the language of 

dance as a means of identifying semantic values choreographic culture. 

The main material. "Dance is comparable to human language, which is 

based on the laws of grammar, where every sentence is both subject and predicate, 

and explanatory words and conjunctions, and interjections. Without knowledge of 



"grammar" can not be true, competent, clear "language" - wrote a famous 

choreographer R.V. Zakharov [2,45]. 

Throughout the history of choreography there is a contradiction of form and 

content, a different understanding of the very essence of content dance image. 

Primary, impressive strength plastic, rhythm and dance imagery is the mainstay of 

the art of choreography. No coincidence that the images dance durable, which are 

based on these universal feelings like love, hate, fear, good and evil, the concept of 

light and dark, etc. This "general tree of" gradually evolved personality traits 

national dance culture related to geographical conditions, the nature of certain 

people, their lifestyles, life, work, religion. So on universal background was 

developing individual, and on the basis of all national identity - a general, was 

created culture dance choreography languages - classical dance. Classical dance is 

support of modern ballet around the world. Creating a "language" of classical 

dance and was a result of the completion of a particular stage in the evolution of 

dance culture. As noted, the classic has universal, highly aesthetically organized 

dance moves, ideally peculiar to people in general. Impartiality seems to classical 

positions and postures, and so wonderful, that not only cultural epoch, but the 

individual can invest in them the attitude, individual character and temperament. 

Summary dance choreography image is reflected diversity, and above all, a 

man who transforms the world. But of course, that the image of dancing especially 

clearly highlights those aspects of life that are most subject to mass choreography, 

since the entire breadth of features the art of dance is impossible to believe that 

they are endless. 

We emphasize that dance image, on the one hand is definitely though its 

object is a man, his emotions, thoughts and reactions to the surrounding reality, 

and, on the other hand, conventional, though means of expressing the image - the 

plastic is conditional and is related to life around as well as a particular fact related 

to its verbal expression. Like language, which reflects the relationship between the 

subject and the phenomena and objects, plastic language is capable of a variety of 



combinations to generalized expressions of thoughts, feelings and events. In 

addition, a choreographer is music, light, design, costumes and actors. 

In organic content of expressive means major role played by dance 

movement, its internal logic of subordination action. It starts with a way of creating 

an artistic image, which is the basis for choreographic work and often perceived 

indirectly through choreographic phrases, sentences, periods and create a "ring 

dance". The dance begins with movement gives rise to an image, and the image is 

a carrier of emotions and thoughts, where conscious duty plastic movements create 

change emotional states leads to the development of the image. 

Choreographic image is a complex phenomenon. Its visible components 

(movement, facial expression, posture) are the only material to create an internal 

structure in which the main role is played by emotion, sensory perception of a 

situation in life, actions. In the choreography must be skillful merger of the 

technique of inner content of music performed pieces. It is a fusion of technology 

with the image of dance and is the elusive creature, the most significant and hardly 

explicable phenomenon that transforms dance along with the music in high art and 

inspiration. Creating dance images, especially in challenging technique for dancing 

as: Georgian, Russian, Ukrainian is associated with significant physical activity. 

The Contractor shall meet with the exact timing, rhythmic, spatial boundaries and 

simultaneously create dance efficient, imaginative. This dance is different from, 

say, dramatic work. 

Unfortunately, many performers, dancing, waving hands, demonstrated 

"positive", "gestures", admiring them. They perform the dance as steps, regardless 

of domestic content, and create a form devoid of substance. Not every artist is able 

to have facial muscles, relax them at the right time, and it prevents the creation of a 

true scenic image. Actually, the truth is necessary from the first movement of 

characters and must be combined with a dance form. Here is the specificity dance 

image. In this respect A.Vahanova in "Fundamentals of Classical Dance" noted: 

"Mastering the dance routine in full coordination of all movements of the human 



body makes it possible to further saturate the movement dynamics, mood, give him 

that one expression called artistry" [op. 1, 130]. 

In choreography main material to create an image serves as the vocabulary 

of dance. However we note that imagery vocabulary depends not only on the 

quality. Vocabulary becomes shaped only in the construction of a coherent 

choreographic works, which are dedicated to the idea. Classical dance is a form of 

images in motion of human emotion, poetry movement of the human body. You 

just need to understand dance as a movement of socially and emotionally 

meaningful, and make it to the very nature of the action, building it action and 

movement choreography image. 

The imagery vocabulary is a stylistic category; it is created by combining a 

series of peculiar movements, postures, gestures, facial expressions, tools, 

performance, etc. Choreographic image is an aesthetic category, which refers to a 

specific or generalized stage of life, nature created by choreographer using flames, 

associative vision and so on, having some aesthetic value. This set of common 

features, which most accurately and vividly displayed some phenomenon of life. In 

the choreography is negligible, minor in implementing the ideas of the author 

rejected. Excluding differences between the two concepts of "imagery" and 

"image" of their significant features is difficult to understand the art of dance 

structure, its components, to make its analysis. But we should not forget about the 

integrity of the image, the integrity and continuity of form and content. The kernel 

image, its essence is a phenomenon not lexical, but requires conversion of the 

content of the image in its formative structures. Immediately ascertain complexity, 

kantylennist. The viewer can not recall which lexical items created images 

Podolianochka and choreographic picture of Yuri P. Virsky "Podolianochka", but 

the images will remember. So dance vocabulary not only creates a shell image, it is 

a form of existence, so the question of imagery vocabulary and choreographic 

image grow into the role of vocabulary in its formation, creation. 

In stage image effect live person is dancer. Implementing the plan 

choreographer at rehearsals and performances, stage dancer creates an image that 



is born in the moment of putting into action the reincarnation of actors. This artist 

creating internal dialogue "singer - image" can not be formalized choreography. 

In many Ukrainian choreographic culture dance scene, which created not 

only some of the characters: Gaunt, the leader (Bukovina dance) Gandzya, 

Nicholas, brown (prestidigitator, juggler), but generalized images of nature: Poplar, 

Marynonka, Zaviynytsya, Willow, Kalina Krasnaya et al. Summary of the 

characteristic features of art is a way of creating an artistic image in its special 

form. Feature shape is characterized by boundless personality. Worth artist make 

minor stroke, as the image becomes individuality. A brilliant master of 

reincarnation and improvisation was Virsky ("The Cossacks"). Suffice it to recall 

the little episode of the old captain suited to a young Cossack and grabs it with 

subtle whiskers. Surprised at the sight of a young Cossack, cheerful smile old 

Cossacks, who are happy to straighten their luxurious mustaches - all done 

tactfully, on a good emotional charge, a Ukrainian tradition of humor. Individual 

always trying to move away from the general context to draw attention to 

themselves. This is achieved through acting, music, lexical material changes due to 

deep penetration of the cultural meaning of the era. Summarizes the most striking 

features, features that can sometimes hyperbolising choreographer, 

depersonifikate. 

The contemporary choreographic dance culture inherent gravity of the image 

to idealize as artist, ballet master has using abstract forms of dance image reflect 

the diversity of the phenomena of life. The ideal image that creates tools 

choreographer choreography is vibrant, complex associations, reflecting feelings, 

thoughts, man's relationship to the surrounding reality in its real and the ideal 

value, reveal dramatic musical work. 

Besides talent choreographer and a music dance culture. As he wrote M. 

Fokine, "Music and movement of the body - they are two different languages, and 

if translated from one language to another, the literal, interlinear translation will 

always be in the artistic sense of the poor. And what say the same thing in both 

languages, but still together. Sometimes music speaks where dance powerless, 



sometimes a gesture can say that music can not" [3, 355]. According to the artist, 

dance - a means of summarizing the phenomena of life. The body, which expresses 

nothing – a corpse or a doll. Severity - not the purpose of dance and its condition. 

Conclusions. Dance develops with life. Updated, enriched, modified, 

transformed the existing vocabulary, changes the structure of the movement. By 

lexical tumors include movements that did not exist in traditional dance, and result 

from a combination of existing forms of complication movements or modification 

of individual elements as well as those steps, which first started ballet masters of 

the people's resources theatrical dance. In the twentieth century there has been a 

gradual functional differentiation choreography, bringing Ukrainian dance serves 

as a tool for political and ideological influence, and as a form of performing arts, 

and as a means of socialization and inculturation, education ( aesthetic, moral, 

physical), leisure, entertainment, recreation and more. 
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УДК 811.161.2;39                                                            Надія Бабич (Чернівці) 

LANGUAGE AS A SPACE OF NATIONAL GENE EXISTANCE 

Засоби і способи збереження національної духовної і культурної 

пам’яті задля життєвого ладу на Землі залежить від багатьох чинників, 

зокрема й від ментальності народу. Про українську ментальність за останні 

десятиріччя написано дуже багато, хоча, на наш погляд, нині у чистому 

вияві не існує жодної ментальності. У долі українців багато що залежало 

від історичних, а також геопсихічних, соціопсихічних і культуроморфічних 

чинників. Народознавці наголошують, що саме в мовному коді знаходяться 

„гени” національного, і хто не знає цього коду, той не здатен зарахувати 

себе до певної нації. Сучасні тенденції до маргіналізації мовної практики, 

нехтування частиною членів суспільства сакральністю слова загрожує 

моральною і навіть фізіологічною видозміною, за якою фізичні зусилля не 

будуть спрямовані на духовне самоудосконалення. 

Ключові слова: психологічний тип, еволюційна пам’ять, глобалізація, 

слово, національна культура, мовна свідомість, сакралізація. 

 

Word is a great power and a great mystery. The more we want to learn about 

it, the more we have to delve into the history of mankind and its history. 

Statement of the problem. In a globalized world gradually leveled not only 

mental, linguistic, and religious and features the nation devalued role of historical 

memory and national ignored sacred power of words. Therefore, psychologists, 

linguists, ethnologists seeking at least delay these processes in order to preserve 

life down to the ground. One way to accomplish this mission is to return to the 

word of his sacred functions in all areas of human activity. 

Analysis of recent research and publications, which discuss the problem 

of the return of the Ukrainian language in the way of margin sacralization shows 

that characterology our people more engaged and ethnographers (reissue works 

I.Nechuy- Levitsky, S.Kylymnyka , O.Voropaya) or ethnopsychologist (published 

in Ukraine O.Kulchytskoho individual works, B.Tsymbalistoho, Yevhen Onatsky, 



work V.Hramovoyi etc.), but much less - linguists, among whom, by the way, there 

is no consensus on the assessment of the situation in language practice (cf. looks 

L.Stavytskoyi, I. Dziuba, O. Tkachenko et al.). At this stage, the study of problems 

and implementation of already achieved results is hampered by unconscious (or 

conscious) content diminished notions national language, the language of the state, 

the native language and the language of "practical". 

The ability to speak the sounds that make out the contents and call 

describing has only human. 

"Imagination through the images and pictures of the world involves the will, 

dictating thoughts, urges to work. This means that word, but through word - 

imagination, can awaken all of all cells of the human body. What is consciousness? 

This, in essence, is a huge array of words that contains evolutionary human 

memory. It follows that the words that are in the language of the people, proverbs, 

sayings, phraseological units, even letters of the alphabet carry the evolutionary 

experience of the people. Persistent linguistic communication, or even an outline, 

which is primarily a same letters shall contain valuable human experience to 

preserve and maintain its life down to Earth" [see 3]. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the causes of the current trend in the 

loss of human perception of itself a descendant of ancient history, 

heopsyholohichnyh and spiritual traditions, neglect of duty to pass these traditions 

to new generations, appeals misleading unification of all things on earth. 

Organizing offers ancient and modern proponents of the theory of magical 

properties of words and their scientific evidence is needed, we believe, to minimize 

the destruction of language in its national status code. 

What were on Ukrainian dawn of its history, we can learn not only for 

historical scientific papers, but also from mythology. I.Nechuy - Levitsky in the 

"Worldview Ukrainian people", analyzing the Ukrainian mythology, said that "the 

ancient Ukrainian people praising the light of heavenly forces, Godiva dark forces 

to embrace yourself the favor of heaven to prysyluvaty every effort to serve its 

practical purpose [...]. Young weaker soul could not even think of magical thinking 



and had to call the help themselves to the imagination. The ancient people had to 

think to guess the forms of paintings, not a shower, all peoples religion ahead of 

philosophy and science" [8, 4]. Under this "fantasy" people created (and 

worshiped) "light of the gods": God Boss, Sun Goddess, Dawn, Cloud, Spring, god 

Hromovyk (shepherds, farmers, huntsman, Warrior), and spirits and pivduhy: 

mermaid Mavky, polisuny, polovyky, goblins, devils, witches, Witcher, ghouls, 

ghouls. I. Nechuy-Levytskyy described two mythical images - Fate and poverty, 

and finished his work section of pantheism in Ukrainian mythology: 

metamorphosis (transformation of man into a tree, grass, dew, flower, bird, animal, 

etc.), the establishment of peace and amicable tree, the creation of man. 

Deep analysis (with high scores!) of this work I.Nechuy-Levitsky in 

pislyaslovi "eye Vseobiymayuche Ukraine" gave Olexa Myshanych. In particular, 

it agreed with the writer, "Analyzing the Ukrainian mythology Nechuy-Levitsky 

out of the principles that were the foundation of celestial phenomena and human 

imagination personified them heomorfniy and zoomorphic form, adapting them to 

their daily needs. The people created images of gods according to their taste and 

psychological, moved from earth to heaven shapes his life and the social 

hierarchy" [8, 85]. 

No matter how civilized, westernized and globalized, realistic, materialistic, 

etc. we did not consider ourselves today, but most of us has all the same and is 

aware of the pagan gods, spirits and pivduhiv about metamorphosis and are often 

looking for a horse, dog, cat says, "like a man!" and asks whether - and a joke or 

seriously, "I wonder who you were in a past life? Perhaps a good person...". Not to 

say that this belief - but this memory millennial forms of life of our ancestors. He 

and Nina breaks or read somewhere, sometime, or transferred. 

The most valuable material to study the Ukrainian mythology give the old 

carols and songs that performs valysya in pre-Christian times, as well as national 

poetic creativity. "The most important driver of ancient folk epic poetry is 

wonderful, educated divination, signs and various other superstitions that prevailed 

in the popular imagination, despite all the pious efforts to dispel it, even in the XVI 



- XVII centuries. It met all the wonderful epic spiritual aspirations superstitious 

old" - we read in the preface to the book translated Yuri Buriak George Bulasheva 

"Ukrainian people in their legends, religious views and beliefs" [7, 17]. 

We can not resist the temptation to continue to quote in particular that 

deeply convinced of the truthfulness of the words, not only for our old, but for the 

present, "mythological epic lays the first foundation of the moral beliefs of the 

people, expressing in supernatural creatures, and heroes in bohah not only 

religious, but also moral ideals of good and evil. That's why these ideals epos - 

more than art images: a - number of steps people's consciousness on the way to 

moral perfection" [7, 17]. Do not disregard these texts in the education system 

hidden cause gradual moral decline of many members of modern society: "That 

explains the great importance that the people had in the old days - and partly with 

and still - his poetry: they replaced them and school, and science. Under their 

beneficial effects leaked all human life from the cradle to the grave [7, 18]. 

Unfortunately, this aspect moralnoestetychnyy relationships in today's times 

retreated to the background education. 

And all around, the old man lived and we live today, dominated the Word. It 

called all things of the world, all the feelings and aspirations of all the movements 

and actions of all the changes and intentions ... and that word was from the 

beginning Slavic. A. Pritsak wrote: "Although as Slavs (called Venedi, Venethi) in 

written monuments certified only I - II century. in Christ, and archeology has been 

able to find characteristic for Slavic cultural relics (so-called field of graves) only 

from the end of millennium before Christ (II - I c.), there can be no doubt that the 

ancestors of the Slavs to be found in far earlier times in their historic territories, 

among other things, and between the Indo-European ancestors of the Ukrainian 

day. Thus, all the so-called Indo relics of Ukrainian culture - is at the same time 

"protoslov'yanski relics" [2, 696]. 

Ukrainians, like other Slavs – farmers on farming as their main occupation 

suggest Slavonic word plow, scythe, Rata, Klepac, rake, shovel, sieve, heap, 

harvest, weed, field names: Udall, lyada, virgin, title grain rye, wheat, millet, 



barley; words describe a shepherd herding, fleece, hay, bull, ox, cow, calf, sheep, 

roe horse (old Caumont), mare, stallion, chickens (ca) dove words for naming 

concepts hunting, fishing, beekeeping: mesh, DUCK, network, snare, catch, 

sturgeon, tench, pstruh, bass, bee, board, hive, queen and so on. By Common 

Slavonic vocabulary gradually doluchalysya Ukrainian Balkans, Iran, Altai, 

ancient, Germanic, Byzantine, Western European and other elements of culture, 

indicating, according to A. and D. Pritsak CHYZHEVSKY of [2, 101-105], as 

often difficult and not always voluntary contacts between peoples, which in spite 

of all those elements enriched the language that it was necessary. 

Much of the Ukrainian fate depended not only on the historical, but also on 

race, heopsyhichnyh , sotsiopsyhichnyh and kulturomorfichnyh factors. This 

problem is deeply studied O. Kulchytsky filing key aspects of its findings in the 

already cited article " Your characterology Ukrainian people" from the " 

Encyclopedia of Ukraine " [2, 708-718 ]. We will not tell his analysis of racial 

factors , dwell more on heopsyhichnyh factors that have a considerable influence 

on the formation of the human psyche. 

Pomynuvshy scientific explanation of the three layers of the human psyche (ie 

somatopsychic - feeling and genes tymopsyhichnyy - sense and related efforts and 

poyopsyhichnyy - thinking and conscious will) , pay attention to what we are 

Ukrainian so different in expressing his mental state and directing its appropriate 

action. And, as it turns out, is " guilty " Geography of Ukraine - a rich , varied map 

which needs to be taken into account when describing and people, and the 

individual. 

Heopsyhichnyy impact northern lowlands with its dimensionally smaller in 

the forest zone of sunlight, clouds and more precipitation manifests itself in 

reducing cheerfulness, if not to the level sumovytosti, at least to the spirit of 

validity. A. Kulchytsky believes that "the combination of the thick forest of the 

quagmire concentrated in vchuvanni krayevydnoho person to the tune of 

"impending limitations." Vchuvannya in the dark green of the forest and its noise 

causes mood if not amount to at least respect. Vchuvannya in static form of the 



forest, in its "rootedness" and the inviolability which restrains the eyes and 

mysterious gloom shroud gaps in their processes creates feelings such as 

"restrained motor form" sense of prudence, caution and suspicion, restrain manoho 

waiting, patience. As a reaction to the impending privacy vchuvannya in the woods 

can sometimes appear a sense of "panic" (Panbozhok forest) lyaklyvosty. 

Vchuvannya in Gushchin zhyttovyy forest as a process - a vchuvannya in ruthless 

competition for zhyttovyy space of constant fierce struggle for existence with no 

clear end in final victory ... " [2, 711]. 

Heopsyhichnyy influence forest like environment with warmer and drier 

pidsonnyam, "its dimensionally significant force sunflower light somatopsychic 

layer influences the well-being of mind and mood zhyttovyy towards cheerfulness 

and optimism. [ ...] Vchuvannya processes in nature for black soil tiller population 

is vchuvannya in fertility of the earth, in her kindness, generosity and kindness in 

the double meaning of "good land" in the sense of tilling and vydaynosty 

moralnomistychnomu sense " obdarovuyuchoyi love " that it like other forms of 

joint action nature: sun, rain, wind. This state corresponds to both human reaction - 

feeling credulity and religious gratitude [2, 712]. 

Steppe stripe motif is krayevydnyy vchuvannya in no way restrained motion 

to eternity. "He - reflects O. Kulchytsky - with the mental side could match the 

feeling of love that seeks its object," without the subject of melancholy, "which 

(according to Jaspers ) full of enthusiasm to the pursuit of the unattainable. [...] 

Vchuvannya in the processes of nature inherent in the steppe environment as they 

often occur strybkovistyu and zlamnym character conversion to volatility and 

declines kontrastovosty sensual life. [...] This - the opposite of the two possible 

svitovidchuvan person who , on the one hand, in the steppe environment, nothing 

held back , is not exceeded and the blessing of the land under the aegis of the upper 

reaches of the sense of superiority and purity , and which, on the other hand, under 

the blows curse it reaches the bottom of a sense of powerlessness and vanity " [2, 

712 ]. 



Pryhadalasya recent chance meeting with a doctor during a pandemic in 

Ukraine. He has a firm belief that the state of psychological discomfort often occur 

in people who have changed pidsonnya in which they were born, contrary to some 

noticeable , such as the mountains into the desert . And recommend relax in places 

like your residence, rather than in overseas territories on the opposite side of the 

planet , only to try exotic grounds , but to eat those fruits that give you childhood 

native land. We will consider these recommendations panacea, but think about her 

motivation really worth it. 

And a few words about the mountain and sea views . A. Kulchytsky this 

terse : " The mountain landscape is important only at the periphery of Ukraine 

(such as the Bukovina, Galicia. - NB ), that is why it is more affected 

psychologically in tribal features ... than national . The influence of the sea was 

also not permanent and will not cover the majority of the nation Vav ( 

ukrayinskoyi. - NB "[2 , 713 ]. 

The use of their environment , adapt to it brings people together, and 

provides zridnyuye unanimity in reaching vital interests. But if you mix people of 

different mass heopsyhichnyh impact protection , by harmonizing cohabitation is 

very difficult to reach . Perhaps this is why Ukrainian so long and hard to come to 

their state and so easy to abandon its most essential features - national native 

language ? 

Equally important, there are other such historical factors that have shaped 

and continue long day Ukrainian human psyche. How often historical 

consciousness calling to the goal (it is , in fact, never extinguished), but heroic 

efforts , sometimes very close to achieving a successful, mostly ended in defeat , so 

that Ukrainian national psyche color fatalistic pessimism that still persists in most 

members of the public. 

Worth serious consideration factors sotsiopsyhichni and kulturomorfichni , 

but they have a large scientific literature currently available to everyone. But 

hlybynnopsyhichni factors on the basis of their systems for Ukrainian means a lot . 

Notorious, say, an inferiority complex because of the lack of objective self-



assessment creates a sense of lack of own forces, exaggerating the difficulties in 

performing major life- his or her people and tasks. Mostly accompanied by an 

inferiority complex " set of iniquity " which, however, stimulates the desire to " 

catch up ", " alignment ", which may be accompanied by ethical idyllic dreaming 

or reactive aggression . 

So it was in Ukrainian fate often, but self-esteem, national pride and 

confidence in their unique identity and not become indisputable . E. Onatskyy in 

the " Ukrainian emotion " quoted by V.Lypynsky his " Letters to brativhliborobiv " 

that explain a feature of Ukrainian mentality, over- sensitive news like [9, 37]. 

And biological heritage, and cultural influence , and all the above factors of 

human psychology as formed Ukrainian nation. " The biological factor has its 

value , because the very culture vytvoryuyetsya - says B.Tsymbalistyy - based on 

natural human data . It is the product of man and his natural inclinations. Human 

nature sets limits and defines the forms of culture . Although , on the other hand, 

culture influences and regulates biological processes "[12 , 83 ]. Genes are living 

in the national language code. 

The language code embedded in small folk forms ( riddles , fun Leancă , 

zaklychkah ) that allows - says DA Lavryk - even from an early age the child to 

engage national, mother, mother " [6, 59]. Having attracted the support of his 

tenets of Carl Jung with his work " Man and ego sign icons ", J. Lavryk stresses 

that an important recognition is a cult of the Great Mother , embodying Mother 

Earth and whose symbol is a tree , and focuses on the existence of two principles 

svitostvorennya - male (father , spirit, and the spirit was the father of all things ) 

and female (mother , matter ) [6, 59]. 

There are many other explanations of the content and expression of the 

Ukrainian soul , which, of course, is rooted in the Earth and Spirit. " Where is the 

Ukrainian soul ? " - M. Shlemkevych asks and answers: " We're not heroes nor 

victims of fiery imagination. Our zahublenist and our day-dreaming different. We 

are not dreamers imagination, our dreaming is not imazhynarnym art ( Imagism 

characterized by ideological negation of art and the search for new expressive 



means of poetry , including the creation of capricious and unrelated verbal abuse 

[10, 18], but dreaming of the heart, emotional dreaming . [... ]. vrodylasya with sea 

foam Greek Aphrodite. feelings with sea surf Ukrainian born beauty - song. song 

lyrics - a rough outline of such cordiality "[12 , 104 ]. 

It seems that this scientist is quite right when the high register emotion 

denies Marxist "religion - the opium of the people" that is, " that dulls the mind , 

consciousness , preventing proper perception of reality" [11, 711] , saying that the 

Ukrainian people are not religious , and melodiousness is the " opium " ( opium ) , 

because " here protoplasm of our soul, it pramateriya in which it is born , grows, 

blooms, withers and dies. Our bright days and dark nights , joy and sorrow. From 

the depths of the soul Ukrainian vyhoplyuyetsya apostrophe to the song : blessed 

among women, delight the soul and sunshine happy blessing ! Zrodzhena with 

luxury stained with tears , my torment , my you paradise song! And just from the 

depths of Ukrainian consciousness must confess : that our greatest happiness and 

those of our treasures - are our blessings and our curses at the same time "[13 , 105 

]. 

Why not religion, and other aspects specific to their primary source 

zakorinenosti define psychology Ukrainian ? There are a few explanations , one of 

which is : "We, the Ukrainian nation is very old and its spiritual culture of our 

ancestors began to do away with Christian period in Ukraine . However, Byzantine 

Christianity brought us their culture, but it is their culture , not culture at all. We 

have been to Ukraine national culture, and Vladimir Great Christian culture only 

added to their home , the parent culture - Olexa wrote Voropay . - Meeting with 

Byzantium Ukraine - it was not meeting the poor with the rich , it was the meeting 

if not equal , the ones in power, but the different nature of culture . Even now we 

are in their customs and oral folk creativity meeting features a combination of old 

Ukrainian , pre-Christian and Christian cultures. But we are so used to it that 

sometimes can not understand where it ends in the old Ukrainian folk custom and 

where does the Christian . For old Ukrainian tradition came in the flesh and blood 

of our habits [1, 11-13 ]. 



Gone forever , changed the outlook has changed faith, but did not change the 

credibility of the Word, which was nevertheless first . Zhyvorad Slowinski wrote: 

"Words have the power hidden in their inner essence. They not only sounds are the 

builders of the subjective elements of our universe. And most importantly, we not 

only create our subjective world, but we also baffles him! [... ]. When we put our 

thoughts , emotions and other elements in words , we create our reality. When we 

change the word in a special way , we can change this reality "[4 ]. 

This author expresses at the end of the experimental work sacramental thesis: 

"Obviously, we are on the threshold of new discoveries in the wonderful universe 

of inner self hidden words " [4 ]. 
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ASSOCIATIVE AND IMAGERY IN THE SEMANTIC STRUCTURE 

OF THE WORD 

 
 Статтю присвячено ролі асоціативності у формуванні семантичної структури 

слова як частини вокабул яра, як однієї з ознак творчого мислення, творчого процессу. 

Розглянуто асоціацію як компонент внутрішньої форми слова, що лежить в основі всього 

названого і, яка позначає сам процес творення думки. Проаналізовано загальномовні 

асоціацій як вияв взаємодії мовного матеріалу на рівні смислу та семантичної подібності, 

а також “накладання” на логіко-поняттєвий зміст вербального знака певної експресії як 

вторинного змісту. 

Ключові слова: асоціація, асоціативність, внутрішня форма слова,вторинна 

номінація, експресія, образ, образність, семантична структура слова. 

      

Problem definition and its relationship with important scientific and 

practical tasks. Over the past decade the Ukrainian linhvostylistytsi significantly 

increased the number of studies in which the object of linguistic analysis are 

syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations of conceptual language signs, systematic 

components of diverse groups of words. They confirm the performance, the 

relevance of functional-stylistic approach to the linguistic phenomena that 

promotes active learning semantic potential and expanse words in fiction. In the 

works of this type by the scientific interpretation eksplikantiv language picture of 

the world, the peculiarities of engagement and implementation of language units in 

the process of creating artistic imagery as a representative of idiostylistyky work, 

demonstrated the ways and means of conversion of nominative values figurative, 

symbolic, etc. (SY Ermolenko, L. Buchanan, N. Sologub, LA Stavisky, NA meh, 

GM Syuta, SP Bybyk, N. Danyluk, L. Savchenko, T. A. Kots, L. Myalkovska, A. 

Malenko, TN Brest, L. Kravets, L. Zadorozhna et al.). Word or lexical-semantic 

variant they study as a regular or occasional component of an integrated system - 

in terms of updating the relevant type of knowledge in the language, its 

implementation and in the language of the text, from the standpoint of its semantic 

and evaluation of dynamics and more. They develop gained in linguistics (ND 



Arutyunov, A. Vezhbytska, ES Kubryakova, DN Shmelev, S. Stepanov, VG Gak, 

V. Grigoriev, M . Baburin A. et al.) experience analyzing relationships nominative 

units in the lexical-semantic structure which in the language diachronic transition 

from the concrete to the conceptual subject matter that accompanied the 

conceptualization of such tokens, becoming a center of the semantic field. This 

method of modeling the semantic fields (and its variants - lexical-semantic fields, 

associative and imaginative fields associative-semantic field) allows riznoaspektno 

trace features to be drawn in the context of regular and irregular lexical-semantic 

relations, "more fully describe the system of lexical-semantic connections bonds 

between the words "[6, 3].  

Analysis of the main research and publications. By categorical attributes 

poetic semantics belongs associativity. The theoretical basis of the concept 

developed in the writings of C. Bally, A. Potebni V. Vinogradov, BA Larin and in-

depth studies of IE Hrytsyutenka, S. T. Franco, V. Rusanovskogo, SY Ermolenko, 

VA Chabanenko, LO Stavisky, L. Buchanan, MI Holyanych, A. Selivanov. Today 

corresponding category productively applied to the analysis of language systems 

that aim to reproduce the process of thinking, inner speech, when removed, close 

and distant idea of changing each other. It is the concept of associativity 

researchers (AV Lagutin, NP Butenko, LP Didkivska, NY Dzyubyshyna-Miller, 

SP Bybyk, NS Duzhyk, ZV Marfin, RI Stefurak, Y. Bystrov, D. I. Terekhov, VA 

Kapas et al.) associated aperceptive also features "establish a framework of 

specific sensory perception of the text as a word or a combination of, a group of 

words refer the reader to familiar to him realities, which are associated with visual, 

audio, tactile, linguistic and cultural associations "[5, 21]. At the intersection of 

theory and research associativity field structure of a literary text aktualizuvalosya 

concept of associative and semantic fields.  

Problem. The purpose of the article - to examine paradigmatic and 

syntagmatic properties of the inner form of the word, to trace the patterns and 

mechanisms of its development in modern Ukrainian literary language.  

In order to study coordinated specific objectives of the article:  



• organize and summarize the general theoretical approaches to the study of 

"association, and artistic / journalistic text" to the concepts of associative, imagery, 

associative and imaginative series (AOP);  

• justifying the distinction in terms of the common associative and 

contextual Collocations.  

The main material. The theoretical style during the twentieth century. were 

formed and scientifically meaningful basic principles of the associativity of fiction, 

the transfer of the common paradigmatic associativity associated with lexical-

semantic system in visual reception and more. Thus, we can formulate a few basic 

items:  

1. One way to create poetic imagery is an extension of the associative word 

halo which creates a paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations, is mostly at the 

expense of "semantic coherence" and "syntagmatic motivation of characters" (C. 

Bally) [1, 152]. It turns out that word as part syntagmas have their values shared 

components [4, 89].  

2. Associativity poetic usage is created due to the displacement 

konototyvnyh qualities tokens phrases. S. T. Franco, explaining the nature of the 

imagery indicates associativity as the initial verbal abuse, because it "arises where 

there is associative thinking, which allows you to extend the semantic range of the 

word, the primary layer conceptual content of secondary expressive, and where the 

perception is not only on the line of logic, but intuition and feelings "[7, 68]. 

Actually additional expressive meaning of the word determines the nature imagery 

[7, 69].  

3. Imagery components that implement the potency of words in a fiction, 

there is symbolism, allegory, tropeyichnist. However, as observed SY Ermolenko, 

figurative language "is not limited to traditional tropes and figures, and fills the 

aesthetic meaning ugly language elements, transforming them into a system of 

artistic and linguistic vision of the world" [3, 301].  

4. Formation associative and imaginative expression of the semantic content 

of the word is through mergers and crystallization, that is "the embodiment of the 



results of complex artistic and associative processes in particular visible, tangible, 

as if unambiguous way" [3, 232]. It is characterized by clarity, volume, zrymistyu, 

which "creates a sense of simplicity and clarity [..] However, by itself 

crystallization very difficult process analysis-synthesis [3, 233]. Poets who resort 

to crystallization, the minimum of expressive means reproducing the complex 

phenomena of poetic worldview. Ability condensed with excess convey complex 

intertwining associations - one of the signs of true poetry.  

5. Formation of means of artistic imagery obeys the purpose of non-standard 

individual author opinion. For art is characteristic of associative convergence 

phenomena logically inconsistent because they "are deployed not only by strict 

logic thinking, but by feelings of moodiness zvyhrenoho flux" [2, 258].  

The emergence of associations, and thus also the process of image is no 

uncontrolled, chaotic. The researchers note that "tension and easing the flow of 

associations depends on which mode the display shows a tendency writer - lyrical 

or epic. If the reflection of the life of the material is enhanced lyrical trend - 

associativity becomes more tension becomes thicker. And vice versa - epic-

narrative way of presenting the material reduces its life "[2, 259].  

Associativity of lexical subsystem of language - is one of the key concepts 

that helps to represent paradigmatic (with meaning) and syntagmatic (based on 

contact and distant contexts) grouping of words. The semantic and stylistic 

approach to the study of phenomena associativity causes survey lexical-semantic 

system from the standpoint of the national language meaning of words and their 

use. Thus, deserves the attention of researchers and systematic semantic context of 

the word of life, and situational.  

Associative and semantic relationships of words perform system-a feature 

that is found in the modeling field structures and other micro vocabulary. The 

common point of these systems is a common semantic feature that unites and 

differentiates groups of words in opposition.  

The combination of associative and imaginative components in the semantic 

structure of words leads to the development of different types of connotations, 



including cultural, national, social, verbal and imagery that are internal codes form 

a word mark. Associative-shaped structure formed words in contexts by merging 

spoluchuvanyh words to describe a certain meaning and crystallization 

slovoobrazu. The way a reflection of reality, which chooses the writer - lyrical or 

epic-narrative - determines the density, the density of associativity in the context of 

its ochikuvanist / neochikuvanist.  

Associativity defined probable connection elements lexical-semantic 

microstructures, including different types of fields. The impetus for the 

combination of words into semantic or associative fields serve as principles of 

common semantics shapes (external and internal) words and common semantic 

space, which may be the context text.  

Functional-stylistic approach to the interpretation of the semantic elements 

of words led to look at the text as a field, as well as the associative field as text. 

Associative and the common semantic field, designed for artistic text, change its 

content, structure, nature of the interrelations of lexical units that acquire the status 

poetyzmiv.  

The main purpose for studying associative and semantic structures in the 

style - the knowledge of figurative and expressive force of words, the variation of 

these expressions at different stages of language development.  

Conclusions and recommendations for further research in this direction. 

Thus, the word structure of a literary text is not only a means of creating imagery 

and emotionally expressive colors, but reflects the reality and creates a structural 

unity of aesthetic reality. It takes semantic enigma, reveals its association potency, 

coming in a variety of structural and semantic models.  

Thus, the interaction in associative imagery and semantic structure of the 

word is predicated upon its functional and stylistic load is either because the 

context and process of formation of the inner form of expression and variation of 

its connotative characteristics. Numerous classification associations reflect the 

efficacy of several areas of study associative and semantic structure of language - 

psychological, physiological, and semasiological language and style. 
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TRANSFORMATION OF PHRASEOLOGY IN THE HEADLINES 
У статті йдеться про основні прийоми трансформації фразеологізмів – газетних 

заголовків, появу їх лексичних і граматичних варіантів. 

Ключові слова: фразеологізм, семантична трансформація, контекстуальне 

оживлення, гра слів, розширення та усічення фразеологізмів. 

 

The development of the mass media causes increased interest to language 

scholars of modern media. The need to study newspaper headlines due to the fact 

that they have not used a random set of expressive and grammatical means, and a 

system in which all elements are connected and interdependent [4, 206]. In 

addition, the title has an important place in the mass media, because its purpose - to 

be representative of the compressed content / main idea of published material [3, 

323].  

The issue of language processing headers broken in the works of G. 

Shipulina, V. Shevchenko, L. Parhonyuk, V. Abashin, V. Vomperskoho, V. 

Bezrukov et al. Lexical Titles studied Solhanyk G., J. Medved, L. Majboroda, N. 

Kasyanenko, A. Kovalenko and K. Turov. However phraseological tools in the 

headlines studied enough. The aim of the paper is to analyze the use of common 

idiomatic expressive means in modern Ukrainian language press headlines. For this 

goal it is necessary to identify transformed phraseological unit to learn the basic 

techniques of transformation and the emergence of lexical and grammatical 

choices. The use of phraseology in language press widespread phenomenon, as 

phraseological unit plays an important role in building the newspaper text. In this 

regard, AA Grigorash said: "It has become traditional idea of two functions 

newspaper language - informative and expressive. The function can perform 

ekspresemy marked word and purpose statements intended to revitalize the 

presentation, interested readers to give emotionally charged material. The same 

function can perform and phraseological units. They not only called objects, 

phenomena of a different order, they also characterize them. On the basis of 

subjective evaluation of phraseological units can be divided into two groups: one 

giving a positive assessment of the phenomenon, while others - negative. They 



sharpen the reader's attention to certain features of the exhibit the author's attitude 

to the described help lohizuvaty opinion "[1, 56].  

In newspaper texts phraseological units are widely used both in the form in 

which they are recorded in the dictionary, and in modified form. The newspaper 

headline called one of the most important elements of which depends largely on 

the content of the newspaper. We can say that title manages the reader's attention 

and helps him to quickly get information about the content of the materials, choose 

interesting. The importance and significance of the title indisputable, because, 

apart from a brief message to the reader the main content of the publication, the 

title should encourage the recipient to read printed. A title character and largely 

determine whether read newspaper material. Bright and properly designed header 

increases the effectiveness of the article. Conversely, after a bad clearance heading 

sharply reduced the impact of important materials to the reader as an article with a 

vague title may simply not notice, and should not be read. Title must be understood 

to express the main idea of the author, and not minor elements contents of this 

publication, in any case does not turn into a cliche, stereotype - that in such 

circumstances it will be effective. Thus, "the title - is an integral part, a constant 

element of the newspaper - the constant, everyday, always present in the 

newspaper room" [2, 109].  

As noted by Ivanov, referring to the issue of quality and properties of the 

headlines, "good headline should influence the reader, and because it is based are 

always match the content, clarity, accuracy, brightness, expressiveness," [2, 109-

110].  

Among the qualities that are valued by the headlines Ivanov identifies the 

following: maximum informative, objective reflection of the thematic content of 

the text, identity and originality, journalistic sharpness and expressiveness 

expressiveness of feelings, thoughts, structural perfection and expressive 

intonation, precision timing. On this basis, Ivanov defines the concept of a good 

headline: "So good headline in the newspaper - a concentrated reflection of the 



main ideas of the work, the main idea of the author, but as soon as the display, 

concise, clear, specific" [2, 110].  

Use phraseologism as the title perfectly natural and justified due to such 

features stable combinations as aphoristic, accuracy, imagery and more. In 

addition, phraseological phenomenon is quite common in both the literature and in 

everyday conversation, and therefore known to the general readership that allows 

authors headlines vary different types of transformation idioms. Aptly used 

phraseologism or know how his transformation inevitably attract the reader's 

attention to the article. Use phraseology Titles of periodicals - something very 

common. But we should not forget that only properly used and appropriate 

phraseologism give the desired effect. Using phraseological units, as well as other 

language features that include evaluative element, you feel as and in the 

transformation of stable compounds retain its inner core, an idea enshrined in the 

minds of contextual and evaluative image. Headers phraseology often used in its 

original form without any semantic or structural changes, while preserving the 

integrity of the original form and content, such as: "Promised wait three years" 

[PG, 06.05.2005], "Who in the woods, who for firewood "[PG, 25.06.2008] 

Wholesale and easily beat father" [UK, 18.04.2007], "Honey spoon for dinner" 

[UM, 24.01.2002] and under. Idiom used, without modification, can be a part of 

the title that is entered in the broader context without undergoing transformation, 

"Caught kicks - caught slapped" [UM, 13.10.2000] "Scientists - immigrants - our 

fifth column ... "[UM, 12.04.2000]" in Kiev, the Korean art dog ate "[UM, 

08.06.2000]," Ukraine in the Customs Union: in no fence or the gate "[UM, 

19.02.2010] "With the world on the train:" UZ "struggling with deficits truck park" 

[B 20.08.2010] et al. As you can see in the following headlines preferred 

phraseology, structurally correlated with the phrase. Change does not happen, 

phraseological units organically woven into the general context of the content 

understandable and available chytachevi.Prote much more stable compound when 

used in the title of phraseological metaphor occurs, causing some lexical changes, 

resulting semantic transformation can observe stable combinations. Notable among 



semantic transformation methods takes bukvalizatsiya phraseology, that the 

transfer of the category of free phraseological combinations are perceived against 

the background of idiomatic connected. The combination of literal and figurative 

meanings, not characteristic of normal speech, breaks stereotypes and creates a 

double expression. Often bukvalizatsiya achieved by including in the context of the 

direct value of one or more components of phraseological units. Yes, the title 

"Take the bull by the horns" [UM, 25.07.2008] phraseologism taken in its original 

form, but the component "bull" in this context given its literal sense, because the 

article refers to the breeding bulls. Thus held bukvalizatsiya but educated reader 

option is seen against the backdrop of idiomatic phrases linked with the meaning 

"to act aggressively, decisively."  

Using the author of the article receiving bukvalizatsiya phraseologism title 

may be obvious to the reader as to the perception of heading dotekstovomu stage, 

and after reading the article. If you look at the headings "Investor hits the apple" 

[UK, 22.05.2001] and "Do not let the forest to cut oak" [MU, 16.05.2003], it is 

only after reading the article can conclude using bukvalizatsiya taking the title and 

the return component "apple "and" oak "direct their values. In such cases 

bukvalizatsiya not disclosed on stage dotekstovomu perception header. But there 

are cases where the author deliberately extends the context of the title using the 

subtitle, resulting in the use of reception bukvalizatsiya phraseologism becomes 

immediately apparent to the reader after reading the title, before reading the 

contents of the article, such as in the title: "disservice" ("Home predator tore two 

people ") [UM, 31.01.2001]" Fish with good bones, a man not without malice (the 

boundary of fishing patterns) "[UM, 11.04.2000]," water stone sharpening. within 

the body and also "[UK, 20.04.2001]. context Extended header lets you 

immediately understand that the components of "bear", "fish", "stone" returned to 

their direct meaning. Quite often the technique is also a play on words based on the 

phenomenon of interlingual homonyms. Particularly common is the collision in a 

context of meanings of the word "language" in the Ukrainian language, where it 

refers to a part of the human body, and in the Russian language, where the word 



"language" is ambiguous. phraseology When using the Ukrainian language with 

"tongue," the authors associate it with the n value the word "language" - "it", but 

the structural integrity of phraseological stored and the reader accepts it 

completely.  

Examples of this transformation may be semantic headers, which used 

phraseological "bite your tongue", "pull the tongue", saying "the tongue to prove 

Kyiv:" Sevastopol prykusyv "tongue" [UM, 20.12. 2000], "Who is the" language 

"causes" [UM, 14.03.2000] "Dual" Kyiv to prove, and language - to Moscow 

"[UM, 21.06.2000]," Tongue "language to prove" [UM, 5.12.2001]. When 

considering the phraseology in the title, in addition to semantic transformation 

techniques can also provide structural and semantic ways. These include in 

particular the so-called antonimizatsiya phraseology. In this technique the semantic 

transformation combined with morphological changes, word-formation. Most 

antonimizatsiya finds its external expression in adding or conversely, withdrawal 

from the phraseological particle "no", at least it is done by replacing one of the 

words antonym or by "turning" phraseologism. Consider this example: "skins 

worth the candle" [UM, 30.01.2002] "When the debate is born truth" [UK, 

18.05.2001] "When silence - not gold" [OC, 17.05.2000], "Progress with the 

Queen "[UM, 12.12.2000]. structural and semantic transformation methods 

phraseology may also include contextual reviving inner form phraseological units, 

which are typical cases of the introduction to the context of the title of one of the 

words that make up the idioms, and root words as for example, in the title 

"prevailed over the mountains" [UM, 24.11.2000], "five minutes lawyer five 

seconds neutralized criminal" [UM, 01/03/2000]. with diversity is a lexical-

semantic transformation methods, since a change in the structure of steady 

turnover in most cases leads to semantic shifts. should be noted that these 

techniques can be combined with bukvalizatsiya phraseologism. this group 

includes the following methods of transformation: extension and truncation 

phraseology, replacement components phraseology phraseology aggregation of one 

context, the use of syntactic scheme phraseologism filling their positions with 



other lexical units and so on. A common and effective methods of transformation 

phraseology header is an extension of component composition. 

 The introduction of one or more words of the phraseological unit 

encourages the reader to take a fresh look at sustainable phrases recall its original 

meaning. Addendum are often metaphorical in nature, animating the internal form 

phraseological units, introducing new colors in its understanding.  

Expansion can occur due to components that are in different positions and 

belonging to different parts of speech. Often expansion occurs through a variety of 

noun components contributing to a clarification specifying phraseological 

meaning, such as in the title "Hero Roll up your sleeves" [UK, 14.04.2001], "spoke 

in the wheel motoklubu" [UK, 28.04.2001 ], "Augean stables Ukrainian elections" 

[UM, 06.02.2009] "Through thorns to the stars in the" Our Ukraine "[UM, 

11.12.2001] etc..  

Expand phraseological composition are adjectives that promotes 

intensification of symptoms, enhancement of expression of phraseology, for 

example: "Interreligious drop in the barrel of honey" [UM, 22.02.2002] "Do please 

pour water on the Communist mill? "[UM, 14.04.2000]. Sometimes adverbs are 

used as the title "Galician students well pohostryly languages on Ukrainian 

parliament of two chambers of parliament" [UM, 04.04.2000]. The opposite is a 

welcome expansion truncation component composition idiomatic phrases. In some 

cases, truncation requires no additional context, the reader immediately recovers its 

original shape in the minds of stable compounds given in a truncated version of the 

title. Such truncation are all heading: "Seven times measure" [UK, 29.11.2000], 

"one size fits ..." [PG, 07/06/2002]. Another option - the introduction of a truncated 

phraseologism within a broader title. In such cases, often truncated verbal 

phraseological component "defense plants - off" [UM, 23.01.2002], "no stone 

unturned - from the IMF" [UM, 7.06.2010] and under.  

One of the most common methods of transformation phraseology is to 

replace one or more components in phraseologism. Expressive effect replacing the 

more pronounced the farther from each other are the semantic field of the original 



components and replacement. For example: "Bombs contention" [UM, 21.02.2001] 

"Not all" eaters "carnival" [UM, 19.02.2002], "mouth of the prisoner says dirt" 

[UM, 26.03.2002], "Farmer to Farmer eye not vyklyuye "[UM, 17.01.2002] and 

under. A common method is to use the phraseology of transformation syntactic 

scheme resistant filling compound from its position in other words. As the authors 

use known stable phrases phraseological integrity is not violated despite 

unexpected changes in the following items: "Take care of your pocket in the 

morning and evening bags" [UM, 28.03.2000], "written with the stylus, paying his 

hump" [UM, 07.04 .2000], "Taxes" Kalashnikov "prove" [UM, 28.12.2000] etc..  

Some titles are justified combining two idiomatic phrases. For example, 

"green dragon + red rooster = seven years in prison" [UM, 18.04.2000], "Two 

Steps to napivmety or spring above his head ..." [B 21.06.2001].  

Hence, the title of the newspaper as an integral part of the text aims not only 

to inform and focus a key point the article, but also cause the reader's interest to the 

article, encouraged him to read it. See the prospects for further research to clarify 

the phraseology different etymology, structure and semantics Titles newspaper 

articles. 
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PROVERBS AND SAYINGS WITH ONOMASTIC COMPONENTS AS 

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL TEXTS  

  (based on the Russian and Ukrainian languages) 

 У статті розглядаються російські та українські прислів’я і приказки з 

ономастичним компонентом як особливі види лінгвокультурних текстів.   Виокремлено 

тематичні підгрупи досліджуваних фразеологізмів: оцінка ситуації чи окремої людини; 

форми поведінки людини;    успіх,    удача,    щастя;    невдачі;   горе–біда;   голод;   

оцінка краси; досягнення бажаного, результат; напрямок; знаходження на чужині; 

зміна дня і ночі (пір року, літ) тощо. Висвітлюються шляхи їх образно-метафоричного 

переосмислення і трансформації у загальні назви.  

 Ключові слова: фразеологізм, прислів’я, приказка, онім, фразеонім, 

лінгвокультурний текст. 

 

Statement of the problem. It is believed that the basis of different cultures are 

values, which are reflected in proverbs and sayings, and their linguistic analysis 

gives an opportunity to explore the basic value priorities.  

One of the major functions of language is a cumulative function, which is that it 

collects and stores the collective experience and culture of people (Alexander 

Baranov, E. Vereshchagin, V. Notes on, W. Hook, J. Karaulov et al.).  

Potebnya language considered as a huge amount of information about the 

culture of the people. According to him, the word is not only a means of expressing 

final thought: it is a means, taking its creation and development. Language - is the 

idea. Actually birthday ideas organically connected with the language depends on 

the language "[See. 8, 405]. Myths, legends, proverbs, sayings - a product of folk art. 

Their study contributes to a better understanding of people, their language, 

traditions, beliefs and so on.  

The need to study how dumb elements of established verbal complexes 

occurred at a certain stage of linguistic knowledge. It is quite natural requirement, as 

long ignored material proper names while describing language world and semantic 

fields.  



Intensive development of onomastic research in the last decades, on the one 

hand, diversity, cognitive value, semantic and stylistic specificity own onomastic 

material, on the other, led to the need for a comprehensive and thorough approach to 

the mentioned problems.  

Analysis of recent research and publications. Today we can say with certainty 

that onomastics - sufficiently developed branch of linguistic science. Figuring out 

the etymology of the phraseology of the components, dumb devoted to exploration 

V. Mokienko [12]. Ethnocultural aspects of dumb processed in research B. Lark [4] 

and B. Chemist [21, 22, 27]. In the dialect material components were analyzed dumb 

V. Uzhchenko [17 65 74] and I. Mileva [11 90 95]. Features connotations 

anthroponyms nicknames to refer to people in English and Ukrainian languages 

studied in the Ph.D. thesis of I. Zavarynskoyi [6]. In a comparative perspective the 

problem is also addressed in the works of Kravchuk [9] T. Shutkovski [23 186 196]. 

Review of the Polish and Ukrainian idioms with their own name enables A. 

Kravchuk argued that grouping idioms for structural and semantic models aimed at 

combining national and international characters in onomastics phraseology Polish 

and Ukrainian languages, as well as the explication of the semantic nature's own 

name as part of idioms [9].  

Issues kohnityvnoyi Onomastics considered in studies of Y. Karpenko [7] Y. 

Firsov [20, 96-100].  

However, studies dumb-constituents phraseology in linguo-cultural perspective 

only began in Ukrainian science [19, 391-395].  

The purpose of the paper is to identify and analyze the cultural and linguistic 

characteristics of proverbs and sayings of onomastic component of the material of 

Russian and Ukrainian languages; explore the specific operation anthroponyms and 

place names in Russian and Ukrainian proverbs and sayings in linguo-cultural 

perspective, find mechanisms rethink their own name, its transformation into a 

general, to determine the role of cultural information in the process.  

We aims to conduct a comparable analysis, as it is very difficult to do, and 

sometimes impossible. Sayings and proverbs are mostly bezekvivalentnyh 



phraseological units in the system of the language, though sometimes observed full 

(or partial) match their component structure and semantics.  

The main material. In the system of linguistic knowledge occupies a special 

place linhvokulturni texts which in concentrated form, store the information about 

the culture of the people (describe important events, revealing the customs and 

traditions of a particular language speakers).  

Linhvokulturnyy text marked up cultural units that can be studied in a variety of 

ways (authorship, history, sources, methods of processing, etc.).  

Proverbs and sayings as linhvokulturni texts reflect in the mind set of certain 

information. On the one hand, these data define the logical structure of the 

expression on the other - determine the limits of its use, style, relationship with 

certain life situations, history and culture of the people. All these data, according to 

many scientists, is the cultural and historical background of proverbs and sayings.  

Proper names were the subject of another study of ancient Egyptian, Greek and 

Roman scholars. As a special class of words they have been singled out Stoics, and 

later - in the Renaissance, in modern times (Hobbes, John Locke, G. Leibniz).  

During the nineteenth century a lengthy discussion regarding its name, it was 

quite a lot of opposing views, and the problem of determining the identity of its 

perceived importance not only as a linguistic, but as a logical (JS. Mille, H. 

Dzhozefer et al.).  

In modern science, there are two opinions on the question of determining the 

boundaries between the mastic and general vocabulary: 1) the line between common 

and proper names are not absolute (L. Bulakhovsky, V. Nikonov, A. Beletsky, J. 

Kowalyk, etc..) 2) this limit is absolute, since no "intermediate effects between 

individual and common name does not exist" (Y. Karpenko). Of course, the relative 

boundary between them is. This is true for both synchronous and diachronic for 

plans. There are many anthroponyms (especially nicknames), place names and other 

proper names, which is difficult to say whether there was a shift in his own name or 

not, for example, in Russian: Dlynnыy, Tolstыy, Hubastыy, Synehlazka - talk about 

tall people or complete; Seven Roads, Ёlochky, Sun Glade - the place where the 



cross "seven ways" growing "Christmas tree", where the "sunlit meadow" [See.: 15, 

7] and others.  

In the current study is onomastytsi productive structure, semantics and dumb 

functioning as part of idioms.  

One of the major reasons func ¬ tsionuvannya onomastic component of 

phraseology is generalized meaning of the name. Under component mastic 

understand reinterpreted own name (dumb) - second, generic names that 

complement and clarify the primary, general ¬ well name and serve to distinguish 

one type of nominae. These are derived from anthroponyms, names, teonimiv, 

zoonimiv etc., which are characterized by specific national cultural and symbolic 

layers.  

Of course, based on the interaction of phraseological dumb formed a special 

unit of mastic, which can be described frazeonim term; combines the latest in its 

semantics and expressing in terms of associative and cultural characteristics dumb 

and phraseological [10].  

Learning idioms of onomastic component allows, on the one hand, the trace 

features of the consolidation in the language of national and cultural realities on the 

other - to make theoretical generalizations about individual not fully clarified issues 

phraseology and onomastics.  

There is reason to believe that proper names in phraseology perform a symbolic 

function, they can mark the stereotypical image, the appropriate specific concepts, 

such as a fool. No doubt the fact that anthroponym of the phraseological unit falls 

largely been reinterpreted in the form. But in this case it is necessary to take into 

account the following remarks Mokienko B. "Passing range: common name → → 

proper name and common name, etc. - nouns come in a variety of relationships with 

other words. The more stable these connections, the closer connection to the 

imaginative circulation "[12].  

The term "phraseological unit" is understood broadly: it includes not only the 

idiom (and phraseology fusion phraseological unity), phraseological combinations, 



various comparative turnovers, but the proverbs, sayings, adjectives, cruise sayings, 

that the variety of stable reproducible verbal complexes.  

One of the functions of proper names in phraseology is generally nomination 

rights, including men, women, children. L. Skrypnyk, noting that "pointer constant 

verbal formulas with the names of people - proverbs, regulations of the national 

calendar, different rhyming Proverbs that teasing somehow these people, and so on - 

has hundreds of items, including special frazeotvorchistyu celebrated names John 

Gregory, Peter, Simon, Thomas, Ann, Mary, Himal and others. "[14, 113]. In this 

case, the choice of the name phraseologism predetermined structure, ie, the formal 

organization of micro. The phenomenon paronomasia, which "is deliberate 

convergence in the context Paronyms and generally congruent with their words or 

forms with a certain stylistic guidance" [16, 425], often observed in phraseology. 

Franko at phraseologism Andrew, do not be a pig when you magnify the men put in 

a comment: "A long series prykladok linked to the most popular baptismal names 

here ... describes what zamyluvanye skládnoho, witty words, which vyznachayesya 

our people. In those instances dekudy seen scathing satire (as is here in the first 

otsiy) dekudy more innocent joke, and We often can not see nothing but the intent - 

posmeshit merry company at the expense of someone's name "[21, 29]. With this 

explanation could not agree more. "One of the types of generalizations name, for 

example, is its use of rhyme in children's teaser: n. - Sergey, Sparrow, Gabriel - pigs 

rыlo, Ivano-driveller, Mouse - elovaya bump, Tatiana, sour cream, etc.. In the event 

of frequent recurrence following associations expressed rhyme may become a 

permanent feature of the name ... "[2, 189].  

Phraseological units with its own name may characterize the situation as a 

whole person in any aspect of its operations and the like.  

Among the onomasticon primarily anthroponomy stand part of the history of 

the people, reflect the life, vision, imagination, artistic creativity of peoples, their 

historical contacts. On the occurrence of certain names affects the socio-economic 

development of society. Personal names were all men at all times and in all 

civilizations. Almost all the names people bear a striking impression of the era.  



Let us group assembled unit, depending on whether the sign comes to the fore, 

it is basic.  

"Our lives - that's what we're thinking about it" - Marcus Aurelius once said [1, 

152]. What we think, how we think, give an assessment given situation - is reflected 

in the popular wisdom, especially in proverbs and sayings.  

The first group includes phraseological units providing assessment of the 

situation or individual: n. - Greenshank edet - where something Will; Fedot yes no 

tot; Two sыna, and both Yvanы; For Senko cap on Emelke cap; Mely, Emel - your 

Week; In bezlyude and Thomas nobleman.  

The key to success in school, according to Aristotle, was "to catch up with those 

in front, rather than wait for those behind" [1, 563]. But not everywhere and not 

always success and good fortune accompany the person: n. - Our Ivan Nowhere No 

luck. It is known that one of the main profiles antroponimu John the Russian and 

Ukrainian folk traditions - fool (Ukrainian - Ivan neither God nor us (of 

mediocrities, neporadnoho husband). [21] In the Ukrainian paremias associated with 

the image of fools still anthroponomy Stetsko, Gapa and others: Stetsko from the 

oven Stetsko - the oven (the personification of stupidity and idleness) Stetsko from 

the oven - a bag on his shoulder, too soup nice guy Steve, It has been Gapa (stupid) 

[4, 455], etc., in Russian - Vanka, Agathon, Aluferyy, Anagni, Anoha, Arina, 

Varlaha, Yeremey, Maxim, Martыn, Mitka, Panteley (Pantyuha, PENTIUC), 

Pachomius, Stech, Stesha, Alex, Thomas, Fock [12].  

In Ukrainian folklore anthroponym John may take the form Ivas, Why be Ivas 

not teach, and that John will not be able to [21, 289].  

Do not remain unnoticed in proverbs and sayings and shape human behavior. 

Generalized negative image of Russia paremias associated with Anthroponomy 

Elijah Away Ilya and home svynya.  

The next group consists of phraseological units, which are of primary 

importance - success, success. These concepts are common in Russian paremiynomu 

case. Undoubtedly, this fact is connected with the aspirations of the people for a 

better future, faith in goodness. Therefore, it refers to the setbacks, evil fate of irony, 



self-criticism: n. - Dosele Makar hryadы digging and nыne Makar voevodы Popal in 

[3, 50]; Ukrainian. - As Nasty, then happiness will be [18, 182] and others.  

Not always smiles luck. Attack, the Russians failure associated with both men 

and women with Anthroponomy Makar, Ermak, Kasian, Pёtr, Zechariah, Nastya, 

Mina, Anne, MoCA: The bednoho Makara all cones valyatsya [3, 42]; Dosele Makar 

hryadы digging and nыne Makar voevodы Popal in [3, 50]; Pozhylos Ermak - three 

chyrya at hand [3, 42]; Our Kasian in something us vzhlyanet all vyanet (Eto user 

name is believed nemylostlyvыm, nedobrыm) [3, 42]; Our cattle are not co Petra 

court [3, 42]; Gorky Kuzenka horkaya and pesenka [3, 42]; For bednomu Zahar 

mortal bet graft [3, 43]; Nastia will send to attack [3, 43]; Who past and Mynu rыlo 

in [3, 44]; Anna talent; Anna zatыchka Banna [3, 53]; In Lackey me all bыly MoCA; 

and nыne MoCA very pryshlos Lackey in [3, 54]; and so on. In the Ukrainian 

language among these anthroponyms often presented Solokha, Nastia Nechypir and 

much more: It was possible, as one Solosi [18, 192]; She said Nastya, how it will be 

possible! [18, 192]; Sovaysya, Nechypore, in a hot pan [18, 192]; Go to Krakow, 

trouble always the same; go by the Carpathian Mountains, it is necessary to build 

[18, 192].  

Idiom thematic subgroups studied - is the embodiment of distinctive trends 

idiomatic negative characteristics that socially entrenched in their own names, as, 

say, Anthroponomy Arina. Vernacular name Arina in some Russian dialects 

becomes socially transformed into colored and characterization of unreasonable 

women [2, 32].  

"Not, perhaps, but by sorrow and affliction, to bring people to mind" - once 

wrote Panteleimon Kulish. This view is debatable.  

  However, sometimes people really getting into a situation associated with 

grief, misfortune, acquires experience. Thus, in Russian paremias: Poor, Terёha 

(Alёha) hylo, Vavyla [3, 109]; Nastya, Send to bedы da attack [3, 109]; Kuzenka 

podkuzmyly. Gorky Kuzenka - horkaya and dolyushka [3, 110]; Took Fok szady and 

sboku [3, 110]; Horyuet Thomas, that empty into him sum [Vol.1, P.110]; Floryha 

doshla to distress [3, 110]; Prydet nesporyha - doydet and Floryha to distress [3, 



110]; Ohala Malanya, that uehala Anagni (Ananias) [3, 110]; in the midst of such a 

situation are Terёha or Alёha, Vavyla, Kuzma (Kuzenka) Fock Malanya, Anagni 

(Ananias) and others. But not only anthroponomy but place names are central to the 

study proverbs and sayings thematic groups: in Ukrainian - Who attacked trouble, 

then go to Kyiv, but as a matter pass, he and Brovarov return [13, 42 ]; From Kyiv to 

Krakow - everywhere the same matter [13, 42].  

Idiom incorporated a social evaluation of many names (Terёha, Alёha etc.), 

previously owned by "podlomu Estates" and became the semantics of "idiot." Names 

like Vavyla, Kuzma, Fock Malanya, Anagni (Ananias) Terёha, Alёha 

representatives usually called "black bones".  

Certain defects in appearance, character, manifested in some situations, 

registered in the Russian Idiom not least by Jacob, where meaning falls on 

anthroponym Jacob.  

A situation in which a person gets hungry, associated with Russian 

Anthroponomy Fedot: Hungry and Fedot River to hunt.  

As can be seen from the above examples, or that anthroponym (except Kassian) 

was elected with a huge anthroponymicon primarily for rhyme to a word aptly that 

balances paremias, and he becomes her anthroponym image-semantic center.  

Not only are semantically anthroponomy governmental centers of proverbs and 

sayings. This function can perform and place names. Most of them are presented in 

paremias that reflect the situation, such as the absence or need for some reason: n. - 

In Tula samovar co svoym not ezdyat; distrust: MOSCOW DOES NOT BELIEVE 

IN TEARS; assessment Beauty: Someone in Moscow bыval not, Tot krasotы not 

remove; Devychya spit in Moscow and beauty; achieve the desired result: Dual 

dovedёt to Kyiv; All roads lead to Rome; Moscow is at once stroylas.  

However, the situation is reflected in the direction paremias, which act as a 

central component anthroponomy and place names, such as: n. Ehal Fome-k and k 

zaehal Kume; Ehal in Kazan, and ended up in Ryazan.  

Here is another example. Yes, everyone understands the situation when you are 

away from home in a foreign land. How to express your attitude to this, his longing 



for his homeland? Of course, using proverbs and sayings, which required 

components are anthroponomy or place names: n. Boring Afonyushke on another 

storonushke [3, 254]; And penzentsы in Moscow have learned a crow [3, 255]; Don, 

Don, and luchshe house [3, 555]; Kakovo at home, and Don is as follows [3, 555]; 

Yeremey, Yeremey! Sydel áû òû home da grinded spindle [3, 555]; Moscow - 

kingdom, and our Village - Paradise [3, 256]; Moscow Good, yes not home. Our 

Town - Moscow's Corner [3, 256]; Pryletel goose in Russia - pohostyt da uletyt [3, 

256].  

  Anthroponyms studied in both languages are cornerstones of a number of 

components of proverbs and sayings that are associated with national signs due to 

religious holidays. 

For example, in the Ukrainian language: Dmytro clever girl [13, 11], Dmytro 

clever girl, and then at least for Michael popyhayla [13, 182], Barbara Bridges, Sava 

nail, and Nicholas attaches [13, 11], to Peter chains are broken ice [13, 12], etc., in 

Russian: they made ready, napekla Akulyna to Peter, Pryshёl Evsey - ovsы Say, not 

otseyalsya to Boris, Boris himself with boronysya instead and then How to 

Athanasius, not poesh hlnba to the Saviour, Who seet on Fyta (St. Vitus) tot Prost 

bыvaet rye, for the holidays pounds of vыnymay pchёl of pod bushel [3] 

toscho.Odnak by exploring our chosen theme, such phraseological units can be 

attributed to the different thematic pidhrup.Do example, the change of day and night: 

the night barbarian beauty bring it, change years: Nahotovyt How to Malanynu 

WEDDING (symbolic meeting of the Old and New year) [3], the change of seasons: 

Ilya prophet Leto uvolok etc.  

Conclusions. As a result, we note that the studied phraseological units can be 

divided into the following thematic groups: assessing situations or individual; forms 

of human behavior; success, luck, happiness, failure; would-be trouble; hunger; 

Beauty score; achieve the desired result; direction; Spent a foreign country; day and 

night (seasons, years) and others. Subject is not exhausted, has broad prospects for 

study because these categories may be distinguished many of life vivid and varied.  



Therefore, we can confidently assert that the development of different 

connotations in common dumb in Russian and Ukrainian phraseology indicates 

differences in the perception of the studied images of every nation.  

  Proverbs and sayings can be considered as a separate text, despite the brevity 

of design as they avtosemantychni, they are characterized by the relative 

independence of the text in which they can operate. 
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УДК  811. 161.2’373                       Анатолій Поповський (Дніпропетровськ) 

                                  FROM BOOR TO BOORISHNESS 

У статті висвітлюється етимологія слова «хам», його лексико-семантичні функції 

в процесі формування української мовно-літературної норми та словотвірна 

продуктивність. 

Ключові слова: етимологія, біблійні вислови, еволюція лексико-семантичної системи 

слова, словотвір, антропоніми. 

 

The lexical-semantic system - one of the most complex language systems, due 

to the multidimensionality of its structure, the heterogeneity of its units, as 

reflected in the diversity of their relations and openness to constant replenishment 

of new units (words and meanings). Its originality is that it is unlike any other 

language systems (phonological and grammatical) is directly related to the 

objective reality of which it is a reflection.  

Bright and very interesting illustration of Ukrainian language can serve as a 

history of a particular lexical unit - the word cad, which took over from his own 

name to the category total as the basis of its semantic structure was the eponymous 

character traits.  

The word ham that comes from the biblical character, not just become the 

subject of studies in different areas [1, 2, etc..], But all these studies usually only 

retell the biblical texts, which speaks the language of Ham, son of Noah.  

The aim of our study is a comprehensive analysis of the linguistic unit: 

etymology, lexical and semantic changes over the centuries in the stylistic structure 

of the Ukrainian language.  

As you know, with the advent of the Bible in the language of Kievan Rus' 

began supplemented biblical vocabulary and phraseology, and literature and the 

other arts - Bible stories and images.  

Over the centuries, not only our nation but the whole world expanded lexical 

and phraseological stock language, enriching its robust biblical expressions such as 

"treasure", "detach the tares from the wheat," "wolf in sheep's clothing", "Honor 



thy father and thy mother - live long on the earth "," Thou shalt not kill, "" Thou 

shalt not steal, "" Do not bear false witness against thy neighbor "and others.  

Each literary language expressions - a cultural capital of the nation. First they 

get into the human language as a passive margin that knows what they mean and 

their origins, and eventually acquire new meanings.  

Ukrainian literature XIX-XXI centuries. developed a tradition of allegorical 

reinterpretation of biblical motifs, images, themes and direct handling of biblical 

texts. Actively reinterpreted biblical imagery artistically Shevchenko, P. Kulish, 

Ivan Franko, Lesya Ukrainian, Tychina, H.Khotkevych, S.Cherkasenka, L. 

Kostenko, K.Motrych, V.Onufriyenka, Y. SVERSTYUK, Ivan Drach et al. For 

many centuries, biblical images have become an integral feature of artistic and 

journalistic text, above a certain value bearer. Originally, the word acquired an 

understanding of the situation only a particular practice. The subsequent history of 

language is the history of the emancipation of words from the practice, the 

allocation of broadcasting as an independent activity that fills the mouth and its 

elements - words.  

Thus, the word ham, except Ukrainian, stuck in other Slavic languages: 

Russian - ham, Belarusian - ham, Polish - cham as nominative (primary and 

derivative), phraseological and contextual.  

Primary nominative value - the value of which at the same time became a 

word of his appearance. It is the foundation for the emergence and existence of all 

other meanings of the word. In the development of language in constant 

communication people can acquire speech and other derivatives nominative value.  

The lexical meaning of words shows high stability. However, some words 

eventually become some changes by narrowing, widening or displacement.  

Expressive vocabulary is used in almost all functional styles of literary 

language, but mostly used in works of art and journalism and colloquial, everyday 

life, giving utterance more expressive, figurative, noticeable influence on the sense 

of the source, the reader.  



It belongs to expressive vocabulary and word ham. Its origin learn from the 

First Book of Moses "being", which states among other things, of Noah - the tenth 

descendant of Adam - a righteous man, the only God chosen among people who at 

that time lived in the land. In the biblical legend tells that God angry at people for 

their evil deeds and fornication, decided to destroy all life on earth, flooding it with 

water. However, he warned Noah about the flood and thus saves him and his wife 

and three married children and seven pairs of "clean" and two pairs of "unclean" 

animals. After the flood, Noah begins to engage in farming: he was the first 

vineyard planted on the ground, first made wine. Once, after drinking wine he 

drunk and lay naked, which was considered a great disgrace. His sons - Seven, 

Ham and Japheth - behaved differently in this situation: Ham saw his father naked 

and began to mock him; Seven and Japheth, on the contrary, trying not to look at 

his father covered his clothes, "Sim also taken Clothing and Yafet and, uh placed 

on the shoulders svoy, send backward and pokrыly nakedness of the father svoeho; 

emoticon bыly obraschenы's back, and ones not given nahotы svoeho the father 

"(Gen. 9:23).  

Learning about all this later, Noah blessed Shem and Japheth and son of Ham, 

Canaan, cursed him predicting slavery: "Cursed is Canaan; slave slaves Will Live 

in svoyh brothers "(Genesis 9:25). Thus, the name was Ham denote human 

behavior coarse, ill-mannered, arrogant, cruel. And one of our contemporaries do 

not accidentally warns, underscoring the impact of this phenomenon in the current 

present:  

Ham, ..., complacent and rozperezanoho burdened slave set up weaker and 

dependent devoid of moral duties - God forbid, give power, rights and authority of 

Mr. (E. Sverstyuk) [1, p. 35].  

The researchers point out that the Egyptian language ham means "slave" (the 

name of Ham, possibly due to the Hebrew ham, "hot" or Hum, "dark"). It is 

unclear why Noah cursed Ham did not, and his son Canaan, mentioned a little 

earlier (Gen. 9:18, 22); in the following verse (Genesis 9:26-27) Noah's sons 

named Shem, Japheth and Canaan.  



According to Biblical tradition, Ham had four sons who became the 

progenitors of many nations (Genesis 10:6-20). In one of the Psalms (78:51) Egypt 

as a country inhabited by people originating from Hama, called "boor" and the 

other two Psalms (105:23, 27; 106:22) - "the land of Ham," which others referred 

to the people assigned by geographic proximity to Egypt or political ties with him. 

According to one version, it was settled in Egypt Ham after an argument with his 

father. According to another version, God scattered the people on the ground only 

after Babel initiated by Nimrod was the grandson of Ham. Ham was as vicious as 

before his death bequeathed to their descendants: "Love each other, love razboy, 

razvrat love, hate svoyh farms and do not say pravda" (Psy. R. 113b) [3].  

As you can see, the word ham in the text of the Bible and other transfers has 

two meanings: "a servant" (slavery Noah cursed his son Ham) and the "vicious, 

immoral, ill-mannered person." Last and stuck the word and operates to this day. A 

deed Ham interpreted as mockery and contempt for his father, who later 

uzvychayilosya as rudeness.  

Indeed, in biblical times rudeness senior dispense very expensive - 

punishment dropped not so much for someone who behaved in a boorish, but on 

his descendants. Therefore, the original meaning was "slave black" in memory of 

the ill-fated Canaanites, and from there, to be sure, and Russian expressions otrode 

Ham, Ham knee [4, v. 4, p. 542], and proverbs With Ham will master [5, p. 96]. 

Word quickly became the arsenal of the nobility, it it was "styled" lower classes of 

society. And then ... slavery was abolished, and rudeness proved very tenacious.  

According to etymological dictionaries, the word cad, which since ancient 

times existed in Hebrew - ָחם, in Greek - Χαμ, Cham; Arabic - حام, xam and had to 

"hot; bronzed, dark "in Turkish - χαm« rough "should withdraw from the 

aforementioned eponymous biblical character, and it became Church Slavonic 

Greek [6, v. 4, p. 220; 7, v. 6, p.153].  

According to the dictionary VI Dahl, the word ham (also used at that time 

synonymous unit hamuha, hamыha, hamovschyna, Ham Colin, otrode) - "brannoe 

prozvysche lakeev, slaves ili servants; krepostnoy. "Words rudeness, hamovschyna 



considered synonymous word lakeyschyna: When Nam is hamы sluzhat, podlыy 

people, a number of people and Rod bezuslovnыe worshipers.  

Hamovatыy man - "holopovatыy, neuch." Khamovniki "star. weaver 

polotnyanschyk, skatertnyk, otkuda Title and part of the city of Moscow, 

Khamovniki. Hamovnoe Case, tkatskoe, polotnyanoe and branoe "; Ham 'arch. 

skytatsya without shelter, in peace "; Hamoyka same. "Resins. Sudomoyka; vyhot, 

a bunch mochala "; Hamet "power. ponymat, razumet. / Stanovytsya boor "[4, v. 4, 

p. 542]  

In modern Ukrainian and Russian of these structures are preserved only some 

and lost hamet verb meaning "ponymat, razumet."  

Odynadtsyatytomnyy Ukrainian language dictionary gives two meanings of 

the word ham. The first marked as "obsolete" - "disdainful name of the person with 

the lower social strata and classes (in the language of the ruling classes); servant of 

the servant, a serf, peasant, slave "is illustrated by examples of classical Ukrainian 

literature [Old Mr.:] And what about you, worm kozyatka vile, rude man, boor as 

you dare to go against the nobility / / Rough appeal to the serf, servants, laborers. - 

Bring patynky hostess and bring me water, sweep the house, make firewood, 

sprinkle turkeys, geese forbid, go to the cellar, the cow, and faster hame! .. Wait! 

Uporavshys Run in Vilshana (Shevchenko); - Do not cry, we do not herd! - What 

did you say, hame? With a shepherd I compare? Get out of my yard! (Donch.).  

The second meaning of ham served with labels "colloquial" and "dirty" - 

"cheeky, rude, arrogant man." Accordingly, a more modern illustrations: - Bad 

Golik! - I do not understand. - Ham, you, brother, that's what. - Few are 

(Dovzhenko) ... [8, vol 11, p. 15].  

Similarly interpreted its meaning also in the Explanatory Dictionary of 

Russian language DN Ushakov [9]. For example, in the piggy bank for Russian 

and Ukrainian folk art have the following sayings: From cad will not be master 

Beard Abraham, and delam - Ham; Ham otrode [4, v. 4, p. 542]; God forbid, with 

cad master Cads son! [10, v. 4, p. 385]; Guys from Hama, priests from Ahveta [11, 



p. 376]; and mystery: go Ham on the bench in hamovoy Shirt; Rev I okoshko, vыd, 

Ham, won (smoke in the house) [4, v. 4, p. 542].  

In Russian, the phrase is also used ham tramvaynыy described in Handbook of 

phraseology: Originally "man, rough and suddenly Senior tram itself in the Public 

transport." Upotreblenye prylahatelnoho tramvaynыy svjazano with themes, that of 

a tram áûë First (s naybolee zahruzhennыh) species the Public transport. "Ham 

tramvaynыy" - nevospytannыy "man, in similar manners svoym with topics people 

kotorыe suddenly and rudely itself lead to socially transport" [12].  

As you can see, most of the harvester words associated with initial and 

currently already obsolete meaning of the word "disdainful name of the person 

with the lower social strata and classes (in the language of the ruling classes); 

slave, servant, serf, peasant, serf "and even his own name biblical hero, from which 

it derives historically. Although winged expressions later time it became fixed his 

meaning "cheeky, rude, arrogant man." Quite a vivid illustration of an efficient 

mechanism blatant rudeness Soviet stikachiv this is a diary entry Oles Gonchar 

May 25, 1968: "Kryvoriz'ka newspaper" Red Miner "(of course, at the direction of 

the field) is also not to be outdone, gave sex, rough," reactionary ", as one friend.  

I had this - my editor opus sends us to the home address (this is also the 

Dnipropetrovsk style: all the newspapers with articles pohromnytskymy they throw 

out there to my family, even the sick, to strike still on this side).  

And this Krivorozhsky cad sends us his newspaper at home. Valya read, angry 

- and a newspaper in an envelope with a note: "returns you to your defamatory 

newspaper article, because I believe that it is worth to read it OG". Subscribed - the 

wife of a certain - and sent in Krivoy Rog.  

Then told me pomiyalys I even joked, "Look, you have to call up prorabotky 

..." This and kinchylos. Finally, a slap in the distance that he had sent a woman 

squirt and Ham - is also a legitimate genre. "Because he dares her to pour dirt on 

the window, and I can also defend themselves? - Is vytraktuvala Val. And it seems 

that all this had to be kinchytys: you climb uninvited with his rudeness and have a 

slap back ...  



But suddenly call me up. There was something terrible. What?  

           - Your wife wrote in a letter to Krivoy Rog. Insulted editor.  

               One letter even accompanied with some dirty anonymous 

Vatchenko, Secretariat [etar] Regional Committee, has sent the First and all there 

obdzvonyv - Thunder and Lightning And the Secretary-General and Head of the 

Government and all the rest - with a serious look, as a kind of emergency. - 

Consider soft feminine hand painted two lines - the answer Ham. Comedy? Laugh? 

But you feel so sad.  

             And that book in "Rad [yang] Written [ennyku]" banned - is also 

supposedly connected with the explosion of anger ... This book initialed, let 

printed. If it is normal then what lawlessness and arbitrariness? [Hounds. Village. 

179-180].  

              In the literature this word is widely used by masters words for 

figurative characteristics of the characters existing in both poetry and prose:  

The soul of man - the temple of God ...  

A world of piety humpback,  

Even in that church began to play,  

And in the house rules ham. [C.Teln., P. 78]  

 

One of God! All beset louts.  

   Lead me noble ways.  

     And do not give these people to the wolves -  

                        they have a different faith napytaly ... [L.Kost., p. 217]  

 

                                    though .. it raises a jack,  

                 Ham will not be a democrat. [L.Kost., P. 536]  

 

It should be noted that, as observed by scholars of Lina Kostenko's poetry in 

her dumb a lot of the Bible, from Christian sources [13]. The rest of the examples 

using paronimiyi achieved punning, ironic, satirical effect.  



Vozvysytsya in memory in Word  

Council, which did not join Cat and Ham.  

Say Temple serves Lord, love ... [R.Lubkivskyy 32, p. 15]  

 

One was from time immemorial Calvary:  

Rogue and creator hung there,  

And in the darkness does not distinguish between them.  

And we need to see the light,  

Where slain god, where worldwide ham,  

What to death rozpynav people. [Paul., P. 180-181].  

 

Freedom can not run away from a fight,  

Freedom of fairness in combat.  

Loving what he love  

Rather than suggested by you,  

Freedom for my love,  

Although lay his head  

And still be yourself -  

Not trade in thy  

Livreysku, begging, disorderly,  

Nimble, zalyapanu as change,  

Ham and Freedom Hall.  

Am free to court for play  

My take from me -  

I will die, and she is mine. [Light., P. 49]  

 

This limited Nehama  

Likes Sim, not Ham,  

A conscious Seraphim  

Likes Ham, not Shem. [M.Lukash, p.9  



 

Going on rudeness outlast communism [O.Dovzh., P. 555]. Everyone you 

hamlyuha lezet çíàêîìèòüñÿ! [B.Hrinch., P. 176]. Dare you beat me? - Said Roman 

trembling. - You scoundrel, cad! [B.Hrinch., P. 190]. And ... over our Parliament 

can build something. For the years of independence only "elite" group of 

communists as political vymetala methane in pure Ukrainian sky that use it-

farming, do not be in a "big cousin" gas request. Lift the transcripts of speeches 

"elitarnykiv" since independence. There's so much filthiness, so much venom, so 

much demagoguery, lies so much! Wonder how that sky over Ukraine is still 

sunny. And this "elite", sorry not to form and break up long needed. You can even 

hold a referendum. The need for this thuggish political "elite" in Ukraine. As a 

"successor" to ask for the millions murdered, starved to death in famines, in 

prisons and concentration camps Ukrainian. To arrange this with the Kremlin 

bandyuha closet at least a little moral Nuremberg. Ask where are our modest 

savings they have overtaken Russia, they nourish their "fifth column." We still 

listen to their demagoguery, forgive them, rudeness, pay their splutter from the 

rostrum of the highest council of state. For, every hour broadcast thereof splutter, 

by the way, only their conservative estimate, do people four thousand dollars [E. 

Dudar, p. 16].  

In practice, the creative masters of this word lexical unit gets along with 

commonly used derivative forms and individual:  

Hamokratiya  

Couple mash buzynova.  

Shumit Targovishte rude.  

Before coming to rude language  

we state it was.  

 

Until oyknem, defenseless,  

they obhadyat each temple  

and powerfully enthroned vsyadetsya  



not Monomakh and Monoham. (18, p. 8)  

However, at least metaphorically rich emerging phrases like hamlyvi jaw, 

such as in Article deputy of Ukraine Oleg Medunytsya "Should fists in 

Parliament?": For me personally, of course. Any decision of the gang against the 

Ukrainian people can be an expression of their disobedience parliamentary 

"majority." Because of opposition in the parliament. After blocking and resistance. 

After doubling hamlyvyh jaws. After the formation of "NO" armed groups that are 

"peaceful" get on the Council and ask ...  

Honestly. Hang not give. Even Kolesnychenko. We are Democrats. A judge 

will!  

This is not just my truth. That's right I have delegated the award voters (19, p. 

5).  

All of the context can be divided into two groups: those where the word boor 

taken in the first, the now obsolete meaning, and those where the word used in the 

second, more modern sense. However, its use in both cases emphasizes the 

negative attitude to the person so nominated. 

It is conditioned, firstly, the negative perception of the realities denoted by the 

word boor, and secondly - its vivid stylistic coloring, imagery.  

Some writers even took out the word in the title, for example: Drama Olesya 

O. "Ham" story E.Ozheshko "Ham" (1889), poetry V.Onufriyenka "Ham" (1956); 

VL Polishchuk "Big Ham" (dramatic poem, 1921); K.Bureviy "Hama" (novel), J. 

Mamontov "Cheesy Ham" (1921), as well as other can be called a novel by Polish 

writer Leon Kr uchkovskoho "Kordian and ham" (1932) and others. The use of the 

word in the title is further compounded by the problems posed in the works.  

This token is activated in the media and on the pages of contemporary 

periodicals as header and contexts articles:  

Medvedchuk rebuked Russia and called the new government "boors" 

("Ukrainian Truth" on March 29, 2005 - Access: 

http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2005/03/29/3008314/).  



Coming Russian boor in Ukrainian city of Odessa (Article Alexander 

Muzychka newspaper "The Way of Victory" on August 22, 2012 and "Ukrainian 

word" from August 29 - September 4, 2012), and in the context of publications:  

Ukrainian State thought cad for alien and incomprehensible (Kokotyukha A. 

"Why Ukraine can not be literate" - Mode of access: http://www.aratta-

ukraine.com/text_ua.php?id=1372).  

One of the opposition in a reflexive discourse Zabuzhko is "feminine 

aristocracy - men's rudeness." His antyhamskyy immunity Ukrainian culture, she 

said, lost during the life of Lesya Ukrainian. But this ignores that the archetypal ... 

rudeness as a psychological phenomenon emerging from the neglect of the father 

... The interpretation Zabuzhko be a boor - a criminal to be incomprehensible Holy 

Spirit ... "(Borovs'ka N." Our lady "in the interpretation of Ukrainian Lesya 

Zabuzhko's / / Word and time. - 2010, № 2).  

"My father has told me then:" You know, you can speak Ukrainian, Hebrew, 

Russian - any, but live on Ukrainian lands not know Ukrainian language - it's just 

rudeness. "(Alla sinned. "Dreams -" Molodylni cure "for the soul ... / / Health and 

longevity. - 2012, № 36).  

"Ham Triumphant captures position. Ukraine is moving in a very bad side "- 

these words from the speech writer, Professor Anatoly Pogribnyi on V NSPU 

Congress changed the tone of the entire Congress" (N. Stepula - Mode of access: 

http://otherside.com.ua/ news / detail.php? lang = 18id = 11 239).  

"Irina Fahrion" bandits do not sit at the "round table" with the bandits do not 

communicate, they are isolated from society. They should be imprisoned. There 

are people who are not tolerated. For me to tolerate - then retreat. Especially in the 

current political environment. Person - a human being with a boor - on rude. This 

is called adequacy. (Ukrainian word, 2007, № 8, 21-27 February. - P. 10).  

                             Around - sneering, mocking smile,  

                             Ready to boor bend back.  

                             And day after day drowns in beer Khreschatyk  

                             dull and weak-willed Ukraine,  



                             Disconnected - from Kharkiv to Lviv  

                             that the "law" cons-villains  

                              deny ever want Words  

                             and follow the native word - Thoughts, Actions. (Tsushko 

Sergei. Knights starving the walls "Ukrainian House" / / Ukrainian word, 2012, № 

29, 18-24 July. - P 3).  

            In Feodosia accident involving SBU - two victims. In the Odessa 

region rybinspektor, a relative of the local officials, raped 14-year-old schoolgirl. 

The city Borzna in Chernihiv Police Major ripped belly pregnant woman.  

            All these stories are united by two things - the criminals associated 

with the government and security forces, and the system is going to protect them - 

"vidmazaty."  

            The absurdity is that the people who live at our expense and have to 

take care of us and our safety is, in fact, our enemies. They pose a threat to life, 

creating a threat to our loved ones.  

     This war is greedy, self-righteous, frenzied by their own omnipotence and 

impunity cads - officials against the "mob." (Levus Andrew. Freaks on free people 

and baby leg / / The path of victory, 2013, № 12, March 27. - P. 1) .  

Usak A: "We have karatymem cads sword republic ..." (Berezil. - 1996. - № 

9-10. - S. 127).  

Five thousand euros for moral compensation for the rudeness of the pensioner 

receives Ukrainian Ukrainian police: this ruling of the European Court (Ukr radio, 

televis., 28/06/2013).  

As you can see, the boors and rudeness have written not only classic but also 

modern writers write and journalists. However, rudeness, unfortunately, is thriving 

and no longer depends on the social class of people, that has nothing to do with its 

original meaning: Head-ham with higher education and all sorts of titles often in 

rude attitude to the slave, on the other hand, simple people with modest education 

may show extra attitude to all others, regardless of their social status. His current 

activation in periodicals, literature, media, and live folk speech clearly reflects the 



level of public morality and culture. And Lina Kostenko puts a very balanced 

diagnosis of this social phenomenon:  

Coming ham is not even coming -  

                       already he is in imminent leads us ... [L.Kost., p. 262].  

According to the dictionary of the Ukrainian language, the word-formative 

jack ham words at this stage of language development include the following items:  

Cads, Deputy., Size., Lyle. Prykm. By boor; proper Ham. - The vowels will 

choose nobles and peasants. - No! Not dizhde not dizhde, offspring of Ham! - 

Angry old lady, hitting his fist against fist (Peace).  

Hamka, though., Dep., Size., Layl.zhin.do ham. - What do you prychepylys 

me? Vidchepitsya! - Sophia uttered jerky, muffled. - Oh, you do, boorish 

worthless! - Veresnula Baroness [L.Ukr ., p. 90].  

Rude, and h the same., Dep., Size., Lyle. Same as ham and boorish. - You're 

not poke, because I'm not level, you - Hamley, man, and I - a gentleman! [Pacific., 

P. 212]; / / Awkward, clumsy person. He's such a cad until dochvala, then the sun 

go down [42, p. 385].  

Hamlyuha, parts and the same., Dep., Size., Lyle. Increase. to ham and 

boorish. - Then I to him: "Oh Well, hamlyuha, sukyn son! And if you have no 

bread, or money to buy what you are because of this bad sin to take life? "[Hotk., 

P. 192]  

Hamovytyy, size. Prone to rudeness (2 values.) brash, rude, arrogant. - Ah, the 

hero! Dirty work he was not up to the task - irritated Andrew. - Hamovytyy guy. 

We'll have to twist [Bedzyk, c. 142].  

Hamovyto, size. Adverb to hamovytyy. - I can say odryahliv only in spirit, but 

not bryuhom - hamovyto said Gennady. - Stomach me - send, Dole, each thresher! 

Millstones! [Ch., V. 3, p. 114]  

Rudeness, 1.zast., Team. to ham. 1. - Eva - said Dum'yak - so you are far from 

the boors. And finally, I did not admit or rudeness or nobility [Fr., C. 47].  

2.rozm.Zuhvalist, rudeness, arrogance. Cold tone Harmashyhy he caught, of 

course. But thought it was nothing but a disgrace for his rudeness things were 



great. Where is the pack! For three days the patient was able to visit Orysia [Ch., 

V. 1, p. 282]. - Examines the origins of human vulgarity, rudeness, callousness, 

spiritual deafness [Potter, p. 114]; - Do not fuss, dear colleagues, are these right? 

Posadovyty and shoot an innocent man with criminals [Kutch., P. 286].  

Boorish 1. Deputy. Prykm. cad to 1. - hell boorish offspring! - Said Kolesnik 

entering into chamber [Pacific., P. 511]; Oh brood boorish, muzhychyy! Pryvyk 

you burrow in the ground, in kalyutsi kovbanytysya, and you are jealous is when 

your brother there, and gasping stretches hands to break [the Pacific., P. 173].  

2.rozm.Vlast. Ham (2 values.) brash, rude, arrogant. Boorish behavior.  

Hamul. h and the same., Dep., size., Lyle. Same as ham and boorish. - What 

do you poke me? I will not give money for the month. Does not Teach these 

Hamul how to rozmovlyat Lords [H-Lev., P. 152]; Well, you, Hamul! What 

shtovhayeshsya? [You., P. 427]; / / Awkward, clumsy person.  

This word has a homonym dialect: Hamul - away., Dial. Bad soup.  

Oafish posted. Unwieldy and awkward, clumsy [8, t.11, p. 16].  

Separate development of the Russian and Ukrainian languages led to a 

different composition of nests we have studied the words in two languages today. 

For example, the Russian verb hamet / ohamet can be translated into Ukrainian by 

linking to become / become a boor, n. hamyt / Naham - behave rude (on rude) to be 

a boor, rude, rude.  

Derivational possibilities inherent in the word ham and Ukrainian 

anthroponymicon: Ham, Hamdi, Hamyk, Hamylova, Hamytskyy, boorish, Ham, 

Hbmenova, Hamenyuk, Hamchenko Hamchъshkin, Hamhodera, [14, p. 759; 15, p. 

32, 289, 347, 364; 17, p.161; 20: D I, p. 452]; Hamazyuk, Hamul, Hamenko, 

Hamulyak [20: D And s.452]; Hamakshyn, Hambekov, Hambir, Hamdov, Hamza, 

Hamzolov, Hamilov, Haminevych, Khamitov, Hamitsevych, Hamlov, Hamruk, 

Hamul, Hamulin, Hamchych [21, 2, p. 286-287]; Hamid, Hamynych [15, s.328, 

388] Haminich [25, p. 2] rude [24, p. 342] Hamchuk [22, p. 302] Hamul (23, p. 2) 

Hamaydula, Hamalak, Hamal, Hamatdinov, Hamat, Hamatshyn, Hambikov, 

Hamenko, Khametov, Khamzayev, Khamzin, Hamzov, Hamylov, Hamyshyn, 



Hamizhenkov, Hamilovski, Haminskyy, Khamitov, Hamitsevych, Hamitser, 

Hamishyn, Hamkalov, Hamkin, hammam, Hamovnenko, Hamryk, Hamrik, 

Hamrin, Hamro, Hamul, Hamutynskyy, Hamutov, Hamutovskyy [26, s.876-877]  

According to the modern Ukrainian language dictionaries and 

zhyvomovnymy fixations to the word-formative jack ham words at this stage of 

language development are the following items: cads, boorish, Hamley, hamlyuha, 

hamovytyy, hamovyto, rudeness, boorish, and rude, and boorish, Hamul , oafish 

[8, t.11, p. 16; 42, p. 385] hamyty He is rude as if in his pocket, he lay back-jaw 

(AP, 02.14.2013, p. 16), and names of people living in what is now Ukraine.  

The word ham refers to stylistically colored vocabulary. The situation with 

regard to this has a very extraordinary: a word that comes from the biblical 

character, ie the so-called "high" style, because it acquired in the historic process 

of lexical meaning that characterizes man in bright negative trait passed to the 

reduced plan Ukrainian language and reflects realistic assessment of modern public 

relations: "we are all dissatisfied repugnant conditions of our social life. 

Oburyuyemos surrounding lawlessness and rudeness, greed and self-interest of 

people at the service of people. We want to avoid an indifferent doctor or a teacher 

who did not learn to love, respect and honestly think. Indifference sucks like a 

swamp. So how do we get out of impassable swamps? [HB, 2013, № 7-8, p. 16].  

Finally I want to express a wish to second meaning of the word in the near 

future has passed into the vocabulary of obsolete through the phenomenon of 

disappearance rudeness in Ukrainian society. This is possible when together, as 

advised Peter Ridge, print  

                               In their pure water - "mokrushnykiv!  

                               All yaryzhnykiv, nobles,  

                               Politicians and double-dealer,  

                               And all the hacks too.  

 

                               There are targets for wit  

                               This Sheregesh go and scams  



                               This gang of boors and detractors,  

                               It's dark and zany Hall.  

 

                               During the shelling of laughter - all libertines,  

                               All addicts, tillage,  

                               All rogues-deceivers  

                               And demagogues, liars. [16, p. 8]. 
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FEATURES STRUCTURING OF DERIVATIVE PARADIGMS NOUN - 

THE NAME TIME UNIT 

 У статті з позицій основоцентричного словотвору висвітлюються 

закономірності та особливості структурування словотвірних парадигм іменників-назв 

одиниць виміру часу (рік,місяць,тиждень, доба, день, година,хвилина, секунда), які у 

межах темпорального лексико-семантичного поля становлять специфічну лексичну 

мікросистему. Виділена для аналізу група темпоральних іменників репрезентує у мові 

такі відрізки часу, що мають точно визначені одиниці виміру і актуалізують концепти 

різного рівня узагальнення, між якими встановлюються відношення гіпоні-

мії.Дослідження словотворчого потенціалу іменників цієї лексико-семантичної групи слів 

здійснюється на концептуальних засадах про те, що:1) наповнення та склад словотвірних 

парадигм залежить насамперед від смислової структури твірного слова; 2) структура 

дериваційних моделей визначається динамікою денотативних, а в багатьох випадках і 

конотативних (асоціативних) сем в акті деривації; 3) для виявлення особливостей 

структурування словотвірних парадигмважливою є прагматика твірного слова, бо 

власне на основі його конотацій, прагматичних елементів, ознак, які безпосередньо не 

входять в семантику слова, воно часто бере участь в актах деривації.У статті 

доводиться, що знання закономірностей  семантичних трансформацій номінативної бази 

в актах деривації, при яких одні мовні форми послідовно перетворюються в інші, дозволяє 

виявити динамічний характер мови і створити структурно-семантичну типологію 

словотвірних парадигм. 

Ключові слова: основоцентричний словотвір, динамічний словотвір, дериваційний 

потенціал твірного слова, темпоральний іменник, словотвірна парадигма, структура 

словотвірної парадигми, зони словотвірної парадигми, словотвірне значення. 

  

Statement of the problem. Relevant in modern linguistic science dynamic 

aspect systematic study of word formation primarily aimed at the identification and 

description of derivational poten ¬ tsialu each lexical-semantic group (LSG) of all 

parts of speech and "provides for synchronous reconstruction formative process 

modeling and its realization" [4,32]. System Research in this area lead to the 

establishment of the composition derivative ¬ dyhm pair (SP) certain LSG and, 

consequently, the creation of structural and semantic typology of the joint venture.  

Thus, a characteristic feature of modern linguistic science is a departure 

from the study of linguistic phenomena in statics to study their dynamics in the 

process of generation. Today, no one is perhaps not surprising concept of "word-

like activity." Activity-aspect of the study of word formation as an important 

component of the language system is implemented in the context of functional 

description language. Therefore, the main trend of the latest research word creative 



semantics is an attempt to reflect its dynamic nature, time of formation, formation, 

development, mutual semantic categories in the komunikatsiyi.Same "semantic 

derivatology must examine the extent to which derivative semantic categories 

included in the process for preparing language streams, which flows a stream of 

human thought. A reliable foundation for solving this problem are the 

achievements in the area of study onomasiological structures of linhvalizatsiyi 

derivative means "[3, 84].  

Analysis of basic research and publikatsiy.Dynamizm language as one of the 

most important features of recognized and explored W. von Humboldt, I.A.Boduen 

de Courtenay, L.V.Scherba, M.Homskyy, D.M.Shmelov representatives of the 

Prague linguistic school researchers word formation, syntax and tekstotvorennya - 

AS Kubryakova, PA Sobolev, LV RPZ sugar, L.M.Murzin and others. The system 

of language and its grammatical system as a whole fully adequately capture the 

overall conceptual picture of the world. In reflection of the adequacy naive, 

intuitive painting world is dynamic character of language, which is caused by the 

variability of the facts of linguistic signs and their properties are mutual. The 

proposed Apresian YD understanding of language built right on account of these 

facts: "The set of objects constituting the system if they can be converted into each 

other by regular, fairly general rules" [1,74]. Submission of this understanding of 

vocabulary as a system of that particular part of it posed derived words (60% of the 

total), is only possible if we have available not only dictionary that describes it 

according to certain principles, but and certain rules interaction of values and rules 

of paraphrasing. Knowledge of patterns of semantic transformations nominative 

base in acts of derivation, in which some linguistic forms successively transformed 

into other, brings out the dynamic nature of the language.  

In modern Ukrainian linguistics research system derivational processes with 

regard to the function generators words, its semantic and derivational 

transformation in the process of derivation performed in the works Greshchuk V. 

and his followers. Scientists for the first time in his deryvatolohichnyh studies 

substantiate the theoretical derivation zasadyosnovotsentrychnoho, outlined its 



goals and objectives, made complete study Ukrainian vidprykmetnykovoho 

derivation [4, 7-8].  

Problem. Given the subject of study in this article the basic unit in 

osnovotsentrychnomu derivational word-building - Generating word - is seen as 

activity-substance word-building mechanism in action language. By word of 

generators is fixed functional status such word-formation unit that is capable of 

detecting depending vidsvoyeyi semantic structure and semantic category task 

certain derivative directed intentions, intentions, or updating a particular relevant 

for an act of derivation element smyslu.A therefore, content and structure of the 

joint venture depends primarily on the semantic structure of generators words. 

However, the structure of the derivative models determined by the dynamics 

denotative, and in many cases connotative (associative) Sam in the act of 

derivation. To identify the characteristics of the joint venture structuring 

importance of word-building osnovotsentrychnomu provided pragmatics of speech 

generators for their own based on its connotations pragmatic elements, features 

that are not directly included in the semantics of the word, it is often involved in 

acts of derivation, and the semantics of the original words, these elements found 

significant. Vocabulary in monolingual dictionaries contain, albeit inconsistently 

inherent connotation of the word, which help to understand the meaning of the 

original word. For example, age is associated with noun connotation "posted. 

Extremely long time, "on which there are derivatives vikuvaty verb" to be long, 

live anywhere; always, permanently, to be somewhere (the objects), "perpetuate" 

make memorable forever preserve the memory for posterity, "adverbs ever, 

forever, forever" always, always, always, "nouns pervovik" start ever , ancient time 

"peredvik" ancient, ancient times. " 

The main material. LSG temporal nouns are relatively small closed lek ¬ 

syko-semantic system. Within the temporal lexical-semantic field nouns year, 

month, week, day, day, hour, minute, second (next year - second) constitute lexical 

microsystem. Dedicated us to analyze temporal noun group is of particular interest 

because they represent in a language such spells with clearly defined units and 



topical ¬ zuyut concepts of different levels of aggregation, which establish the 

relation between Hippo ¬ Mia [10,38]: 60 seconds is minute, 60 minutes - an hour, 

24 hours - day, etc. These related in this LSG, because of its limited number of 

members have substantial character. They can be defined as the ratio of such close 

proximity values ce ¬ mantychnoyi interdependence, which is impossible without 

the existence of these words. This kind of "lexical-semantic fusion of language" 

[11.531]. In view of the interesting issues BY ¬ see how hiponimiyi apparent 

relation to the behavior of the derivative of these names ¬ ers.  

As nouns year - second ambiguous lek ¬ seven, the subject of our study is 

called nouns mostly his sense of "time unit". Between the linguistic status of an 

ambiguous word meaning and completeness of the joint venture each of the values 

is a direct correlation: the higher the status of the value that has a full SP 

[10,71,74-75]. This situation can be supplemented by data leksych ¬ tion 

compatibility - one of the key factors in the process of word formation: between 

value ¬ nite polysemantic token and its compatibility there is a clear correlation - 

the most time totni formula ¬ compatibility fixed for most frequency values [4,12].  

Regarding the morpheme structure generators nouns they synchronized view 

qualification ¬ forged as derivative, including the token hour, minute, week, which 

is etymologically outs of nouns of the same LSG. Joint analysis confirms these 

nouns in particular according Greshchuk V. that "for derivative behavior of 

generators affects not alone the complexity of struc ¬ word creative tours and 

nature of semantics, expressed her" [4,45,63]. Thus, the structure of the same type 

nouns hour, minute having different derivative potential. Since most of the events, 

actions and processes in everyday life are perceived in a time dimension, and 

within days the main countdown is in hours, from the point of view of logical and 

conceptual prerequisites derivation under the influence of extra-linguistic factors 

derivational base noun hour is more favorable for the emergence of derivatives 

than the noun minute.  

Temporal nouns year - second became the basis for the formation of four 

lexical-grammatical classes of words, nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. Thus, a 



typical SP-noun names of units of measurement time is four-substantively-

adjectival, verbal-adverbialnu structure.  

Desubstantyvni nouns are marked variety of word meanings ¬ generators 

(NW), and ways of creating word-formants. In substantive area of semantic 

positions are marked "medium temporal features", "abstract quality", "abstract 

number", "time value specification", "deminutyvnist (changed values pest ¬ 

portunities)", "stylistic modification".  

For vidsubstantyvnyh derivatives of general SZ "carrier temporal features" 

characteristic broad understanding of the signs, they are quantitatively small group 

and noted only in SP nouns month, day, hour. With more than half of these 

derivatives - Vice ¬ Rila vocabulary. Within the OT "carrier temporal 

characteristics" provides several lexical meanings derivative (LSZ): 1) "the names 

of specific subjects" (clock dial. Hodynar "clock" month "period. Edition"); 2) 

"The names of persons by occupation" (Deputy hodynyar, ist. Borrowed. Grew up 

with. Language batman, ist. Monthly "worker who hired a month," and 3) "the 

name of an insect" (ephemera); 4) "the name of a celestial body" (dial. O Lucifer 

"morning star"). These are derived desubstantyvy different word creative structure. 

Suffixal derivatives are derivatives of the first subgroup (nickname, ar), second 

(gully-schyk,-nik) and fourth (nyts'-) groups. Reported obsolete words, historical 

stylistically mar ¬ forged, the scope of their operation - colloquial, everyday 

speech, literature. Operation of the linguistic system as literary and dialectal 

variants of words is one of the causes of language in different doublets, including 

elliptical names such as watchmaker (by the clock) and hodynyar.  

The only compound nouns formed composition framework, accompanied by 

suffixes is the name of an insect ephemera (qty). Attempts to develop border ¬ 

literal and figurative meaning (something short-term, transient) due to one-day 

appearance yukstapozytametelyk.  

Suffixal desubstantyvdennytsya "Glory" is semantically isolated LSZ and is 

similar to the day star formation.  



Desubstantyvy of OT "abstract quality" found in SP nouns year, month, day, 

hour, minute. Certified derivatives substantyvy implement such LSZ: 1) "The 

name of the event, public events" (monthly, anniversary, agents, intensive); 2) 

"The specification of time meaning" (Eve, noon); 3) "the name of the compass" 

(south); 4) "name astronomical phenomena" (Equinox). Derivative first subgroup, 

and there are only six different derivational structure: suffixal 

desubstantyvmisyachnyk (nick); noun odenky (mnozh., Deputy.) "collection 

women winter days Handicraft" formed konfiksatsiyeyu (o-...-ing); suffixal 

composites first chyslivnykovoyu foundation agents, intensive, five-year plan (qty) 

and yukstapozytradio day. Derivatives second subgroup are: noun prefixes Eve 

(pre-); suffixal Composites tohodennya, present; complex noun noon formation ¬ 

attorney way to clean folding bases (first component - truncated stemming half-

half, interfiks u) and complex noun south "is the same as noon." Lexical-semantic 

structure of noun form two sub-lexical meaning. The second, "one of the four 

cardinal points" emerged from the first, when the sun is at its zenith is equal to ¬ 

Half of the solar day is the location of the sun gave the name to one of the cardinal 

points. It is locat ¬ nite keeps a noun as the name of the land south of the warm 

climate. Third and fourth group re ¬ presented each just one derivatives south and 

equinox. Vidsubstantyvnyy sufik ¬ greasy composite equinox - is semantically 

isolated formation, lexical-semantic structure which semantyzuyetsya paraphrase 

"when day is night." The content component Night has no direct counterpart in the 

morphological structure of derivatives. The second noun oc ¬ consisting of new 

composite is made by doubling the consonant base.  

Separate OT "abstract number" form compound nouns with second base - 

Anniversary (five years, centuries). N.F.Klymenko names are nouns abstract nouns 

keel ¬ bone. The composition is accompanied by a doubling of the foundations of 

the final consonant foundations and design inflection neuter-I. The question of 

motivation, as the N.F.Klymenko may be covered differently. On the one hand, a 

significant affinity seman ¬ tics of adjectives and nouns, and the possibility of 

formal verification motivation wit ¬ Kiv adjectives. That is why scientists are 



exploring the semantic structure of derivative nouns emyh ¬ analyzed in parallel 

with composite adjectives with the second-year basis. "The proximity of their 

semantics leads to the assumption that both adjectives and nouns motivation ¬ 

vuyutsya while the phrase" quantitative numeral + noun ". In this respect they have 

the same degree of pohidnosti. The semantics of this type combinations (eg three 

years, four years, fourteen years) in the composite adjectives and nouns transmit ¬ 

BY component "period of n years, or a period that lasts n years" [6,144]. In struc ¬ 

tour adjectives that component drawn suffix n, noun - a doubling in ¬ loud base.  

Semantic position "specification of time meaning" manifestovana compound 

word with the second noun base - temporal noun in the RV from nyny ¬ - and the 

1st component half (half, half) that are part of separate grammatical point of 

compound nouns of similar structure (pivkimnaty, half the battle, half the world). 

Component half combined with all analizova them ¬ generators words and 

performs clarifying, specifying a function that is important "half a period of time."  

Abstract nouns are much less common than nouns with subject-real value is 

the basis for the creation deminutyviv. Regarding nouns - names of units of 

measurement time as zresh ¬ Meanwhile, and most temporal nouns, almost all of 

them create derivative versions of it ¬ pestlyvosti value except noun month. This 

value is realized by different suffixes 1)-k-: minute, an hour; 2)-onk-: hvylynonka, 

hodynonka; 3)-ochk-: ce ¬ kundochka; 4) s-: denok, rochok. Value pestlyvosti 

enhanced the formation of sufik ¬ COM-onk.  

In the analyzed SP demonstrated only a noun stylistic modifications dnyna 

of polysemantic suffix-in-(eg, derived from the names of the specific items used to 

expres ¬ tion of lexical-derivative values individuality - bead, charcoal, parts 

subject - the heart, sternum, material, tissue - wood, bilkovyna etc..) that performs 

an expressive role. The lexical meaning of the original word is identical to the 

value of generators. Depending on the context of ex ¬ presyvnyy hue value can be 

combined with the positive assessment.  

Analyzed adjectives cha ¬ COBOL semantics that represent adjectival JV 

area can be characterized as a person and neosoby (monthly, annual, single-time ¬ 



ical, several months) or just neosoby (second, minute, odnohodyn ¬ tion, long, 

tsilotyzhnevyy) . The specificity of the formation of the semantics of adjectives 

derived from nouns - names of units of measurement of time is unique to this 

group, especially semantic ¬ east. Since time is one of the two forms of existence 

of matter (the second is space), then, first, the amount of referents scope - objects 

or phenomena which is inherent temporal feature prac ¬ cally unlimited, and, 

secondly, the time can be a sign of additional quantitative or qualitative ¬ ing 

character expression. Adjectives temporal semantics within the SI "total relative ¬ 

ness" can express: 1) a general indication by reference to the time of such 

derivatives ma ¬ tion LSZ "sign by reference to time, called generators of the 

word" means of implementation which are suffixes (minute, monthly, weekly); 2) 

temporal attribute, specified and supplemented quantitative and evaluative 

features, LSZ-derivatives "sign by reference to the time called noun composite 

basis and specified in the first basis" means imple ¬ mentation of this value, and 

thus differentiate various time relations advocates, accordingly, the composition 

framework, which is the dominant means of implementing OT in adjectival area.  

Derivatives of the first group are marked regularity. They are involved in the 

making of Sufi IAC ¬ n and -ov-/-ev-. Noun formed from a year suffixal derivative 

synonyms year and rock. This is derived through a different degree of assimilation 

of the basic semantics of the noun, and therefore differences in the formation of 

individual lexical meaning inherent in different spheres regarding the frequency 

and distribution operation in the language adjective for years.  

Derivatives of the second group are su ¬ fiksalnymy composites, the first 

foundations are comparable or quantitative or indefinite-cardinal (one, two, many 

more), or pronouns and adjectives, which are composites consisting of qualitative 

and the estimated value (each, a this, last, a): one-, long-term; previous year's, 

tselodnevnym etc. The value of the quantity and quality of such words has 

independent formative expression - passed an ad hoc basis. 

Thus, inter ¬ ratio of noun is the basis for quantitative / indefinite-cardinal 

adjectives and pronouns and adjectives in the composite formed in accordance with 



the amount of semantic ostannih.Taki composite adjectives in linguistics called 

quantitative evaluative [6, 191].  

  The first base in the composite adjective motivated phrase "cardinal + 

noun", specialized in terms of the exact number of signs. Only registered from ¬ 

Kiv second day and Ukrainian language dictionaries do not record similar 

derivatives. Although the texts spoken language encounters ¬ yutsya uncertified in 

dictionaries composite adjectives from these nouns. Time ¬ Toth their use is small, 

especially with traces of noun tokens basis of age, deryva ¬ tional capacity which 

is small. It depends on the specific functioning ¬ ing in the language of synonyms 

of night and day. Although nouns night and day "day" serving the same area of 

semiosis and is completely synonymous, but to say "day - a day" does not allow 

hiponimiyi ratio in which these words are. Noun day is used in two senses direct-1) 

of the light of day, and 2) age-while the second meaning of the word day has more 

frequency. The use of existing language resources has synonymous ¬ nomirnosti 

law. "If a certain sense, he must pass some of the lexical-semantic Vari ¬ Ants can 

be expressed by another token-synonymous, then the multiplicity of the model, 

which leads to uncertainty, the model assigned to the same lexical-semantic 

variants ¬ volume that has synonymous equivalents "[7, 12]. LES for this day is 

the noun "light of the day", the LSV is often absorbed derivatives, including signs 

¬ nicks. In fact, this part of the most productive days used by man, and in general, 

any event occurs at some particular day of the week, month, year, so this time 

dimension is most important for humans. This disparity in the status of the two 

meanings of the noun Day explains the limited functioning of the Ukrainian 

language noun day (to a literary character is included in a number of combinations 

of terms, as for example., Space age, earth day), as evidenced by lexical features 

(see [7 ]). Recent important to consider when analyzing the seman ¬ cal structure 

derived adjectives for the specificity of the semantics of the original word, and the 

person ¬ cially adjective, it appears that each "lexical meaning vychlenovuyetsya 

rather than paradigmatic, syntagmatic as" [4,57]. In this regard, AS Kubryakova 

justifies the concept as generators of word formation in the OT, which is "an 



attempt to reconcile the analysis of lexical and syntactic compatibility motivational 

words from you ¬ OT values and the formation of specific values of certain types 

of derivatives and compound words in a lively and constant interaction of the 

derivational models with components that fill it "[8,173-174].  

  Redistribution functions synonyms of specialization, lexical compatibility 

influence the formation of semantic word creative structure of their derivatives.  

  Certain ways of expressing the value and number of composites with the 

first adjective ¬ tion basis of a whole, in conjunction with noun bases year, week, 

day, day. The concept of "whole" implies the existence of a number of smaller 

parts. Specificity of Hippo ¬ nomic relations between nouns year - second imposes 

semantic constraints on the formation ¬ Rennes similar derivatives of other terms 

of this series is called the lower unit of measurement of time. Analyzed composites 

can be attributed to transient groups of words in which quantitative ac ¬ furnace 

can be classified in terms of quality, that is the foundation of a whole-number 

correlates with that ¬ MRC index, cf.: Tselodnevnym work "which took a whole 

day" and "the work big, heavy , effective. " 

  In JV nouns year and day of the first certified ad'yektyvy pronominal base 

¬ that you (Say), the adjectival past and old, which indicate the characteristics of 

objects, phenomena by reference to the time characteristic inherent in particular, it 

is not defined period of time. These composites are correlated with adjectival 

attributive-substantive Syntagma (this year, last year) in a given environment may 

qualify temporal sign in qualitative terms (previous year's canned "old" 

kozhnodenni chat "empty, tired").  

  A single formation in terms of semantic word creative is a complex 

structure with a characteristic adjective topical him only value "that attracts 

attention, fun for all at this time, now." He semantyzuyetsya phrase "noun + noun", 

namely idioms One Day "that attracts attention of all interested at this mo ¬ ment." 

Qualitatively-time at Sam adjective topical, compared with the previous 

derivatives is more pronounced.  

  Verbal zone manifestovana only two desubstantyvamy in SP noun Date:  



dnyuvaty and dnity. Within the OT "action by reference to the time, called 

traces basis" and the verb in its base dnity sformuva ¬ elk LSZ "take the signs that 

a characteristic time, called traces basis" and in dnyuvaty verb - "to spend time 

called traces basis. "In the Ukrainian language at Sam ¬ being variable (state) 

based on noun bases forms only suffix-i-, cf.: Vesnity, ¬ vecho Rita, zority, petrify, 

tumanity and under. [2.157]. Verbal derivative dnity characteristic stylistic 

markovanist, it is used primarily in speech fiction. Value dnyuvaty verb, as in other 

nebahatochyslenyh in Ukrainian language derived from these values established on 

the basis of temporal nouns (cf. winter, lituvaty), forming suffix-UEA-(orfohr.-

Yuva-). Apparently, the potential for the emergence of this model derivation and 

derivatives tyzhnyuvaty, rokuvaty but with logical and conceptual reasons 

impossible derived from nouns minute, hour, which means short periods of time. 

In objective reality action that is to hold someone (at least somewhat) time 

(somewhere with a purpose), characterized by the duration, extent, and therefore 

logically correlated with larger time intervals.  

  Time trait expressed adverbs derived adverbialnoyi zonyiz OT 

"adverbializovana sign" may characterize an action or phenomenon on the 

frequency, periodicity (every minute, every year), about the length of time (days, 

hours) and mean effect on its performance over time specifically (day last year / 

(y) vtorik today, day-day). Derived adverbialnoyi areas in terms of their semantic 

word creative structure consists of three groups. The former include composites of 

the first foundation that pronominal origin, which, together with all of the base 

noun-name timeframe reveals semantic specialization expressing temporal features 

- describes an action or occurrence at intervals, the frequency of its 

implementation. These adverbs vidsubstantyvni semantyzuyutsya periphrastic, 

lexical content which, in addition signified noun constitute additional components 

interpretations that are not directly explicate derivative derivative structure, but 

implikovani use of language generators hiponimiv words, "every year (month, 

etc.)" "once a year (monthly, etc.)," "always, often, always" (minute). Some of 

these adverbs characteristic morphological correlation, variation forms like every 



day - every day, every year - every year. These options indicate spivvidnosnist 

them with nouns in R.. or Z.  

  The second group of derivatives adverbialnoyi area suffixal form adverbs 

from homonymic ablative suffix-s (years, months, weeks, etc.) that characterize the 

effect of the phenomenon on the duration of the process in time and also marked 

regularity.  

  Adverb third group, and this morphologically simple adverbs day, Deputy. 

Today the and complex today, last year, a day or a day, specializing in 

emphasizing a certain time on a certain point.  

  Thus, the abstract nouns - names time unit is primarily looking for traces 1) 

nouns denoting temporal carrier features abstracted time value modification value 

pestlyvosti 2) adjectives with the meaning of general relativity and 3) adverbs to 

describe adverbializovanoyi temporal characteristics. Desubstantyvy typical noun-

noun names SP time unit is less than the regular formations of adjectival derivative 

and adverbialnoyi zones. Thus the substantive areas specific SP significantly differ 

in the number of words covered them, for example., The second noun substantive 

area - 3 words and noun Day - 11 words. The low activity of the first derivational 

because it borrowed token and means the least amount of time and, therefore, the 

importance of semantics of words in a small practice rights (countdown in seconds 

matter in narrow areas, for example., Physics, sports), while noun day serves as a 

base for the formation of derivatives in all areas of the joint venture and almost 

fully realized its potential derivative (him not only witnessed derivative of 

substantive areas, meaning "bearer of signs"). Substantive areas JV nouns week 

day does not manifestovani noun desubstantyvom. Among verbatyviv marked 

individual derivatives. This is due to specialization semantics generators nouns - 

names of units of measurement time. Transformation of substantive importance in 

procedural time is possible only on condition that the lexical-semantic structure of 

generators of certain additional semantic component that accompanies the basic 

temporal meaning. In LSG-second year such a feature of semantic structure is 

characterized by only a noun day between the values of which - "the light of the 



day" and "night" - is implikatsiynyy connection "part-whole". The value of the 

precedence over the value of a and has an additional characteristic feature - "light", 

which is inherent protsesualizatsiya as enabling the emergence verbatyviv. 

Lexical-semantic structure of nouns rest of LSG contains additional components 

semantics, which explains the lack of verbal structures of analyzed generators.  

  Conclusions. Research of structuring joint venture nouns, names of units of 

time measurement in a dynamic word-building aimed not only to study the 

processes of derivation, but also the establishment of onomasiological categories 

that are created by derivation. In turn, create derivative onomasiological categories 

on the basis of great significance for enriching vocabulary and its systematization 

and for tracing paths of the human mind.  

Thus, the study of semantic processes in acts of derivation confirms that "in 

language there are certain paradigmatic patterns: mark formed under the laws of 

word creative paradigm which is a combination of derivative models and is a 

regular type derivative relations. Although violations of regularity derivational 

relations paradigm exists and we pidkoryuyemos its laws, creating new words. 

Thus, a sound set of chosen not by chance, but by the laws and vnutrishnoyiformy 

slovotvirnoyiparadyhmy. In мовіпереважаютьневипадкові signs "[9, 9.10]. 

However, the nature of the symptoms depends on the type of nominative semantic 

relation between generators and derived words. Uniformity derivational relations 

based on common semantics of a word generators LSG. Each paradigm (typical 

derivational paradigm) is represented by certain types of derivative 

vidnoshen.Semantychna interpretation of the derivative behavior of generators 

words can explain the lack of derivatives of a CoP within the joint venture, to 

identify the factors that influence the extent to which the word-building potential 

of a word LSG, find features structuring their JV. 
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LITERATURE AND PHILOSOPHY TRADITIONS IN THE ETHNIC AND 

CULTURAL SPACE 

У змісті статті наголошено, що в контексті літературно-філософської традиції 

крізь призму аналізу етнокультурного виміру українського виховного ідеалу важливе місце 

займають питання, пов’язані з ідеалом ‟нової людини”, достатньо глибоко зануреної в 

глибини національного світобачення і, разом з тим, широко відкритої до досягнень 

європейської духовної культури. Аналізується проблема сутності, розвитку, становлення 

ідеалу особистості в контексті літературно-філософської традиції та проблема 

осмислення моральних та естетичних засад людського буття, життєсвіту людини як 

ціннісно-смислового універсуму культури. 

Ключові слова: літературно-філософська традиція, етнокультурний вимір, 

буття, життєвий світ, особистість. 

 

  

Problem definition and its relationship with scientific and practical tasks. At 

present we have a change of ideological, cultural paradigms, values, way of 

organizing human activity and attention of scientists increasingly attracting the 

man of her life-world, which is a combination of the experience of everyday life, 

including the perception of material and symbolic bases of human activity. As part 

of the need to develop this problem are the features of the national elite, the 

understanding of literature as undifferentiated ideological and philosophical 

system. The philosophical study of the Ukrainian writers to exercise from the 

perspective of understanding literature as a kind of philosophizing neteoretychnoyi 

form in which the leading face the problem of human existence, including 

educational ideal as the ideal individual.  

Analysis of recent research and publications, which discuss this issue and 

relied upon by, the allocation of unsolved aspects of the problem, which the article 

is devoted. Current research literary tradition in ethnocultural terms highlight the 

problems that are filled with deep philosophical meaning, which reflected the 

ideological and mental peculiarities of national culture, it is known that the 



spiritual aspects of human development has been characterized by philosophical 

thought throughout its development. The problem of ideological and philosophical 

reflection of the inheritance of the Ukrainian literary figures of Gogol, Ivan Franko 

V.Vynnychenko Lesya Ukrainian highlighted in modern scientific quests in the 

light of identifying the main components of the search problem in the field of 

national identity formation philosophical outlook: A.Bychko, Zabuzhko, 

P.Kralyuk, L.Hamal, A.Pashuk, O.Petriv. Analysis of historical and philosophical 

aspects of educational ideal in the works of Ukrainian writers is a continuation of 

the historical and philosophical studies on the issue of identity formation, 

particularly the problems of moral and ethical aspects: M.Kultayeva, 

K.Shvartsman, A.Bychko.  

In this paper we vidshtovhuyemosya also on a broad understanding of the 

essence of education - in addition to knowledge "technical features" the formation 

of certain traits of human personality (which also directed the whole educational 

process in general) - especially in the context of the formation of the person seen in 

the works I.V.Bychka, P.I.Hnatenka, V.S.Horskoho, A.Zaluzhnoyi, V.Skotnoho; 

understanding of the problems of the ideal concept of national education 

I.Zyazyuna, H.Volynky, O.Vyshnevskoho, Yu.Rudenka, Yu.Rymarenka.  

For example, in the monograph Zaluzhniy A. "The moral and aesthetic principles 

of human life world" presents basic situation of humanities philosophical direction 

for coverage moral and aesthetic parameters of the life world as human values and 

universe meanings of culture Modus existential "authenticity-nespravzhnist" 

human existence [5].  

The wording of the purposes of Article (problem). The purpose of the article 

is to highlight the nature, development, formation of the ideal personality in the 

context of literary and philosophical tradition of understanding and analyzing the 

problems of moral and aesthetic foundations of human existence, human life world 

as a universe of values and meanings of culture.  

The main material with full justification of scientific results. In the context 

of philosophical and literary tradition concerning the definition of personal 



measuring identity formation important are issues related to the life-world of man, 

the ideal of the "new man" of national worldview. Certainty phenomenological life 

world play an important role in addressing the social orientation of the individual. 

In this regard, the plausible view is that man as the bearer of spiritual love 

perfectly fine, watching it can not "live a miserable life", as a pure contemplation 

creates nothing, as true virtue [5, 9].  

Educational ideal in the philosophical sense - is determined by time and 

space, such a model of personality that is in harmony with the social whole and is 

reflected in the free and universal of human existence. Ideal as a general form 

tsilepokladayuchoyi activity as an idea, an image of the perfect social life appears 

in various forms of public spiritual life - social, political, moral and aesthetic. 

Importance of the problem of providing educational ideal of a close connection 

with the sphere of ethics and aesthetics: the ideal is treated as a moral idea of moral 

perfection, the ideal aesthetic as specific perceptual representation of the beautiful 

art and life. Among the important but not processed philosophical problems is the 

problem of analyzing educational ideal in the light of comprehension of literary 

and philosophical tradition that reflects existing social being.  

Today, as we seek to understand the past, when there was the formation of 

Ukraine as an independent state when you find guidelines for the future - need 

some synthesis and insightful look into the soul of the people, as reflected in the 

national character. National educational ideal should follow from universal, it 

affirming universal values, complemented by the features that are inherent in the 

mentality of the people, their identity as a person "enters humanity through 

national identity - as an individual person, not abstract, like Russian, German, 

Englishman. Man can not skip a grade being, so she would be impoverished and 

spustoshylasya. National human - more and nothing less than a man, it is the 

generic features and man in general, and individual national characteristics "[1, 4]. 

In turn, the educational ideal of the people depends on the government, philosophy, 

religion, morality, on the level of culture and mentality of Ukrainian studies as a 

specific worldview of our nation is not possible without an analysis of the 



components that are included in this integrative concept. Thus, one of the 

important features that characterize the mentality of the people is his idea of value 

as human beings.  

Given the national revival of Ukrainian culture, changing social targets more 

high demands to the individual, his needs, desires. It becomes clear the role of each 

individual, the individual as an active creator of new. Tradition combined with the 

development of human culture, with the "creation" of the mind and body of moral 

and intellectual education of the individual, comes back to antiquity and constantly 

recreated in modern times. This tradition considers man not as a "product" of 

nature, but as a "product" of education aimed at "cultivating" in her individual 

skills, abilities, skills and attitudes that enable life in society. And if in the process 

of "recycling" of nature culture is created things, through the prism of education 

emerging culture of people, people themselves - as a cultural society. Each specific 

people through its national education system seamlessly keeps themselves in their 

children, henezuye national spirit, mentality, character, psychology, traditional 

family and consumer culture, way of life. Ukrainian people, with their ethno-

national characteristics, their purpose, on the basis of Christianity and European 

culture creates a Ukrainian national educational ideal. In this case, you can not 

ignore change according to changes in historical conditions of the nation, but we 

can not forget that every nation is the "personality" of their biological, 

psychological and philosophical qualities of character which reflect themselves in 

the culture of the people. In a famous Ukrainian cultural figure I. Lysiak-

Rudnitskogo read that "national character is identical with the original way of life, 

a set of cultural values, rules of conduct and system of institutions that are inherent 

in this nation .., each nation has its own path of development, and their own 

experience life that ends with his ideals of life "[6, 9 - 10]. Of course, all these 

problems are for us not only abstract but also some specific character - is expressed 

primarily in the fact that in terms of the creation of the national state and the 

revival of national culture itself educational ideal in any way associated with the 

problem of national identity. It is therefore necessary to understanding the 



ideological foundations of Ukrainian national education and educational ideal that 

stems from them, while there is a need to look into the creative legacy figures of 

Ukrainian culture containing undoubted educational potential, which we need to 

identify, analyze, identify with the era of creation and the present day, while 

interpreting this potential given the vicissitudes of fate and identity of the author, 

the context of the era, all created by him before and after the test piece.  

Necessary in the present is not only a general understanding of the issues 

and an understanding of ideological and philosophical views of the thinkers who 

influenced particularly active in making the ideals of national culture. It is one of 

the ways by which a person tends to itself in the light of its relationship to the 

"other" - this shows the internal differentiation of the human world. Is specious 

words of our contemporary Alla Zaluzhniy that language representation of the 

world gets the status of hermeneutic universe, where special emphasis is put on 

paradyhmalnist aesthetic experience and aesthetic affirmation relation to the world 

where aesthetic - no way intervention in the world, and form dorefleksyvnoho 

setting the world [5, 40] For example, a new artistic concept of being original 

Lesya Ukrainian embodied in the moral and ethical sphere, including copyright 

ideological emphases focus is usually on a plane man, his identity. Epoch, which 

accounts for Ukrainian Lesia, there is increased attention to moral issues, global 

review of the major philosophical categories in the aesthetics of the time needed a 

new balance of specific and universal, personal and social. The era of the late XIX 

- early. XX century is characterized by activation of philosophical pursuit of 

Ukrainian culture, including literature, and a tendency to Lesya Ukrainian 

philosophical understanding of reality was noted by many researchers. The object 

of general interest in the culture of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

are philosophical aspects of human consciousness; rich spiritual world of 

contemporary, strong passions and subtle emotions attract attention of poets-

lyricists. Imperatives time fully dealt with and the creation of a new type of man, 

harmonious personality, and "historical and cultural conditions of Ukrainian 

philosophy helped develop distinctive, personal, existential philosophizing 



kordotsentrychnoho type, which is one of the dominant national ideological and 

philosophical mentality" [3, 58 ]. Those "dominant" may be a kind of "key" to the 

interpretation of the existential problems of the works of Ukrainian writers, and 

"symbolic thinking" (with M. Yevshan) determines the ideal person, not by 

accident heightened attention to the linguistic dimensions of human isolates of the 

world the importance of literature as a place , where we use a form of thought 

images, most expresses and manifests itself as phenomenological philosophy in its 

non-classical constructions significant role to moral and ethical discourse, thereby 

causing ontologization not only aesthetic but also moral sphere.  

The problem of the ontological status of consciousness, as we know, there is 

always intentional, aimed at the world in existence ("there is in the world"), 

identifies the need to return to the intentionality inherent in consciousness, and it is 

self-identification. Self-evident understanding of the world, based on the 

experience of life projects, linguistic practices, attitudes, beliefs, traditions, and 

certainly significant confidence that given to man directly outside the theoretical 

and categorical relationship to the world, receives representatives of the 

phenomenological movement peculiar interpretation. His thesis can be summarized 

as "life world - a world of human language and culture" [5, 53 - 54]. Shaping 

ideological orientations - a problem that is not amenable to precise analysis, since 

all knowledge becomes part of philosophy, if knowledge is focused on human 

existence and participates in the formation of her position in life. Valuable 

Component outlook suggests that the outlook is not only knowledge, but also the 

attitude of man to the world, to others, to himself. This outlook is becoming the 

core of the activity center and semantic relation of man to the world in its heuristic 

capacity doubling of the world, when practical activities vytlumachuyetsya not in 

the narrow sense of the labor act, but as a way to transform the world according to 

the highest ideals. In rating outlook comes a man of peace, self-help and the 

chance of designing desirable situations in life, the formation of goals and values, 

understanding their interests. Ideological and anthropological orientation domestic 

philosophical thoughts were centered particularly the one reality that is able to 



transform the natural reality of the human world, the world of culture and the 

living world. Ideology becomes semantic center, which determines the 

implementation deyatelnostnuyu man in the world, offers ways of improving the 

source and providing them with creative character, outlook and outlook are 

essential forms of human orientation in the world. Ideology is not limited to 

theoretical knowledge, as it defines the goals, ideals, meanings of human existence, 

which involved the essential powers of man and various forms of consciousness.  

In recent years, philosophers and literary scholars are actively debate the merits of 

the main categories of existentialism, ways to transition from the philosophical 

sphere of the literary. The generally consider his treatment as "directly philosophy 

of the twentieth century. Focused on the analysis of specifically human mode of 

existence, that is, direct experience of the man himself and his situation as" being-

in-the-world "that is specifically and taper -" here and now ". Update 

methodological culture of contemporary philosophical discourse, finding the 

newest trends in the historical and philosophical understanding of knowledge 

related to the phenomenon that is an inherent part and the result of any scientific 

research and philosophical reflection - the phenomenon of text. In this regard, 

relevant thesis seems that the problem of intertextuality is crucial to highlight the 

features of moral and aesthetic horizon of human life world in its semantic, textual 

and intersubjective dimensions [5, 84]. Highlighting the ontological foundations of 

a new ethics and aesthetics in the implementation of the truth of being, they should 

be considered in the light of strengthening the moral and aesthetic meanings 

eventfulness human existence in the world, which inevitably requires ownership 

rights to truth, Aletheia and its correlation with being [5, 126]. After all, human 

subjectivity is internal content of social and cultural identity as it defines the 

activities and there is a condition of social objectivity. Philosophical analysis of 

culture (literature as a form of philosophizing neteoretychnoyi) in the ideological 

aspect allows to understand culture as a universal reality of human existence, 

which determines the range of practical and spiritual understanding of the world 

and the possible outlook and human produces positive outlook of moral orientation 



and becomes a significant determinant of the effectiveness of moral principles in 

human ness.  

The origins of the original vivid picture of human identity in the heritage 

of Ukrainian thinkers lie in rethinking the conceptual relation of human nature, but 

also remarkable philosophical and literary style of Ukrainian writers is that every 

personal issue, increasing to major epochal generalizations assumes a certain value 

only to the extent its social significance, the indissoluble unity of the personal and 

universal, "their" and "alien" are inherent creativity Ukrainian thinkers. Major 

artistic and philosophical creativity plane Ukrainian thinkers - Ivan Franko, Lesya 

Ukrainian, Volodymyr Vynnychenka Uliana Kravchenko - a plane of reality and 

the ideal, reality and dreams, thoughts and emotions, events and entities. Within 

these planes there is an innovative interpretation of values and their mutual 

correlation. In true, neshytnomu even dedication to spiritual liberation of man to 

act for the benefit of human thinkers saw the appointment of his literary image. 

Hardness, formidable spirit is, for example, based Lesyni existentialism, poet 

convinced that I will break the test is not as strong temper the spirit of a person, a 

personality in the artistic heritage of Lesya Ukrainian constantly open for self-

introspection, creativity, acutely aware of the need to formulate and solve current 

issues days.  

Ukrainian thinkers have come to a new understanding of the ideal and as a 

result, the dominant life act, proactive, and achieve the ideal of spiritual harmony 

is possible only under conditions of different tests strazhdan.Kontseptsiya social 

identity, which is found in the heritage of Ukrainian thinkers, presents the best 

human qualities - integrity nature, public dedication, willpower, Promethean 

spiritual impulse, courage, pride, also important in the artistic and philosophical 

concept of the new man is the problem of spiritual freedom osobystosti.S.Hatalska 

cites the opinion of modern literary N.Fray that the artistic personality of the writer 

significant extent implemented in the processing and understanding of legacy 

themes, forms and pryyomiv.Podibnist, and roll relationships that exist between 

the works of one kind or genre in the works of different artists, so numerous and 



significant, showing some signs of steel, structural invariants which N.Fray calls 

"literary matrix" [4, 110]. Actually, this "matrix" is perhaps the most important 

philosophical issue that excites mankind for centuries - an awareness of the relative 

validity of their beliefs, and their unwavering assertion - that distinguishes a 

civilized man from "barbarian." also important is "for man and society ... giving 

full freedom to human nature to its spread in countless and contradictory ways" [2, 

232]. majority of Ukrainian writers carry their heritage study of the world as a kind 

of integrity in its development and contradictions, showing considerable interest in 

the man, conditional model sketching spiritually independent, active individual 

individualistic samozahlyblennya.Tsym they form the characteristic features of 

existential view of the world with all the wealth of internal "movement of the 

individual."  

  Findings from this study and recommendations for further research in this 

direction. Philosophical reflection is focused on aesthetic comprehension not so 

much for knowledge as for the purpose of strengthening human existence and 

those moments of being, which is manifested in all human life in its contradictions 

tragedy or comedy, fall or rise, as some states, moments of human existence may 

be the same majestic, like life itself. In the context of literary and philosophical 

tradition regarding treatment of personal measurement Ukrainian educational ideal 

important are issues related to the ideal of the "new man" enough deep dives into 

the depths of the national and world view, however, is wide open to spiritual 

achievements of European culture. In this regard, it is reasonable to study 

philosophy Ukrainian idea what is becoming peculiar determinant of educational 

paradigm in the Ukrainian tradition. 
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METAPHORICAL WORLD PICTURE IN WESTERN UKRAINIAN 

PROSE OF 20-30 YEARS OF XX CENTERY 

    У статті розглядаються метафори  у їх конструктивних взаємозв’язках і 

смислотворчих функціях, що виявляються в межах  ідіостилю. Дослідження ідіостилю 

авторів, штучно вилучених із історії української літератури, є одним із провідних завдань 

сучасної лінгвопоетики. Виявлено  риси метафорики західноукраїнських письменників, 

досліджено особливості індивідуально-авторської реалізації традиційних образів із 

метафоричною і символічною семантикою. Уточнюються теоретичні положення щодо 

мовної, концептуальної картин світу. 

        Ключові слова: ідіостиль,  мовна картина світу, концептуальна картина світу, 

метафора, символ,  народнопоетичний символ, метафорична картина світу. 

 

Formulation of the research problem and its significance. Cognitive 

approach to language learning today is becoming extremely popular and 

promising. Linguists became clear that human language is much bigger and deeper 

than it orthoepic, lexical-semantic, syntactic system. It is seen as linking element 

between the individual and the mentality of the nation to which it belongs. Thanks 

language may not only find this link at this stage, but to follow its development 

during the entire history of the nation and society. All elements of folk culture is 

reflected in the language of a particular people, which is different from the others 

because of the specific reflection in her world and man in it [1].  

The image of the world, embodied in the language corresponding to the 

concept of "language world" (in the terminology of American kohnityvistiv - 

"conceptualization of the world contained in the language"). The origins of abstract 

language world are V.Humboldtu, who claimed that "every natural language is 

typical only for her review of the world." "Every language, designating certain 

items actually works: it creates for the people who are its carrier picture of the 

world" [4].  

One of the priorities of modern linguistics research is in line with the 

cognitive paradigm. In particular, the research focuses on the linguistic picture of 

the world, which is closely related to metaphor as a means of creating it. The study 



of metaphor is important because it relates to humans and language, namely 

thinking reflects the interdependence of the features of the language 

implementation. There is a need to study the conceptual metaphor as a cognitive 

process that reflects and generates new concepts and a precondition for obtaining 

new knowledge [5, 17-21].  

The relevance of the study of metaphors and symbols as structural and 

semantic phenomena and means verbalized knowledge and mastery of the world is 

determined by what they are, first, most clearly manifest processes characteristic of 

the relevant phase of the development of literary language; secondly, to 

characterize features of the interaction of individual and collective culture in 

general and its specific manifestations conceptualized in particular; third, reflecting 

the specificity of individual attitude and its implementation in the artistic and 

aesthetic forms. Cognitive research metaphorical patterns in texts associated with 

the need to continue a detailed study of the patterns of metaphorical modeling in 

artistic discourse on the importance of the study of metaphorical modeling as an 

essential aspect of diastole writer.  

An analysis of recent studies of the problem. Modern understanding of the 

language picture of the world as presented Yu.D.Apresyana as follows. Each 

language reflects a certain way of perceiving and conceptualizing the world. 

Displayed value it creates a coherent system of beliefs, a kind of a collective 

philosophy, which is mandatory for all speakers. Language-specific way of 

conceptualizing reality - partly universal and partly nationally specific, as speakers 

of different languages may see the world differently through the prism of their 

languages [3, 43].  

The theoretical justification for the problem of perceiving the world in the 

form of linguistic world view gives B.O.Serebrenikov in "The role of human 

factors in speech. Language and world view. "Its author sees the conceptual model 

of the world more than language. Painting the world - that's what draws people in 

the world of his imagination - the phenomenon is more complex than the language 

world. [7]  



H.A.Ufimtseva Russian linguist, says that the conceptual model of the world 

contains the information presented in concepts, and language-based model of 

knowledge are embodied in semantic categories, drawn from the words and 

phrases differently structured in a particular field of a particular language. The 

basis of verbal language picture of the world is a representation of the overall 

picture of the world by means of language (Serebryanikovym) [7].  

T.H.Nikitina understands the conceptual view of the world is not only a 

system of basic logical categories that are universal. At the "lower floors" 

conceptual world view certainly, in its view, find reflection national peculiarities 

attitude, worldview and understanding of the world. [7]  

Researchers emphasize the linguistic picture of the world in its following 

features: Every nation has some differences in their language world. Language 

world is secondary in nature, anthropomorphic in focus. V.M.Teliya presents 

linguistic picture of the world as the information scattered around the conceptual 

framework and relate to the same concepts by manipulating linguistic values. The 

scientist said that language world has no clear boundaries, as her place on the 

conceptual model of the world can be defined as the periphery [8].  

Each linguistic unit focused on conceptual space environment, becoming a 

speech expression of a fragment. But as a conceptual picture of the world (and 

hence its fragments) - something dynamic, not static, the linguistic units that reflect 

her suffer all sorts of changes and acquire conceptual meanings that extend the 

semantic field of a linguistic sign. As a result, the latter function is often just as 

word-nomination of one or more of linguistic values, and the word - a cultural 

concept.  

The purpose of the article: find the place and role of metaphor in the works 

of Western writers 20-30s of the twentieth century; describe the individual authors 

shaped parallel as constituents of structural and semantic organization of a literary 

text.  

The main material. The theory of cognitive linguistics (M. Johnson, G. 

Lakoff, though. Fokone, ND Arutyunov, IM Kobozeva, ES Kubryakova AP 



Chudinova, etc.). Considers metaphor as a basic mental operation as a way of 

knowing, structuring, evaluation and explanation of the world. Man is not only 

expressed their opinions by means of metaphors, using them to decorate his style, 

but thinks metaphors, recognizes via metaphors that world in which he lives, and 

seeks to recreate the paintings of the language [10, 57].  

According Z.D.Popovoyi if our minds information contained in the 

concepts, the language is coded using metaphors. After all, "a description of the 

past that have passed forever from our feelings - all of the world, - the 

metaphorical" [6, 20]. A number of universal cognitive patterns displayed in units 

of natural language and, in particular, metaphors, since "every metaphor - a small 

detail, subtle piece of glass in a huge mosaic, but this image - an implementation 

available to the public consciousness models. Metaphorical mirror does not reflect 

the real state of action, and its perception of national consciousness "[6, 211]. 

Accordingly, the metaphor contains knowledge about the world. When trying to 

interpret the language world images of a concept contained in the metaphor, like a 

"skip" through language material, creating some metaphorical field, giving the 

basis for a new kind of thinking, which is based on cognitive processes 

kontseptulizatsiyi. This metaphorical conceptualization allows one to understand 

the field of knowledge in the light of the other. This ability gives the basis of 

conceptual metaphors identified in the system of the world has one of its 

components - the metaphorical view of the world. The feasibility of isolating 

N.V.Chendey explains that, by analogy to the linguistic and conceptual picture of 

the world the term "metaphorical picture of the world" contains information about 

the complex structure bahatosmyslovyh values that thanks to the metaphorical 

nature harmoniously. [9]  

The basic structure of an individual is a fiction author's model of the world. 

Individual penmanship is highlighted through such concepts as "individual 

consciousness", "outlook writer", "language world", "decode literary text", 

"antropotsentrychnist." Anthropocentric nature of artistic discourse makes its use 

for modeling linguistic identity. Individual art and language world is a feature of 



aesthetic comprehension of reality. It is a phenomenon determined by the 

interaction of several factors: on the one hand, the separation of the dominant 

artistic style of the text, on the other - it grows out of the national language and its 

vocabulary reflecting human comprehension of folk and world shaped by the 

traditions of artistic speech of his aesthetic guidance, the ratio between diastole 

writer and norms popular language, the concept of style era. Therefore, analyzing 

the linguistic creativity of the writer be aware of subjective and objective factors of 

its formation.  

Features of the language world of Western writers during the 20-30s of the 

twentieth century are in almost pagan revival of natural phenomena. This pillar 

match metaphor to describe the astral world model. Among them, the metaphor of 

the component star. Constructing a form of a star, the authors rely on archaic 

mythological views ancestors turn to traditional figurative comparisons, using the 

experiences of artists precursor actively use transfer schemes are popular among 

symbolist currents. With the way the star textually contact metaphor: the 

M.Cheremshyna - Dawn prymruzhylys of shame in Lepkyy - star not looked for 

such transgressions and not told in the sky, the star of rough borykalasya rain 

clouds in V.Stefanyk - Dawn laugh.  

Metaphors of the solar component, of course, belong to the dominant 

diastole authors. Celestial bodies and phenomena are not static text, they do not 

form a situational background and advocate of active force that can influence the 

feelings, symbolize social processes.  

Referring to the image of the sun, the writers emphasize its role not only 

sunlight. This is - a source that fills with light, joy, hope, human soul and life. This 

is the basis of everything that is happening in the world, this life that exists only 

because of its energy. Metaphors in the image of the sun becomes a composite 

function, semantic and emotional meaning: dawn sun scattered profuse, bright 

tresses (M.Yatskiv) Sun vykupalosya in the river and the village itself on 

smerechyni (M.Cheremshyna) Sun vymascheni combed his head a golden comb, 



Sun running around ... cabinets, chests on ... (B.Lepkyi), sun chepurylo Bottling 

gold thy whole nature of light (O.Turyanskyy).  

West-writers resort to the use of such imagey parallels in which the sun is 

compared to a person, plant, mirror. For example, the interpretation of the 

archetypal models carrying the "sun - mirror" seen in Lepkyy: vylyskuvalosya sun 

like a silver mirror.  

In metaphorical worldview of Western writers sky concept - psychologised 

image that affects the development of a work, the characters and attitudes 

compared to the common values becomes a work of art in individual copyright 

pryroschen: sky sigh, sky yawns (M.Cheremshyna), the sky began to cry 

(I.Fylypovych) zlyakalos the sky, the sky jam very low to the ground, prymostylos 

tops of the heavens and kameneet Media and cold looking at the ground 

(O.Turyanskyy). These metaphors are at the epicenter of events, pictures of nature, 

life and the characters. Sky creates a kind of background space time. Compared 

with data dictionaries (Sky 1. Visible above the ground airspace in the form of a 

dome. 2. According to religious beliefs - the seat of gods, angels, saints, the 

afterlife, heaven (SUM, 5, 340), in the language of Western authors sky developed 

a contextual values that have expanded the common semantics.  

Observations on the nature of art full of sophistication, a revelation that 

could be perceived as separate thumbnails. They help to better understand the deep 

penetration intuitive writers in the mystery alive and beautiful. In the descriptions 

of nature in western masters of words often used welcome contrast (sea and sky, 

dead and living, sunshine and darkness, etc.), personification, metaphor and so on. 

Unexpected paths, angles create vivid images memorable. Celestial bodies and 

phenomena are not static text, they do not form a situational background and 

advocate of active force that can influence the feelings, symbolize social processes.  

In the works of Western writers find original metaphor of keyword clouds, 

mountains, rivers. In M.Cheremshyna - tops of mountains prymruzhuvaly the sun 

their big eyes, praying mountains above the village, the forest whispers a prayer 

over the dead, forests shook their heads in O.Turyanskoho - black cloud covered 



the sun jealous in V.Stefanyk - gray clouds zakamenily. Their use results from 

cognitive-linguistic human activities, which are marked features of the worldview 

and cultural environment. This is especially evident in the mass transfer 

syntagmatic and associative potential of linguistic units involved in the process of 

metaphor.  

Metaforychnaa world view of Western authors not conceived without 

keyword woods. Wood - a life fate zahidnoukrayiskoho land, he was surrounded 

by people from early childhood to death. This is something living, viable, without 

which it is impossible to imagine the fate of the man of the countries. For example, 

M.Cheremshyna - forest whispers a prayer over the dead in O.Turyanskoho - wood 

is not silent, intercepted human screams, screaming, cursing, in Lepkyy - forest ... 

looked in a pond, KUPAVA their heads in M.Yatskova - forest scurried their 

stories and stelyv longing for the village. Multidimensionality and functional-

semantic significance of the word forest is reinforced by the fact that the writers 

this is the way by which writers recreate human sentiments.  

The image of the soul is crucial to the understanding of Ukrainian 

spirituality. A characteristic feature of the aesthetic image of the soul tend to 

materialize, opredmechennya spiritual substances. Typical reception of image - a 

symbolic defeat of the soul: the soul is aching soul froze. With the way the soul is 

fixed on the ability to perceive spiritually immaterial substances: information, 

feelings, resulting in a rare binarmy soul, the soul is agitated. Accordingly, the soul 

can be 'addressee' feelings, emotions, other important information.  

Keyword as anchor elements some metaphorical structures the violin, house, 

window, tower. In deploying composite narrative these words are the basis for the 

intensification of multidimensional images. For example, in O.Turyanskoho - look 

out the white face houses belfry moans, reeling; in Lepkyy - zyrkaly window, 

looked interesting; in V.Stefanyk - windows posliply and bells are numb; 

M.Cheremshyna in - house blinking; Violin screamed; hmurylysya window. Thus, 

the essential feature of these words as cross-cutting component of creativity 

Western writers is that the semantic structure of most of them within the 



associative-semantic field clearly traced three-dimensional artistic and imaginative 

pidtekstove value. These words are semantically multidimensional mostly 

symbolic.  

In the works of writers of the 20-30s of the twentieth century. witnessing a 

new level of development of metaphorical realities of the world, changing the scale 

of evaluation on traditional figurative coordinates that define the national outlook 

and attitude Ukrainian, a new type of metaphor in which the perception of the 

world reflected in western modernist writers.  

Conclusions. In Fiction writer, learning the common resources sets new 

hierarchical associative and semantic relationships according to plan, the aesthetic 

ideal and artistic patterns. As a result, the usual semanty ¬ ka word is enriched 

with new contextual nuances. In the works of Western writers developed a system 

of metaphorical word-formation, which is caused by such diverse phenomena as 

experienced dramatic situation, civil position, literary credo, creative method, 

philosophical belief of the authors. Most authors prohibits simplification of reality 

itself, establishes the complexity of reality play, referring to the metaphor as a way 

of understanding reality, which interact tradition and innovation, the archetypal 

and modern, and well-established, individual images. Various means of expressing 

metaphor in the works of Western writers describing its ability to penetrate the 

different semantic levels of language system and reveal the most important features 

of metaphors - be an indicator of evolutionary changes affecting linguistic and 

conceptual world view that human consciousness constitute cognitive unity. 
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Марія Проць (Дрогобич) 

THE FEATURES OF READING LESSONS IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

USING THE COMPUTER  

У статті розкриваються завдання уроків літературного читання як одного з 

основних компонентів розвитку мовленнєвої діяльності школярів. Вказується, що 

готуючись до уроків літературного читання, вчитель повинен окреслити структуру 

уроку та підібрати основні методи навчальної роботи, серед яких доцільними і 

перспективними є упровадження інформаційно-комп‘ютерних технологій. Поруч із 

позитивними аспектами використання комп’ютерів у навчанні школярів розкриваються 

й негативні фактори. 

Ключові слова: літературне читання, інформаційно-комп‘ютерні технології, 

читацька компетентність, комунікативна і пізнавальна компетентність, 

психопатологічні симптоми, соматичні порушення. 

 

School subject "readings" is one of the subjects in which the process of 

learning, on the one hand and on the other - reading is a means of learning. Its 

main purpose is to develop readers' competence younger pupils, which is the basic 

component of communicative and cognitive competence, introducing students to 

children's literature as an art of speech, to prepare them for the systematic study of 

the course literature in the elementary school. [1]  

Reading - one of the main components of speech activity of students, one of 

the important means of identity formation. It is therefore important to elementary 

school students to form the technical side reading, ability to work with different 

types of texts, to ensure maximum impact on student work.  

In world practice, reading is considered the main form of mastering a wide 

range of contextual and emotional information, especially the means of mental and 

spiritual development.  

Reading in elementary school played a leading role in the artistic, social and 

historical education, social, moral, aesthetic education, in laying the foundations of 

self-education, self-development, spirituality, national consciousness.  

The ability to read - is the presence of interest in reading the book as a 

source of knowledge of the environment, public education, mastery of literary 

language, the development of the spiritual world of the child, his feelings.  



Preparing for the lessons of literary reading, the teacher primarily determines 

the didactic purpose and educational objectives lesson content and scope of new 

educational material that must be learned in the classroom, establishes the basic 

lines of the material to be learned previously, students, selects questions for 

repetition, and outlines the structure of the lesson and the basic methods of training 

at each stage of the lesson with the level of training of students, distributes 

educational time for certain types of work, selects and prepares the necessary 

visual aids for the lesson, additional literature and materials for self-study students.  

In the last years of primary school teachers indicate less interest in teaching 

children 6-10-year-olds. The reasons for loss of interest in knowledge are:  

 inability to learn to overcome difficulties and cognitive activity;  

 the scope and complexity of the material that needs to learn and 

remember;  

 teachers often organize activities without relying on the willingness and 

motivation of students;  

 paucity of school life and learning process (monotony and monotony of 

classes, the lack of a quick change of events, vivid impressions and new 

appointments and the need to sit for a long time and almost no talk - all this makes 

school life dull and grim);  

 poverty and methods of the educational process;  

 outdated materiel training (equipment, visibility) and no new ones;  

 traditional structure, dominated by passive form of students' work, almost 

every lesson is repeated in all subjects [5, 10].  

The rapid development of new information technologies in the last five years 

has imposed certain effect on the personality development of the modern child. 

The widespread use of computer technology in education is gradually but surely 

becoming quite an important piece of the educational process of the school.  

Speaking of elementary school, the introduction of information and 

computer technology (ICT) in the educational process is feasible and promising.  



The child comes to school at the age of 6-7 years. This means that not only 

dramatically changing way of life, but also social status. Fun activities is on the 

background, and become the leading educational activity. The main responsibility 

of becoming learning - serious and difficult task that requires a junior student of 

great willpower.  

Today still, unfortunately, a leading role in the teaching of subjects occupy 

traditional means - board, chalk and spiritual sources. Through the use of ICT 

learning environment can complement the video sound. All this greatly affects the 

emotional sphere of primary school children, contributing to the growth of 

cognitive activity, interest in learning, cognitive activity. Especially because 

younger students are ready to work with ICT: they know what a computer can use 

it for the most part, they have no psychological barrier.  

Teacher use of ICT saves time and as efficiently perform everyday activities.  

ICTs have expanded the possibilities for submission of educational 

information. The use of color, graphics, sound, advanced video allows you to 

simulate different situations and environments, create presentations, so you can 

enhance the motivation of the student. Not only the novelty of the computer, but 

also possible to adjust the flow of learning tasks according to the degree of 

difficulty, encourage good decisions positively affect motivation.  

Computers can be used at any stage of the lesson. purpose of computer use 

in the classroom reading as follows:  

 develop logical thinking in children;  

 promote the development of skills to plan and predict the results of their 

actions;  

 develop reaction speed;  

 promote spatial representations;  

 shaped components to develop thinking, imagination, attention, 

concentration, intelligence;  

 promote the study and consolidation of the alphabet. [3]  



Prepare and conduct a lesson using the computer very easy. You must know 

a lot, a lot of know how, very much want a responsible attitude to their teachers' 

duties, and most of all - to a new level of pedagogical thinking.  

Combining the capabilities of your TV, VCR, books, calculator, a universal 

plaything, a modern computer at the same time is the same for a child as an equal 

partner, able to respond very subtle in its actions and requests, which she was so 

lacking.  

But any system of education requires the presence of both positive and 

negative aspects. Thus, the lessons of the computer increases the cognitive abilities 

of students, develop ingenuity and imagination. Children seized computers, higher 

levels of achievement motivation and self-development.  

Along with the positive aspects of using computers in teaching younger 

students are also negative factors: there is a large number of reports of adverse 

effects of computers on the psyche of the child. Some authors believe that the 

lessons of the computer - it's a kind of addiction, resulting in psychopathological 

symptoms such as: failure to switch to other activities, feelings of perceived 

superiority over others, the impoverishment of the emotional sphere, aggressive 

behavior, narrowing the range of interests and desire for create your own world, 

escape from reality, children less reading and more. Negative picture complement 

somatic disorders - reduced visual acuity, fatigue and more.  

Today, there are hygienic standards of operation of computers, and for 

children younger than 12 years, these standards provide no more than 10 minutes. 

Continuing work on the computer. Unfortunately, these standards do not always 

strictly adhere to the learning process.  

Use of computer in educational activity looks very natural from the point of 

view of the child and is one of the most effective ways to increase motivation and 

individualization of learning, the development of creative abilities and creating 

warm emotional environment. 
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THE FORMATION OF CULTURE OF ORAL MATHEMATICAL SPEECH 

OF PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN 

У статті розглянуті особливості розвитку уявлень учнів про математичну мову у 

процесі вивчення ними початкового курсу  математики та розроблено систему прийомів 

навчальної діяльності, які використовуються на уроках математики і в позаурочний час з 

метою формування у молодших школярів культури усного  мовлення. 

Особлива увага приділяється визначенню  впливу процесу розв'язування текстових 

задач на вироблення в учнів початкових класів навиків математичного мовлення та 

характеристиці методичних  прийомів  їх розвитку  при формуванні  обчислювальних 

навичок: 

- взаємоперевірка самостійних робіт навчаючого характеру,  

- контроль знань учнів за схемою «запитання — відповідь»,  

- робота класу, що супроводжується коментуванням одного з учнів,  

- математичні диктанти, 

- читання різними способами числових виразів та виразів зі змінною, що потребує 

знань відмінювання числівників. 

Ключові слова: математична мова, культура мовлення, означення математичних 

понять, числові вирази, математичні символи. 

 

Statement of the problem. The problem of student learning mathematical 

language and multicomponent complex. The feasibility of the special training of 

students for the purpose of mastering mathematical language is conditioned by the 

positive impact of such activities on the general development of speech of students, 

the formation of which is one of the major challenges of modern education.  

Simultaneous use of different words that represent the same mathematical 

symbols, enriches and develops the speech of younger students. Because they are 

not very likely to verbose explanations and mostly work at the board in silence. 

Klasovod should always encourage them to the story to the children formed the 

ability to speak, transfer the course of his argument.  

Word - the main tool in the work of teachers. That sound side klasovoda 

language often plays a crucial role in students learning mathematics. In other 

words, if everything that the teacher says in class, we wrote down on a piece of 

paper and asked his students to read, the effectiveness of written words would have 

been much lower than that spoken by the teacher. Each teacher - their text and 



speech, which of course affect the absorption and memorization students 

mathematical concepts, properties of arithmetic operations and so on.  

The main material. Mathematical culture has become one of the essential 

components of the overall culture of our contemporary. General cultural level is 

characterized by the level of development of mathematical thinking and 

mathematical language - two interconnected components of mathematical culture. 

[4]  

A necessary condition for the successful formation of mathematical culture 

is conscious student understanding of mathematical concepts and content, the 

origin of a new term mark. Failure to it becomes a source of new students with 

formal mathematical knowledge. If knowledge learned formally, it is the 

application of new elements of mathematical language, students can not be 

separated from the content of the sign form. This is evident in the transition from 

natural language to mathematics, and vice versa - from a mathematical model to 

another. These drawbacks may prevent some extent on the level of the transition 

from natural language to the language of scientific terms, using historical and 

henetychyyy analysis of words (characters), which makes it possible to tell the 

disciples "biography" of the new term (symbol), the history of the corresponding 

concept, to find out place of the term in the system of concepts. The systematic use 

of historical and genetic data in the study of new elements of mathematical 

language promotes cognitive interests while positive motivation training activities. 

Thus is established the concept of a genetic link with reality. Forms of work, of 

course, are consistent with age-related characteristics of schoolchildren. This work 

continues in overtime. With the same purpose effectively used mathematical 

newspaper, which, along with other vmishuyut material containing "biography" of 

concepts, terms and symbols are studied [3].  

Accuracy is important as the quality of speech is closely related to pravylnis 

¬ bye using appropriate terms, concepts. We know that the primary school 

definition of mathematical concepts are not introduced, they explain and disclosed 

¬ vayemo specific examples, drawing on experience of students and their 



previously acquired knowledge. And how fast children will learn this material 

depends not only on the correctness of the operation in terms of these classes, but 

also mastery of mathematics in the future.  

Listening to the answers younger pupils, notice that they learn a bit difficult 

consonant and related concepts, such as: number - the number circle - circle 

divided - divider, declining - subtrahend, direct - segment area - perimeter. And 

when the student accurately expressed, the reason for this is usually the same: it 

poorly understands what he is talking about. The teacher should keep this in mind 

and avoid errors.  

Often in mathematics lessons we hear vague statements due to the inability 

of children to use these, for example, the terms "more", "less", "above", "slow" and 

others. Whose meaning is revealed in the sentences with the words: "Pine greater 

than 6m in poplar "(rather than" more ")," The first segment is shorter than the 

other "(and no less") [2]. Working on such pairs of concepts and their 

corresponding terms, it is important not only to illustrate them, but use observation 

of children, strive to zone grammatically correct statement replaced one another. 

For example: "My brother is older than her sister" - "sister younger brother." Here 

to help specific tasks, such as: "dibraty words opposite in meaning (more - less 

higher - lower, wider - narrower older - younger, longer - shorter, heavier - lighter, 

thicker - thinner, faster - slower)" .  

Language of Mathematics is a special case of sign systems that can be called 

languages. Therefore, the study of new ele ¬ ments mathematical language 

appropriate to apply the techniques used for development of students' specific 

semantic and syntactic knowledge and skills in the study of any other language. 

Semantic skills by helping ¬ svoyuvaty mathematical concepts, recognize them, 

highlight important features and establish relationships between them. Syntactic 

skills provided by competent reading, writing and conversion of math expressions. 

These two skills are the basis of converting information recorded ordinary 

language, a mathematical model, as well as skills-based and switch between a 

mathematical model to another. The essential idea here is compliance, the 



development of which students begins in elementary school. [5]  

In the study of algebraic concepts deductive method of its construction is not 

detected so clearly as in the study of geometric concepts. However, algebraic study 

material provides many opportunities for development of students' cultural logic: 

logical analysis of mathematical statements clarifying the definitions of the logical 

structure of mathematical concepts; justification identical stages of transformation 

of algebraic expressions and so on. Logical operations in the algebra course is 

clearly not studied, but it is important to clarify this possibility mantyku ¬ logical 

connections using appropriate language constructs.  

Analysis of teaching practices and research results [7] suggest that 

successful mastery of mathematical language at school within the school program 

is possible only if targeted guidance from the teacher development process of oral 

and written language to math class. This management is done through the 

organization of various forms of educational activity:  

- Reading and writing mathematical expressions;  

- Tasks to transition from verbal to symbolic account and vice versa;  

- Tasks to transition from a mathematical model to another;  

- Work with mathematical dictionary: organization of students' oral and 

written messages from the history and development of mathematical concepts, 

terminology, symbols.  

In teaching students mathematical language successfully, the following 

forms of work as vzayemoperevirky independent work was teaching character 

control students' knowledge on a "question - answer" working class, accompanied 

by commenting on one of the students, math Dick ¬ tanto and translations 

(transition from one model to another), etc. [6].  

In the course of oral exercises, students acquire the ability to apply 

mathematical terms, formulate action properties and more. From among the 

methods of stimulating the production of correct mathematical broadcasting is an 

effective commentary on the tasks: first, students repeat the explanation the teacher 

and then talk about their own actions. With the mastery of relevant skills their 



explanation will eventually become concise, accurate. Systematic verbal 

commentary extends stock pupils, they have produced confidence. This work is 

helpful for all those who explain the course of their actions, and those who listen to 

his friend. In elementary school choir has been used successfully (letters, words, 

phrases) and personal commentary in this example, the system:  

- Commenting strong apprentice under the guidance of the teacher (entries 

running on the board);  

- Comment without burning on the board;  

- Comment choir;  

- Commenting strong, medium and weak disciple (individual).  

Each new concept is based on other, already known to be used as reference. 

This condition ensures the availability of new knowledge and, to some extent, the 

willingness of students to their perception. Every new element mathematical 

language is introduced in conjunction with the pa ¬ inured girl before.  

Mathematical dictation teaches children closely follow the language teacher, 

once included in the tasks, helps produce a certain pace and rhythm work. 

Preferably immediately after dictation analyze it. To do this, two students can be 

offered to perform the task and record it on tape. Then these records are projected 

on a blackboard. Students who performed the task, go to the board to justify their 

actions. Tasks reviewed by students and teachers and become a model for self-

control. This technique is successfully combined with taking vzayemoperevirky 

when every student tests (compare with the sample) work its neighbor on the desk. 

Vzayemoperevirka activates student attention, giving him the opportunity to 

become familiar with how the task is made more option. If a teacher is planning to 

apply this method when independent work, is it necessary to warn the students [1].  

Favorable conditions for the development of mathematical broadcasting 

students created during solving word problems. The process of solving them has 

cho ¬ galleries stages: learning objectives, searching for a method of problem 

solution, solve problems, test and answer the problem. At each stage of developing 

one or another language. During the familiarization with the task, students read the 



text, highlighting basic words and numeric data, make logical break between 

condition and question tasks, trans ¬ zuyut its mathematical content. 

Vidshukovuyuchy way of solution of the problem, students have to specify those 

values referred to in the problem, establish the relationship between them (yes ¬ 

variables and their values data and integer giving the magnitude ¬ tion). On this 

basis, make a plan for resolving ¬ cottage: set sequence of questions that are not 

necessary for ¬ formulate and solve them. Solving the problem is reduced to the 

choice of action, explaining their selection and implementation of these actions. 

When testing for solving the problem, students will compare response problem 

with her condition, give detailed explanation of the correctness of solutions.  

Elements of symbolic mathematical language, students are receptive to and 

learn in the first phase of their study, that is, when they are introduced and fixed. 

But by the end of the school year are wrong in symbolic record 30% of students. 

Much of the error in the application of mathematical symbols is not predetermined 

formation ability to correctly read words such records. Students are not always 

aware of the adequacy of the record of his verbal expression. To avoid 

disadvantages of this sort of knowledge of students, it is appropriate to include in 

the training process forms of learning activities, similar to those used in the process 

of learning a foreign language. In both cases, students are taught semantics when 

disclosed the content side of learning, and syntax of the language when explaining 

its internal structure. Therefore, exercises that form the basis for the mathematical 

activity of students, should be chosen so that the revealed content of the characters 

entered that students learned to use them; produced the ability to translate from 

natural language to formal and vice versa. To translate a text written formalized 

language, one must know the characters, to be able to read and know the rules of 

reading character set. Depending on the content of math ¬ cal sentence the same 

characters with different inter ¬ pretatsiyu. To translate, the student should be 

aware of these options. And to translate from natural language to formalized 

mathematical need to have special language constructs. When such a transfer is 

quite often necessary to modify the design statement recorded ordinary language, 



bringing it to the peculiarities of mathematical language.  

Conclusions. Improving the culture of mathematical thinking and speaking 

skills of students promotes practical life calculations, eliminating the use of 

unnecessary words inaccuracies in the construction issues and conditions of the 

problem, wrong order of words in sentences. Language younger pupils are clear, 

coherent, meaningful.  

Education, Culture mathematical broadcasting students - focused complex 

process that must be continuous: both in class and after school. Klasovod designed 

to constantly care for the purity and richness of pupils' speech, timely notice and 

correct their flaws.  

The need for expanding vocabulary of elementary school pupils in 

mathematics lessons, and parallel to the disclosure of the semantics of words, how 

their spelling, pronunciation - is the foundation of preventing errors like spelling 

and speech character.  

 

Knowledge, a model is correct slovovykorystannya tutorial. Klasovoda task 

- to teach students to work closely with the book, read it carefully.  

Everywhere and always an example for students is a speech teacher. 

Because children tend to follow throughout his first mentor and teacher, taking 

over all the intricacies of his behavior and speech. This should always be 

remembered for all teachers and educators.  

The systematic work aimed at making disciples intentionally captured in 

mathematical language, helps them thoroughly assimilate the entire course of 

mathematics and use the acquired knowledge in practice.  

Lessons mathematical ¬ tics provide great opportunities for organic 

combination of working on issues of culture spoken ¬ tion to the study of the 

initial course of mathematics, reflecting the pedagogical views V.Sukhomlynsky 

and his concept of learning activities, whereby the linguistic culture is an integral 

devel ¬ opment of students . 
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